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Chapter 1
Introduction
From embedded systems to large distributed systems, concurrency is everywhere. Even
in the world of general purpose systems, concurrency is becoming increasingly impor-
tant. We can no longer rely on Moore’s law[1] and wait for faster processors to come
out at regular intervals. Instead of speeding up single processors, hardware manufac-
turers are shifting to the world of many-cores. With the multiplication of cores and
processors in today’s systems, concurrency is becoming a must to achieve reasonable
performance. Parallelisation of sequential code performed by hardware is reaching its
limits. Programs must be written with concurrency in mind to take advantage of those
increasingly common multi-cores architectures[2].
Alas, writing concurrent systems is difficult. Going from sequential programs
to systems of multiple concurrent components is not an easy task. The usual so-
lution of using threads and synchronisation primitives such as locks, semaphores[3]
and monitors[4] is highly error prone and unsatisfactory, due to their largely non-
deterministic behaviour[5]. We are in need better of abstractions.
In this thesis, we introduce a formalism to describe concurrent systems derived from
the Behaviour-Interaction-Priority framework (BIP)[6][7]. We have built a theoretical
framework inspired from BIP to describe coordination between components, as well as
some standard extensions such as data transfer and dynamicity.
In addition to this formalism, we show two implementations of BIP as domain spe-
cific languages embedded in two different functional programming languages: Haskell[8]
and Scala[9]. We hope to obtain expressive frameworks to easily express systems of
concurrent components directly in Haskell and Scala. We think that this embedding of
BIP in functional programming languages leads to great improvements in the usability.
Before we proceed any further into this thesis, will we briefly introduce the concepts
of BIP. This short introduction will highlight the fundamental concepts behind the
approach.
1
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1.1 Introduction to BIP
As we’ve just argued, writing concurrent programs is a difficult task. We believe most
of the difficulty comes from the interleaving of computation and coordination usually
present in most concurrent programs. The Behaviour-Interaction-Priority (BIP) ap-
proach tries to solve this problem by having a strict separation between computation
and coordination code. We strongly believe this separation allows programmers and
system designers to have a better understanding of both types of code (computation
and coordination). This also make concurrent code more amenable to analysis[10].
In practice, BIP takes the form of an external domain specific language (DSL) and
framework. It was originally developed in the context of embedded systems, and as
since been adapted to work in different settings[11]. With this thesis, we bring and
adapt the key concepts of BIP to functional programming languages.
As we have just said, the main idea of BIP is to have a strict separation between
computation and coordination code. For this reason, BIP systems are decomposed
into three distinct layers: Behaviour, Interaction and Priority. The computation code
takes place in the Behaviour layer, and the coordination in the Interaction and Priority
layers. The Interaction and Priority layers are sometimes called the Glue of the system.
1.1.1 Behaviour
The first layer of BIP is the Behaviour layer. This layer is composed of a fixed number
of heterogenous components, each defined in isolation. Those components are called
atoms in the context of BIP. Each component can be modelled as a finite state ma-
chine (FSM). States in the state machine simply correspond to control locations, and
transitions represent computations. As a first example, here are two atoms with the
same behaviour.
b1
a1
b2
a2
As we have previously stated, computations take place uniquely during transitions.
States in the FSMs are simply control locations. In this model, when an atom reaches
a control location, it stops its execution and waits for one of its possible transition to
be triggered. It is important to note that transitions are not automatically triggered
upon reaching the control location. An external entity, such as an engine, must notify
the agent of which transition, if any, to take.
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In order to refer to the transition of an atom, they are each given a label. We call
these labels ports. Note that, in BIP, ports are unique to an atom. However, within
the same atom, some transitions may share the same label given that they do not start
in the same state.
b1
a1
p1 q1
b2
a2
p2 q2
Above is the previous example, with transitions labeled by a port. The ports of an
atom form its interface to the rest of the system. This is generally represented in the
following way:
b1
a1
p1 q1
b2
a2
p2 q2
p1 q1 p2 q2
As can be seen from the above schema, the atoms of the system are at this point
still not connected in any way. We will see in the next sections how those components
can cooperate and coordinate.
1.1.2 Interaction
In the previous section, we looked at the Behaviour layer, which was focused on the
behaviour of each individual atoms. We now move to the second layer of BIP, the
Interaction layer. Contrary to the previous layer, the Interaction layer is concerned
with the system as a whole.
To begin our discussion of this layer, we need to look at the state machine of
the entire system, which is simply the product of the state machines of every atoms.
Specifically, the state machine of the system will have a state for every combination
of states from its atoms. Transitions in the state machine correspond to subsets of
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transitions of the underlying atoms. Below is shown the state machine of the system
corresponding to the previous example.
a1a2
a1b2b1a2
b1b2
{q1, q2}{p1, p2}
{p1, q2}
{q1, p2}
{q2}
{p2}
{q1}
{p1}
{p2}
{q2}
{p1}
{q1}
Notice that the transitions in the state machine of the entire system are labeled with
subset of ports. We will call such a subset of ports an interaction. The goal of the
Interaction layer is to describe which of those interactions are possible. In the above
state machine, the transitions have not been restricted in any way. Depending on the
application however, this is not always desirable.
For instance, we might want the two atoms to always be in the same exact same
states. In this case, we would like to only enable transitions that keep the two atoms
in sync.
a1a2
a1b2b1a2
b1b2
{q1, q2}{p1, p2}
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Connector
In the above example, the set of possible interactions was small enough so that they
could be explicitly listed. However, in larger system, the set of possible interactions
will become increasingly larger and explicitly listing them would be too long and error-
prone.
The solution proposed by BIP to solve this problem is to use connectors[12]. A
connector simply connects together the ports of the various atoms of a system, and in
doing so, describes the possible interactions involving those ports. In a connector, each
port is either given a synchron role, which specifies that the port may take part in the
interaction, or a trigger role, which states that the port may initiate the interaction.
For an interaction to be possible, either all connected ports must be enabled, or at
least one of the triggers must be.
As a first example, here are the connectors which ensure that the two atoms from
the previous example are always in the same states. The first connector states that
p1 and p2 can synchronise, and the second that q1 and q2 can also synchronise. In the
schema, triggers are represented with a triangle and synchrons with a circle.
b1
a1
p1 q1
b2
a2
p2 q2
p1 q1 p2 q2
The above schema defines two connectors. The first one connects the ports p1 and p2
and the second q1 and q2. Since all ports are given a synchron role, the only possible
interactions are:
{{p1, p2}, {q1, q2}}
Which is exactly the subset of interactions we wanted to enable.
Note that connectors can also be hierarchically composed. Instead of connecting
ports, connectors can also connect to other connectors, thereby creating a hierarchy of
connectors. However, in the scope of this short introduction to BIP, we will not discuss
this point in any more details.
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1.1.3 Priority
As you may have noticed, some transitions in the state machine of a system will share
the same label. Two different transitions in the state machine thus may correspond to
the same interaction. Depending on the application, it might be desirable to enable one
of the transitions and not the other. Since they are labeled with the same interaction,
this is not feasible in the Interaction layer. The Priority layer of BIP is there for this
purpose.
To illustrate this point, let us go back to our previous example and try to enforce
the fact that the two atoms should never be in the state b at the same time. Below
is shown the state machine of the complete system with all the transitions we wish to
enable.
a1a2
a1b2b1a2
b1b2
{p1, q2}
{q1, p2}
{q2}
{p2}
{q1}
{p1}
{p2} {p1}
It is clear from the above schema that if we do not start in a forbidden state, then
it is impossible to reach such a state later. As can be seen in the above schema, the
following interactions should be possible:
{{p1}, {p2}, {q1}, {q2}, {p1, q2}, {q1, p2}}
This subset of interactions can be easily encoded using connectors, as shows the fol-
lowing schema.
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b1
a1
p1 q1
b2
a2
p2 q2
p1 q1 p2 q2
The above connectors connect the port p1 with q2 and the port p2 with q1. Since
they are all triggers, the connectors indeed describe the precise subset of interactions
we wished to enable. However, if we look at the state machine of the system with
the specified interaction model, some transitions that we wish to eliminate are still
possible. Those transitions have been represented as dashed lines in the schema below.
a1a2
a1b2b1a2
b1b2
{p1, q2}
{q1, p2}
{q2}
{p2}
{q1}
{p1}
{p2}
{q2}
{p1}
{q1}
Again note, and this is very important, that those transitions could not have been
removed in the Interaction layer, since they share the same label with transitions that
we wish to have.
In order to remove those interactions, a priority policy is to be applied. In the
context of BIP, a priority policy is simply a partial order between the interactions.
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In a given state, only the interactions with maximal priority amongst those currently
possible according to the interaction model may be taken.
In our previous example, we can use the following priority policy to ensure that the
two transitions we wish to disable are never taken:
{q1} < {q1, p2}
{q2} < {p1, q2}
Using this priority policy, the two transitions that were problematic and that could
lead to the forbidden state have been removed.
1.1.4 BIP implementations
The theoretical framework that we have presented has been implemented in various
ways, most notably as a complete tool chain which generates C++ code from the
description of BIP systems in an external domain specific language[7][13]. In this thesis,
we will present implementations of BIP as an embedded domain specific language in
functional programming languages. In the next chapter, we will present an overview
of the frameworks we have developed.
Chapter 2
Overview
In this chapter, we present a complete overview of the concepts and syntax of the
Haskell and Scala frameworks. As you will see, the frameworks are conceptually very
similar to BIP. We however differ in some crucial ways that we will explore. We believe
however that the spirit of BIP is preserved!
Throughout this chapter, we illustrate the different concepts with actual code writ-
ten in both the Haskell and Scala frameworks. Please note that the code samples
presented here are there for illustration purposes mainly. For convenience, a very short
introduction to the key concepts of Haskell can be found in the appendices.
2.1 System
The top level concept behind the frameworks in the concept of systems. As we will see, a
system is composed of some concurrently executing components and some coordination
strategy. Throughout this chapter, we will see how to describe such systems and execute
them.
Just as in BIP, systems described with the frameworks are decomposed into distinct
layers. Where BIP has three different layers, we, however, have only two. In our
approach, we merge together the two glue layers, Interaction and Priority, into a single
one. We will start our description of the frameworks with the first layer: the Behaviour
layer.
2.2 Behaviour layer
As they are explicitly targeted at concurrency, the frameworks have naturally been de-
signed to build concurrent systems. In such system, we make the distinction between
the computation code, which generally performs the business logic, and the coordina-
tion code, which coordinates the different components. We argue that the two types of
code are orthogonal. In the frameworks we designed, as in BIP, the two different kind
of codes are kept as separate as possible.
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The computation code is written in the Behaviour layer of the frameworks. The
task to be performed is generally split between various components, which we call
atoms.
2.2.1 Atoms
Atoms are active objects that can be assimilated to threads or actors[14] in other
models, in the sense that they conceptually are concurrently executing processes.
In the frameworks, atoms are always bound to a specific system. Before a system
actually starts executing, an initial set of its atoms must be declared. This is done in
the following way.
system = do
atom <- newAtom someAction
return ()
Haskell
val system = new System
val atom = system.newAtom(someAction)
Scala
The above programs simply create a system containing a single atom. The atom is
responsible for the execution of the computation named someAction. someAction is
not forced to terminate its execution, but if it does, the atom is said to die and is
removed from the system.
Also note that the previous code snippets do not actually start executing the sys-
tems. To do so, the systems must be explicitly started.
runSystem system
Haskell
system.run()
Scala
Given a system as we have just defined, the above instruction in Haskell and Scala will
start executing the system. The instruction will block until the system has finished its
whole execution, which, as we will see, arises either when all atoms have finished their
execution or when the system enters a deadlock state, in which no interactions can be
executed.
Hello World
At this point, we are in a position where we can actually show the first complete
application. As is tradition, we present the code to run a system that displays the text
"Hello World!".
runSystem $ do
newAtom $ do
liftIO $ putStrLn "Hello World!"
return ()
Haskell
val system = new System
system.newAtom {
println("Hello World!")
}
system.run()
Scala
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The above programs, even though traditional, do not illustrate very well the capabilities
of the frameworks. As the goal of the frameworks is to tackle concurrency, let us build
a system with two atoms, each responsible to display a part of the message.
runSystem $ do
newAtom $ do
liftIO $ putStrLn "Hello!"
newAtom $ do
liftIO $ putStrLn "World!"
return ()
Haskell
val system = new System
system.newAtom {
println("Hello!")
}
system.newAtom {
println("World!")
}
system.run()
Scala
The above programs create a system of two atoms, each of which is responsible to
display a single message. When running the above programs, we run into the problem
that, as the two atoms run concurrently, the messages may appear in the wrong order
or even interleaved! This behaviour is something to be expected by design. Indeed, the
whole point of a concurrency framework is to allow components to run concurrently,
and find a way to coordinate them. We will shortly see how to perform the latter in
the Haskell and Scala frameworks, when we present the Glue layer. To do so, we need
first to introduce the concept of a port.
2.2.2 Ports
In the frameworks, ports are the way atoms can communicate and synchronise with
other atoms. A port can be thought of as one the ends of some potentially complex
communication channel which will be described in the Glue layer. This allows, as we
will see, atoms to perform a single operation: sending a value into the channel and
then receiving a value back in return. They are declared as part of a system as follows:
system = $ do
port <- newPort
-- Rest of the system.
return ()
Haskell
val system = new System
val port = system.newPort
Scala
Ports have their type parameterised with the type of value they can send and the
type of value they will receive. Those types can either be inferred from the context or
explicitly specified, as the following example shows:
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system = $ do
-- The first type, Int,
-- indicates the type of values
-- that the port can receive
-- from the system.
-- The second type, String,
-- indicates the type of values
-- that can be sent through the port.
port :: PortId Int String <- newPort
-- Rest of the system.
return ()
Haskell
val s = new System
// The first type, Int,
// indicates the type of values
// that the port can receive
// from the system.
// The second type, String,
// indicates the type of values
// that can be sent
// through the port.
val port = s.newPort[Int, String]
Scala
Note that ports are not bound to a specific atom as they were in BIP. All ports can
be used by all atoms of the system. They are more closely related to the BIP concept
of port types. We will now see how the atoms make use of the ports.
2.2.3 Awaiting on ports
To use ports, atoms can use the await instruction, which sends a value into a port and
wait for a value to be received. Here is first an illustration is Haskell:
system = $ do
-- Creating the port
port <- newPort
-- Creating the atom
atom <- newAtom $ do
-- Using the await instruction
valueReceived <- await port valueToSend
-- Some computation using the valueReceived
someAction valueReceived
-- Rest of the system.
return ()
Similarly, the same example system could be written in Scala as follows:
val system = new System
// Creating the port
val port = system.newPort
// Creating the atom
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val atom = system.newAtom {
// Using the await instruction
await(port, valueToSend) {
case valueReceived => {
// Some computation using the valueReceived
someAction(valueReceived)
}
}
}
The await instruction is a conceptually blocking instruction. The atom must indeed
wait to receive a value back from the port before its execution can continue. However,
the implementations make sure that atoms waiting on ports do not block underlying
threads or processes. For this reason, the continuation1 of an atom must be obtainable,
which is syntactically apparent in the Scala version, since the continuation is explicitly
passed as an argument to the await function.
The previous instruction only allowed atoms to wait on a single port. It can be
however desirable to send values to multiple ports and only wait for one of them to re-
ceive a value. This possibility is offered by the awaitAny instruction, which generalises
await.
system = $ do
-- Creating the two ports
port1 <- newPort
port2 <- newPort
-- Creating the atom
atom <- newAtom $ do
-- Using the await instruction
valueReceived <- awaitAny
[ onPort port1 valueToSend1
, onPort port2 valueToSend2 ]
-- Some computation using the valueReceived
someAction valueReceived
-- Rest of the system.
return ()
Which translates in Scala as:
val system = new System
// Creating the two ports
1A continuation is a function that returns the rest of some execution.
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val port1 = system.newPort
val port2 = system.newPort
// Creating the atom
val atom = system.newAtom {
// Using the awaitAny instruction
awaitAny(port1 withValue valueToSend1, port2 withValue valueToSend2) {
case valueReceived => {
// Some computation using the valueReceived
someAction(valueReceived)
}
}
}
Since users might want to distinguish the different cases, we offer a way to apply a
different function on the potential value received by each port. This enables users to
wrap the value received by different ports in different constructors, and latter pattern
match on the wrapped value. For instance:
system = $ do
-- Creating the two ports
port1 <- newPort
port2 <- newPort
-- Creating the atom
atom <- newAtom $ do
-- Using the await instruction
value <- awaitAny
[ fmap Left $ onPort port1 "Some string"
, fmap Right $ onPort port2 0 ]
case value of
Left valueReceived -> someAction valueReceived
Right valueReceived -> someOtherAction valueReceived
-- Rest of the system.
return ()
Which translates in the Scala framework to:
val system = new System
// Creating the two ports
// Note that the type of values sent and received by the ports
// are explicitly specified.
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val port1 = system.newPort[Int, String]
val port2 = system.newPort[Double, Long]
// Unfortunately the following functions are necessary here
// since type inference has its limits in Scala.
def left(x: Int): Either[Int, Double] = Left(x)
def right(y: Double): Either[Int, Double] = Right(x)
// Creating the atom
val atom = system.newAtom {
// Using the awaitAny instruction
awaitAny(port1 withValue "Some string" map left,
port2 withValue 0 map right) {
case Left(valueReceived) => someAction(valueReceived)
case Right(valueReceived) => someOtherAction(valueReceived)
}
}
It is important to note that atoms have no direct control over the communication
channel behind the ports. The communication channels, which connect the different
ports of a system and are therefore called connectors, will be described in the Glue
layer.
2.2.4 Spawning new atoms
The last point we wish to explore before we move to the exposition of the coordination
of atoms is the notion of dynamicity. Traditionally in BIP, the set of atoms of a
system is fixed before the system actually starts. It is thus impossible for new atoms
to be created and later join the system. In the developed frameworks, we alleviate this
restriction and allow atoms to spawn other atoms. This is performed using the spawn
or spawnAtom instruction, as shown in the following example in Haskell.
system = $ do
-- Rest of the system.
newAtom $ do
liftIO $ putStrLn "In the first atom."
spawn $ do
liftIO $ putStrLn "In the second atom."
liftIO $ putStrLn "Still in the first atom."
Which can be written in Scala as:
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val system = new System
system.newAtom {
println("In the first atom.")
spawnAtom {
println("In the second atom.")
}
println("Still in the first atom.")
}
Note that we make a distinction between the creation of atoms before the system is
started, which is performed using newAtom, and the spawning of atoms by other atoms
while the system is running, which is done via spawnAtom. Indeed, the atoms created
before the system is run can be explicitly referred to in the Glue layer. As we will see,
the Glue layer is fixed before the system start executing. Therefore, at the time is it
defined, the Glue layer has no knowledge of the atoms that will be spawned during the
runtime of the system.
2.3 Glue layer
Above the Behaviour layer, which we have just described, comes the second and final
layer. This second layer, called the Glue layer, precisely describes how the different
atoms are coordinated. This last layer corresponds to a combination of the Interaction
and Priority layers of BIP.
2.3.1 Interactions
The most important concept of the Glue layer is the concept of interactions. An
interaction consists of a set of waiting atoms which synchronise and exchange values,
each through some potentially different port. Before it can be executed, all atoms part
of the interaction must be waiting on the port specified by the interaction. When the
interaction is executed, all atoms that are part of the interaction receive a value on the
selected port and can resume their execution.
2.3.2 Connectors
As systems may have many possible interactions, it would be very verbose and error-
prone to explicitly list them all. In the frameworks, as in BIP, connectors are the way
to concisely and precisely describe all possible interactions of a system. Connectors
can be thought of as a way to connect together the different ports used by the different
atoms of a system.
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To describe connectors, we take a different approach than the one that is proposed
in BIP. As we will see in details in the next chapter, connectors in the framework are
built from a set of primitive combinators. Those combinators provide users with an
expressive language in which connectors can be described.
The next chapter will be entirely dedicated to the combinators we use to describe the
connectors. As a foretaste however, here is an example of a system with an associated
connector. The system is composed of n atoms, which can either be working or idle.
The connector of the system ensures that all atoms start and stop working at the same
time.
system = $ do
-- Creating the two ports
start <- newPort
end <- newPort
-- Number of atoms
let n = 10
-- Creating the atoms
atoms <- replicateM n $ newAtom $ forever $ do
await start ()
putStrLn "Working!"
await end ()
putStrLn "Done!"
-- Register the connector that
-- specifies that all atoms must start and
-- stop working at the same time
registerConnector $ anyOf
[ allOf [ bind atom start | atom <- atoms ]
, allOf [ bind atom end | atom <- atoms ] ]
Which translates in the Scala framework as follows:
val system = new System
// Creating the two ports
val start = system.newPort[Any, Unit]
val end = system.newPort[Any, Unit]
// Number of atoms
val n = 10
// Creating the atoms
val atoms = for ( i <- 1 to n) yield system.newAtom {
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def loop() {
await(start) { (_: Any) =>
println("Working!")
await(end) { (_: Any) =>
println("Done!")
loop()
}
}
}
loop()
}
// Register the connector that
// specifies that all atoms must start and
// stop working at the same time
system.registerConnector(anyOf(
allOf(atoms map { _ bind start } : _*),
allOf(atoms map { _ bind end } : _*)))
The way we build connectors is thoroughly formalised in the next chapter, in which
we will discuss connector combinators and their properties.
Chapter 3
Connector combinators
3.1 Introduction to connectors
As we have already seen in the previous chapters, BIP systems are composed of multiple
isolated components. The only way the various components, or atoms, can interact
with each other is through their ports and a connector. The ports of an atom define
its interface to the rest of the system. They specify which kind of data can be sent and
received through them.
When an atom wants to exchange values and synchronise with other components,
it must activate some of its ports, sending values through them. Then, the atom stops
its execution and waits to be part of an interaction. When an interaction takes place,
all components that are part of the interaction synchronise and receive some values on
one of their activated ports. They are then free to continue their execution.
Connectors are used to describe the possible interactions of a system. Each system
has some connectors which precisely describe how the various ports are connected.
Each connector specifies which subsets of ports can synchronise together and how the
values are exchanged.
In this chapter, we will investigate the theory behind connectors. We will begin
our investigation with two algebras that are used to describe subsets of ports. We will
then add data, priorities and dynamicity to our theoretical framework of connectors.
This theoretical framework will serve as a basis to the functional implementations of
BIP developed as part of this thesis.
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3.2 Algebras of BIP
In BIP, components synchronise and communicate with each other through their ports.
Once in a stable state, a system can execute an interaction to continue its execution.
Ignoring the data transfer aspect, an interaction is simply a subset of ports which
synchronise.
The possible interactions of a system, being simply sets of ports, can potentially be
explicitly listed, but this representation is very verbose and error prone. In order to
be able to concisely and conveniently describe the ways components can interact with
each other, several algebras have been proposed. We will shortly introduce two of those
algebras, namely the Algebra of Interactions [12] and the Algebra of Connectors [12].
3.2.1 Algebra of Interactions
The Algebra of Interactions, denoted by AI(P ), gives us a concise way to describe
subset of ports from P . Its grammar is given by:
<AI> ::= <p> | 1 | 0 | <AI> + <AI> | <AI> * <AI>
for p ∈ P .
Note that ∗, called fusion, has stronger precedence than +, called union. Also note
that we will use parenthesis when necessary but for simplicity won’t include them in
the grammar. We will stick to this convention for grammars introduced later in this
chapter as well.
The semantics of AI(P ), which turns formulas into sets of ports, is given by:
[[p]] = {{p}}
[[1]] = {∅}
[[0]] = ∅
[[c1 + c2]] = [[c1]] ∪ [[c2]]
[[c1 ∗ c2]] = {i1 ∪ i2 | i1 ∈ [[c1]] ∧ i2 ∈ [[c2]]}
Each γ ∈ [[c]] corresponds to an interaction. We say that a port p ∈ P is part of an
interaction γ if and only if p ∈ γ.
Examples Let the set of ports P be equal to {p, q}. The following holds:
[[p]] = {{p}}
[[p+ q]] = {{p}, {q}}
[[p+ 1]] = {{p}, ∅}
[[p+ 0]] = {{p}}
[[p ∗ q]] = {{p, q}}
[[p ∗ 1]] = {{p}}
[[p ∗ 0]] = ∅
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Algebraic properties We will consider c1, c2 ∈ AI(P ) to be equal if and only if
they correspond to the same set of interactions according to the semantics.
c1 = c2 ⇐⇒ [[c1]] = [[c2]] ∀c1, c2 ∈ AI(P )
Equipped with the above equality, AI(P ) forms a idempotent commutative semir-
ing. Precisely, this means that, for any c1, c2, c3 ∈ AI(P ), the following hold:
1. (AI(P ),+, 0) is a commutative monoid:
• c1 + (c2 + c3) = (c1 + c2) + c3
• c1 + c2 = c2 + c1
• c1 + 0 = c1
2. (AI(P ), ∗, 1) is a commutative monoid:
• c1 ∗ (c2 ∗ c3) = (c1 ∗ c2) ∗ c3
• c1 ∗ c2 = c2 ∗ c1
• c1 ∗ 1 = c1
3. Multiplication, or fusion, distributes over addition:
• c1 ∗ (c2 + c3) = (c1 ∗ c2) + (c1 ∗ c3)
4. Multiplication by 0 annihilates AI(P ):
• c1 ∗ 0 = 0
5. Addition, or union, is idempotent:
• c1 + c1 = c1
3.2.2 Algebra of Connectors
In the BIP framework, a different algebra is used to define the possible interactions of
connectors, namely the Algebra of Connectors [12]. In addition to union and fusion, the
algebra revolves around the concept of triggers and synchrons. Its grammar is given
by:
<t> ::= [0] | [1] | [<p>] | [<AC>] // Triggers
<s> ::= [0]’ | [1]’ | [<p>]’ | [<AC>]’ // Synchrons
<AC> ::= <t> | <s> | <AC> + <AC> | <AC> * <AC>
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for p ∈ P .
The Algebra of Connectors is usually given its semantics in terms of the Algebra
of Interactions we have just seen. The following specifies that ports and union in
the Algebra of Connectors corresponds to the equivalent concepts in the Algebra of
Interactions.
[[[p]]] = p
[[[p]′]] = p
[[x+ y]] = [[x]] + [[y]]
The interesting part is in the treatment of multiplication, or fusion, which differs from
its treatment in the Algebra of Interactions.
[[
n∏
i=1
[xi]]] =
n∏
i=1
[[xi]]
[[
n∏
i=1
[xi]
′ ∗
m∏
j=1
[yj]]] =
n∑
i=1
([[xi]] ∗
∏
k 6=i
(1 + [[xk]]) ∗
∏
j
(1 + [[yj]]))
Intuitively, it means that for the fusion of many connectors to be enabled, either:
• all connectors are enabled, or
• at least one of the triggers is enabled.
This algebra is very interesting since it allows programmers and designers to in-
tuitively and concisely describe sets of interactions. We will aspire to this kind of
expressivity for the connectors in our frameworks. This algebra is however of little
interest for the rest of this chapter, since we will mostly base our formalisation on the
Algebra of Interactions.
3.2.3 Connector combinators
To describe connectors in this thesis, we will not use any of the above algebras but
a different approach, namely connector combinators. In addition to specifying the
possible interactions in terms of involved ports, the connector combinators will allow us
to precisely describe data transfer and priorities directly in the connectors. In addition,
this approach has the advantage to be very easily mapped to functional programming
constructs, namely algebraic data types, as we will see in the later chapters.
Throughout this chapter, we will introduce all connector combinators progressively,
by groups of related combinators. Semantics, properties, typing rules as well as rela-
tions to other algebras of BIP will be provided.
Before diving into the complete set of connector combinators, let’s introduce a
restricted subset of it, called core combinators without data. This restricted subset is
very closely related to the other algebras of BIP.
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3.3 Core combinators without data
The first set of combinators we introduce are called core combinators. For simplicity,
we will ignore data transfer for now and first introduce a variant of the core combinators
without data. We will denote this set by Ccore(P ), where P is the set of ports. As we
will see, the core combinators correspond exactly to the Algebra of Interactions.
As before, a semantic function gives connectors a meaning in term of set of inter-
actions, each interaction being for now simply a set of ports which synchronise. The
core combinators are composed of the following primitive connectors:
• Ports p, which denotes the connection to a given port.
• Success, which corresponds to an always succeeding connector that always has
an interaction. However, this interaction does not involve any port.
• Failure, which corresponds to an always failing connector, which never has any
possible interaction.
In addition to those primitive connectors, the following combinators are defined:
• OneOf which expresses non-deterministic choice between two connectors.
• BothOf which expresses synchronisation between two connectors.
3.3.1 Grammar
The grammar of Ccore(P ) is given by:
<CoreC> ::= <p>
| Success
| Failure
| OneOf <CoreC> <CoreC>
| BothOf <CoreC> <CoreC>
where p ∈ P .
3.3.2 Semantics
The goal of connectors is to describe the possible interactions of a system. The exact set
of interactions described by a connector is given by the [[·]] : Ccore(P )→ 22P function.
[[p]] = {{p}}
[[Success]] = {∅}
[[Failure]] = ∅
[[OneOf c1 c2]] = [[c1]] ∪ [[c2]]
[[BothOf c1 c2]] = {i1 ∪ i2 | i1 ∈ [[c1]] ∧ i2 ∈ [[c2]]}
for p ∈ P, c1, c2 ∈ Ccore(P ).
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3.3.3 Relation to the algebras of BIP
In their data-less version, the core combinators correspond exactly to the Algebra of
Interactions and the Algebra of Connectors. In fact, there is a trivial isomorphism
between Ccore(P ) and AI(P ).
Ccore(P ) AI(P )
Ports p p
Additive neutral Failure 0
Multiplicative neutral Success 1
Addition OneOf c1 c2 x1 + x2
Multiplication BothOf c1 c2 x1 ∗ x2
3.3.4 Algebraic properties
As the core combinators are isomorphic to the Algebra of Interactions, the properties
of the Algebra of Interactions apply directly. This means that core combinators also
form an idempotent and commutative semiring.
3.3.5 Derived n-ary combinators
The two binary combinators BothOf and OneOf can be generalised to n-ary combinators
that we will call AllOf and AnyOf. They are defined recursively as:
AllOf <> = Success
AllOf <x1, x2, . . . , xn> = BothOf x1 (AllOf <x2, . . . , xn>)
AnyOf <> = Failure
AnyOf <x1, x2, . . . , xn> = OneOf x1 (AnyOf <x2, . . . , xn>)
The algebraic properties of the core combinators justify the definition of those two
derived connectors. AnyOf is simply the n-ary sum operator and AllOf the n-ary
product operator.
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3.4 Extensions to the theory of connectors
So far, we have completely ignored the data transfer aspect of interactions. As you
have seen, data transfers are not part of the Algebra of Connectors nor the Algebra of
Interactions. In practice however, components of BIP systems must somehow exchange
data. In the BIP framework, data transfers are usually performed using mutation of
some internal state during interactions and are hidden in the algebras seen so far. In
our theory of connectors, we will take a different approach and explicitly describe the
data transfer directly within the connectors.
Priorities will also be added to our theory of connectors. As a reminder, priorities
are used to filter out interactions based on the availability of other interactions. Pri-
orities are not directly part of the previously seen theories and are typically added as
an extra layer on top on the Interaction layer. In this thesis, we will directly describe
priorities within the connectors.
Finally, we will also introduce combinators to take into account the dynamic nature
of systems in which new atoms can be created. Even though the connector of the system
is fixed, we would like it to be able to refer to atoms that have been spawned during the
runtime of the system. Without those combinators, we would have no way to involve
such atoms in any interaction. We call these combinators the dynamic combinators.
To support for these extensions, we will introduce:
1. A set of new connector combinators, called C, whose grammar will be introduced
progressively.
2. A very simple type system, to rule out connectors that might perform invalid
operations on the data. We will only consider connectors to be valid, and thus
part of C, if they are typable.
3. A new denotational semantics function that also specifies how data is exchanged
between the various ports of the various atoms and what are the priorities between
the different interactions.
But first, let us develop an intuition on how data transfer actually happen within
connectors.
3.4.1 Data transfer
In this section, we will discuss how data transfers are performed within the BIP frame-
work. Then, we will present the different approach taken in this thesis.
Data transfer in BIP
As we recall, in the BIP framework, the various components of a system, called atoms,
synchronise and communicate via the help of a connector. The goal of the connector
is to connect together in some specific way the ports of the various atoms. When an
atom wants to synchronise and communicate, it stops its execution and waits on some
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of its ports. We call a port on which an atom is waiting an active port. The values
to be sent to the other components are then stored in the internal variables of the
various active ports. The connector, given complete information about the state of
each port, lists the possible interactions. The various interactions specify which atoms
can continue their execution, if any, and possibly modifies the internal variables of the
ports involved, thereby sending values back to the atoms.
Example Let’s consider the following BIP system. The system consists of two atoms,
each having a single port. All the ports of the system are connected together using
a connector, which will describe the legal interactions and perform the data transfer.
For this example, the only interaction possible is when both ports are active, in which
case both ports should receive the maximum of the two values sent through the ports.
Note that we will use the notation introduced in [15] to describe the interaction
described by the connector. For this very simple example, the notation should be very
straightforward.
Atom a1
p1
Atom a2
p2
(q ← p1p2)[tt : q.x := max(p1.x, p2.x) // p1.x, p2.x := q.x]
q
The connector specifies the possible interactions, in this case only one, and describes
how data flows. As the task of describing interactions and associated data transfer
policies can be very complex, the connectors in BIP are often hierarchically composed
of multiple simpler connectors. For this reason, connectors, just as atoms, can export
ports and thus be connected to other connectors.
Alternative approach
In this thesis, we take a different approach regarding connectors and data transfer. We
make several major changes:
1. Ports no longer have internal variables. Instead, during an interaction, ports will
be able to send a value to and receive a value from connectors just above them
in the hierarchy of connectors.
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2. Connectors no longer have exported ports. Instead, connectors, just as ports,
will be able during an interaction to send a value to and receive a value from the
connector just above them. In addition, the connectors will also be able to send
values to and receive values from connectors and ports just below them in the
hierarchy of connectors.
3. Ports are no longer bound to a single atom. We consider ports to simply be entry
points to connectors, which multiple atoms can use. Ports can be thought of as
the port types of BIP, except that they have a single instance in each atom.
To make effective use of this simpler interface, we will need to use simpler basic
connectors and rely heavily on hierarchical composition. As we will see, our primitive
connector combinators will only achieve a single simple task. Complex connectors will
be obtained through composition of simpler connectors.
As we will shortly see with an example, the values sent through the various ports will
flow upwards through the hierarchy of connectors, during what is called the upwards
phase. Then, when a value reaches the top level connector, it is sent back down the
hierarchy of connectors until each involved port is reached. This phase is called the
downwards phase.
Example As a foretaste, here is how the connector in the previous example could be
defined:
Atom a1
Bind a1 p
Atom a2
Bind a2 p
BothOf
Mapped max
As you can see, the connector is composed of simpler primitive connectors, all of
which will be formally introduced later in this chapter. For the moment, we can get
an intuition on how the various connectors work by walking through a step by step
execution of an interaction for this particular example system:
1. The execution starts with an upwards phase, in which values flow up the hierarchy
of connectors.
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(a) The different active ports send a value upwards to the BothOf connector.
Inactive ports do not send any values.
(b) The BothOf connector checks if it has received two values. If it is the case,
then the connector sends upwards the two values as a pair to the Mapped
connector. Otherwise, it does not send a value upwards.
(c) The Mapped connector, when it receives a value, simply applies a function
to it and sends it upwards. The function applied in this particular example
is the max function, which simply returns the maximal element of a pair.
In case no value is received, this connector will not send anything upwards.
2. If a value reaches the top of the hierarchy of connector and is propagated upwards
by the top level connector, in this case Mapped, then an interaction is possible.
The value is then sent back to the connector and propagated downwards. This
phase is called the downwards phase.
(a) When Mapped receives a value from upwards, it simply sends it to the con-
nector directly below, BothOf in this case.
(b) The BothOf connector then receives a value, which it propagates downwards
to both underlying ports.
(c) The involved ports then receive the value, and the respective atoms can
continue their execution.
In the later sections we will see in detail how to define such connectors using con-
nector combinators. But first, we will need to introduce several important concepts.
3.4.2 Types and semantic domains
In order to talk about data and valid manipulation of data, we will need a set of values
and a type system in place. We will denote our set of values by V . For each type
a, we have a corresponding semantic domain, denoted by sem(a), with sem(a) ⊆ V .
Conversely, each and every value v ∈ V will have at least a corresponding type a. We
denote the fact that a value v has type a by v : a.
We consider the following types and semantic domains:
Name Type Semantic domain
Integers Int Z
Booleans Bool {0, 1}
Functions a→ b sem(a)→ sem(b)
Tuples a× b sem(a)× sem(b)
Sequences of size n <a>n [1, n]→ sem(a)
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Ports As discussed before, values can be sent and received by ports. We restrict
ports to send only a single type of values and receive a single, but possibly different,
type of values. If p sends value of type u, we write sendType(p) = u and, similarly, if
p accepts value of type d, we write receiveType(p) = d.
Connectors In addition to the types presented above, we introduce an extra type
for connectors and ports, denoted by u ↑↓ d, where u and d are types. A connector or
port of type u ↑↓ d will send upwards values of type u during the upwards phase and
will accept values of type d during the downwards phase.
In this formalisation, we will consider connectors to be values in V . Connectors
can be used in the same context as any other values. For instance, connectors may be
applied to functions or even be sent as upwards values given the appropriate types!
It also means that we will only consider connectors that are typable. All ”connec-
tors” described by the grammar that are not correctly typable won’t be included in
C.
We will introduce the typing rules of connector combinators progressively, as soon
as we encounter them.
Polymorphism It is possible that some values in V and some connectors in C will
have multiple valid types. We say that these values and connectors are polymorphic.
3.4.3 Grammar
As explained before, the various combinators will be introduced in groups through-
out the rest of this chapter. The core combinators will first be introduced, then the
data manipulation combinators and the priority combinators. Finally, the dynamic
combinators will be introduced. This is reflected in the grammar of the connectors:
<C> ::= <CoreC> | <DataC> | <PriorityC> | <DynamicC>
Where CoreC, DataC, PriorityC and DynamicC will be introduced later in this chapter.
3.4.4 Denotational semantics
The denotational semantics we have used so far for AI(P ), AC(P ) and Ccore(P ) only
showed the possible interactions in terms of involved ports and did not take into account
data flow and data manipulation. We will shortly present a new denotational semantics
function to precisely describe the data transfer that takes place during interactions, but
first we will introduce some useful concepts and notation.
Partial functions We denote by A 6→ B the set of partial functions from the set A
to the set B. We will sometimes use the fact that partial functions can be represented
as sets of pairs from A×B, in particular when we will construct such partial functions.
For instance, we will denote the empty partial function by ∅ and the singleton partial
function that maps x to y by {(x, y)} or even {x 7→ y}.
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Atoms We denote by A the set of atom identifiers. We consider that each atom of
any system can be identified by a unique element of A.
Ports We denote by P the set of ports of a system. Remember that ports are no
longer bound to a single atom. We consider that each atom can possibly wait on every
single port.
System states We will represent system states S as partial functions from atom-port
pairs to the values possibly sent by the port, namely:
S = {f ∈ (A× P ) 6→ V | ∀((a, p) 7→ x) ∈ f . x ∈ sem(sendType(p))}
The intuition behind this is that in a given global state, the various atoms may or
may not wait on the different ports. When a port is active for an atom, a value of the
appropriate type has been sent through it.
Assignment Similarly, we define assignments R to be a partial functions from atom-
ports to the values that can possibly be received by the port. More precisely:
R = {f ∈ (A× P ) 6→ V | ∀((a, p) 7→ x) ∈ f . x ∈ sem(receiveType(p))}
An assignment maps each atom-port pair to at most a single value. Intuitively, the
value assigned, if any, is the value received by the atom on the given port.
Open interactions We denote by O = V × (V 6→ R) the set of open interactions.
An open interaction consists of an upwards value in V and a function that when given
a downwards value may return an assignment. We call this function the downwards
function of an interaction. Those interactions are called open as the values exchanged
are exposed.
We can close an open interaction to obtain an assignment using the close function:
close : O → R
close((u, g)) = g(u)
Closing an open interaction simply uses the upwards value as the downwards value.
Downwards compatibility We consider two assignments R1, R2 ∈ R to be down-
wards compatible if and only if:
{a | (a, p) ∈ domain(R1)} ∩ {a | (a, p) ∈ domain(R2)} = ∅
Intuitively, two assignments are downwards compatible if they don’t send values to the
same atoms.
We can extend this notion to downwards functions as well. We consider two down-
wards functions g1 and g2 to be downwards compatible if and only if they don’t send
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values to the same atoms. More formally, this means that the downwards functions
g1, g2 are compatible if and only if:
∀x.{a | (a, p) ∈ domain(g1(x))} ∩ {a | (a, p) ∈ domain(g2(x))} = ∅
We will later prove that, regardless of the downwards value, the domain of the resulting
assignment is always the same for downwards functions obtained through the semantics
function that we will define.
Finally, we can extend this notion to open interactions as well. We consider two
open interactions to be downwards compatible if and only if the two downwards func-
tions are downwards compatible.
Semantic functions We introduce a semantic function [·] : C → S → 2O. This se-
mantic function will be introduced progressively as we encounter new connector com-
binators. The semantic function will return, for each connector and system state,
possibly multiple open interactions.
We also introduce the [[·]] : C → S → 2R function, called the closed semantics. This
semantics function is defined in terms of [·] as follows:
[[c]](S) = {close(o) | o ∈ [c](S)}
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3.5 Connector combinators
In this section, we introduce the combinators that will be used to construct connectors.
As previously discussed, they will be introduced in groups of related combinators. We
will first see the core combinators, then the data combinators, the priority combinators
and finally the dynamicity combinators.
Remark. You will certainly notice that some of the combinators we introduce as
primitives can be derived from other combinators, in a more or less straightforward
way. There is a compromise to be found between keeping the number of combinators to
a minimum for simplicity and having an intuitive set of comprehensible combinators.
The combinators we have chosen as primitives represent, we think, a good compromise
between those two goals.
3.5.1 Core combinators
The first set of combinators we introduce are the core combinators, which were pre-
viously introduced in their data-less version. With the introduction of data, we will
consider once again those combinators.
Grammar
The core combinators are defined by the following grammar:
<CoreC> ::= Bind <a> <p>
| Success <v>
| Failure
| OneOf <C> <C>
| BothOf <C> <C>
for a ∈ A, p ∈ P and v ∈ V .
Difference with data-less core combinators
The above grammar is very similar to the one for data-less core combinators. The
differences are that:
• Bind is introduced in place of “naked” ports. Again, the reason is that now
multiple atoms can connect to the same port. Bind allows us to talk about a
port on a specific atom.
• Success is tagged with a value in V . This value is the value that will be propa-
gated upwards.
• Underlying connector combinators are not restricted to core combinators.
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Intuition behind the combinators
The combinators can be understood in the following intuitive terms:
• Bind connects an atom to a port. The upwards value will be the value sent
through the port by the atom.
• Success represents a always enabled connector which does not involve any port.
• Failure represents a connector that is never enabled.
• OneOf indicates non-deterministic choice between two connectors.
• BothOf indicates synchronisation between two connectors. The upwards value
consists of the pair of underlying upwards values.
Typing rules
Below are given the typing rules for the core combinators:
Bind a p : sendType(p) ↑↓ receiveType(p)
x : u
Success x : u ↑↓ d Failure : u ↑↓ d
c1 : u ↑↓ d c2 : v ↑↓ d
BothOf c1 c2 : (u× v) ↑↓ d
c1 : u ↑↓ d c2 : u ↑↓ d
OneOf c1 c2 : u ↑↓ d
Observe that Success is polymorphic in the receive type and that Failure is poly-
morphic in both the send and receive type.
Semantics
The semantics of the core combinators is given below. Note that the semantics function
is applied to both a connector and a system state S ∈ S in the definitions below.
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[Bind a p](S) =

{(S(a, p), {x 7→ {(a, p) 7→ x} | x ∈ sem(receiveType(p))})}
if (a, p) ∈ domain(S)
∅ otherwise
[Success v](S) = {(v, λd.∅)}
[Failure](S) = ∅
[OneOf c1 c2](S) = [c1](S) ∪ [c2](S)
[BothOf c1 c2](S) = {((x1, x2), {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ g2(x) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (x1, g1) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (x2, g2) ∈ [c2](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
Note on OneOf We can observe that OneOf introduces non-deterministic choice.
Without OneOf, the semantics function could return at most a single open interaction.
We will later see another connector combinator which also produces more than one
interaction, namely Dynamic.
3.5.2 Data manipulation combinators
The next combinators we introduce allow us to manipulate the data flowing through
the connectors. We introduce three new combinators:
• Mapped, which applies a function to the upwards value.
• ContraMapped, which applies a function to the downwards value.
• Guarded, which ensures that a predicate holds on the upwards value.
• Feedback, which feeds upwards values downwards.
Grammar
The grammar rules for the three data manipulation combinators are introduced below.
<DataC> ::= Mapped <f> <C>
| ContraMapped <f> <C>
| Guarded <f> <C>
| Feedback <C>
for f ∈ V .
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Typing rules
Their typing rules are as follow:
f : u→ v c : u ↑↓ d
Mapped f c : v ↑↓ d
f : e→ d c : u ↑↓ d
ContraMapped f c : u ↑↓ e
f : u→ Bool c : u ↑↓ d
Guarded f c : u ↑↓ d
c : u ↑↓ (d, u)
Feedback c : u ↑↓ d
Semantics
The denotational semantics of the three combinators is given by:
[Mapped f c](S) = {(f(x), g) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)}
[ContraMapped f c](S) = {(x, g ◦ f) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)}
[Guarded f c](S) = {(x, g) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S) ∧ f(x) = 1}
[Feedback c](S) = {(x, g ◦ tagx) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)}
Where the tagx function is defined as:
tagx(y) = (y, x)
We can clearly see that Mapped and ContraMapped simply apply functions to respec-
tively upwards and downwards values. Guarded reduces non-determinism by filtering
out interactions which do not satisfy a given predicate.
Remark. The names Mapped and ContraMapped have been chosen for those combi-
nators as, as we will see, they correspond to similarly named concepts in functional
programming languages and category theory.
Derivation of AllOf and AnyOf
Using the above core and data manipulation combinators, we can yet define some useful
derived combinators. Let’s introduce AllOf and AnyOf, which are the n-ary equivalent
of respectively BothOf and OneOf. They can be recursively defined as:
AllOf <> := Success <>
AllOf <c1 c2 . . . cn> := Mapped cons (BothOf c1 (AllOf <c2 . . . cn>))
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Where cons : (u×<u>n)→ <u>n+1 is the functions that appends an element in front
of a sequence.
AnyOf <> := Failure
AnyOf <c1 c2 . . . cn> := OneOf c1 (AnyOf <c2 . . . cn>)
Their typing rules are:
ci : u ↑↓ d ∀i ∈ [1, n]
AllOf <c1 c2 . . . cn> : <u>n ↑↓ d
ci : u ↑↓ d ∀i ∈ [1, n]
AnyOf <c1 c2 . . . cn> : u ↑↓ d
3.5.3 Priority combinators
The last subset of combinators we introduce are priority combinators. In BIP, priority
is used to prevent some interactions to be executed when other interactions are possible.
Only interactions with maximal priority amongst the enabled interactions can ever
be executed. The two following combinators introduce this notion to our theory of
connectors.
• FirstOf introduces choice with priority. Interactions from the first underlying
connector will be favoured to interactions from the second connector.
• Maximal is more general. Given a (partial) ordering, this connector returns all
interactions from the underlying connector whose upwards values are maximal
amongst the upwards values. Values are considered maximal if there does not
exist a value which is strictly larger. The partial ordering < will be encoded
using a function f . For each pair (a, b), we will have that:
f(a, b) = 1 ⇐⇒ a < b
Grammar
<PriorityC> ::= FirstOf <C> <C> | Maximal <f> <C>
for f ∈ V .
Typing rules
c1 : u ↑↓ d c2 : u ↑↓ d
FirstOf c1 c2 : u ↑↓ d
f : (u× u)→ Bool c : u ↑↓ d
Maximal f c : u ↑↓ d
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Semantics
The semantics of those two connector combinators is given by:
[FirstOf c1 c2](S) =
{
[c1](S) if [c1](S) 6= ∅
[c2](S) otherwise
[Maximal f c](S) = {(u, g) | (u, g) ∈ [c](S)∧ 6 ∃(v, h) ∈ [c](S).f(u, v) = 1}
As you would expect, those two combinators can only filter out interactions, but
not create nor modify interactions.
Derivation of FirstOf
Note that FirstOf is defined as a primitive combinator here. However, it could be
derived from Maximal, OneOf and Mapped. The idea being to:
• Tag a priority to the upwards values of the two connectors using Mapped,
• Combine the two resulting combinators using OneOf,
• Apply Maximal with a function looking at the priority tags and,
• Finally, get rid of the tags using Mapped once again.
More formally, FirstOf could be defined as follows:
FirstOf c1 c2 = Mapped first (Maximal compare2 (OneOf (Mapped tag2 c1) (Mapped tag1 c2)))
Where the various function are defined as:
first(a, b) = a
compare2(a1, b1)(a2, b2) =
{
1 if b1 < b2
0 otherwise
tagn(x) = (x, n)
We decided to keep FirstOf as a primitive connector because it is very common and
some interesting properties can be easily derived from it. Using the above construction
would force us to inspect the partial order, which is cumbersome and might limit us in
the implementation.
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3.5.4 Dynamic combinators
The last set of connectors we introduce is the set of dynamic combinators. As the con-
nector of a system is fixed once and for all before the system actually starts executing,
we must have a way to involve in interactions atoms that are spawned later in the
lifetime of the system. The two following combinators, Dynamic and Joined, allow us
to perform exactly this, each in a specific and complementary manner.
• Dynamic, given a port p, connects this specific ports to all atoms, present or
future. It can be thought as the disjunction of Bind connectors over the set of
atoms A.
Dynamic p ≈ AnyOf <Bind ai p | ai ∈ A>
The above notation is only valid if the set of atoms A is finite, as we have only
defined AnyOf on finite sequences. Unfortunately, it is not always the case that
the set of atoms is finite. Indeed, we considered the set of atoms to be possibly
countably infinite to represent the fact that an unbounded number of atoms may
be spawned during the life cycle of a system. For this reason, and to avoid dealing
with infinite connectors, we introduce Dynamic as a primitive combinator.
• Joined is a particular kind of connector which blurs the line between the connec-
tors and the values. Given a connectors c whose upwards values are themselves
connectors, Joined c will in some sense behave as the connectors contained in up-
wards values. The name Joined was chosen because this combinator, as we will
later see, corresponds to the natural transformation µ, called join or multiply, in
the context of category theory and to the join function in Haskell. This combi-
nator, as its typing rule will make evident, collapses two levels of connector types
into a single one.
Typing rules
Dynamic p : sendType(p) ↑↓ receiveType(p)
c : (u ↑↓ d) ↑↓ d
Joined c : u ↑↓ d
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Semantics
[Dynamic p](S) = {(S(a, p), {x 7→ {(a, p) 7→ x} | x ∈ sem(receiveType(p))}) | (a, p) ∈ domain(S)}
[Joined c](S) = {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
Remark. The introduction of Joined, which is a very powerful combinator, makes
it possible to derive some of the combinators we have introduced as primitives. In
particular BothOf and Guarded can both be derived from a smaller set of primitive
combinators and Joined as follows:
BothOf c1 c2 := Joined (Mapped mapTagc2 c1)
mapTagc(x) := Mapped tagx c
tagx(y) := (x, y)
Guarded f c := Joined (Mapped ensuref c)
ensuref (x) :=
{
Success x if f(x) = 1
Failure otherwise
3.5.5 Other derived combinators
Many useful connector combinators may be derived using the primitive combinators
we have defined throughout this section. We present here some derived combinators
that we think are of particular interest.
The Not combinator
The derived combinator Not takes a connector as parameter and returns an interaction
if and only if the underlying connector does not return any interactions. It can be
defined as:
Not c := Guarded identity (FirstOf (Mapped never c) (Success 1))
Where identity is the identity function and never is the function that always returns
0.
If in a given system state the connector c provides at least one interaction, then by
construction all interactions returned by FirstOf (Mapped never c) (Success 1) will
have 0 as upwards value, as the first branch of FirstOf is taken, and thus will not pass
the Guarded identity combinator.
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However, if the connector c doesn’t provide any interactions, the right branch of
FirstOf, namely Success 1, will be taken and a single interaction with upwards value
1 will be emitted. As this interaction satisfies the Guarded identity combinator, the
interaction is propagated by the Not c connector.
Note that no interactions of c may escape Not c. If an interaction is produced
by Not c, it will not involve any atom, meaning that the downwards function of the
interaction will always return an empty assignment.
The Witness combinator
The Witness combinator provides a single interaction if its underlying connector pro-
vides a non-zero number of interactions. If the underlying connector c does not produce
any interaction, then Witness c itself will not provide any interaction. This combinator
can be defined as:
Witness c := Not (Not c)
An interesting property of this combinator is that the downwards function of Witness c,
if any, will always produce empty assignments. For this reason, Witness c allows to
check whether a connector is enabled or not without involving any atom that may be
contained in the connector c.
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3.6 Properties
3.6.1 Soundness
The first property we will prove is that if a connector is well-typed, then all operations
performed by the semantics function are well-defined. The problematic operations are
function applications and function compositions. Indeed, functions must only be fed
values from their domain.
Lemma 1. Given a connector c such that c : u ↑↓ d and a system state S ∈ S then
x ∈ sem(u) for each (x, f) ∈ [c](S).
Proof. We prove the above lemma by structural induction on the typing rules.
Case Bind a p
If c = Bind a p ∈ P , then p : u ↑↓ d and, by definition, if (a, p) ∈ domain(S),
then:
S(a, p) ∈ sem(sendType(p)) = sem(u)
And thus the upward value is indeed of the right type. If (a, p) 6∈ domain(S),
then the proposition trivially holds, as [Bind a p](S) = ∅.
Case Success
If c = Success x, then, by the typing rule of Success, it must be the case that
x : u and thus that x ∈ sem(u). The proposition thus trivially holds.
Case Failure
If c = Failure, then [c](S) = ∅, thus the proposition trivially holds.
Case OneOf
If c = OneOf c1 c2 then, by the typing rule of OneOf, it must be the case that
c1 : u ↑↓ d and c2 : u ↑↓ d. By induction hypothesis, it must be the case
that the proposition holds for c1 and c2. Thus, the proposition holds for c, as
[c](S) = [c1](S) ∪ [c2](S).
Case BothOf
If c = BothOf c1 c2 then, by the typing rule of BothOf it must be the case that:
• c1 : v ↑↓ d for some type v.
• c2 : w ↑↓ d for some type w.
• u = v × w for the types v, w just introduced.
By induction hypothesis, the proposition holds for c1 and c2. Thus, we know that
the proposition holds for c, as the upwards values of [c](S) are pairs of upwards
values from respectively [c1](S) and [c2](S).
Case Mapped
If c = Mapped f c1, then by the typing rule of Mapped, we have that:
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• f : v → u, for some type v. Thus, we have that f ∈ sem(v)→ sem(u).
• c1 : v ↑↓ d, for the type v introduced above.
By induction hypothesis, we know that the upwards values in [c1](S) are elements
of sem(v). Thus, the application of f to the upwards values of [c1](S) is well-
defined and results in elements of sem(u). The proposition thus holds for c =
Mapped f c1.
Case ContraMapped
If c = ContraMapped f c1, then by the typing rule of ContraMapped, it must
be the case that c1 : u ↑↓ e for some type e. The upwards values of [c1](S)
are thus part of sem(u). Therefore, the proposition trivially holds for c =
ContraMapped f c1.
Case Guarded
If c = Guarded f c1, by the typing rule of Guarded, we have that:
• f : u→ Bool, and thus f ∈ sem(u)→ {0, 1}.
• c1 : u ↑↓ d.
By induction hypothesis, the upwards values of [c1](S) are elements of sem(u).
Therefore, their application to the function f is well defined. Moreover, as up-
wards values from [Guarded f c1](S) are a subset of the upwards values of [c1](S),
they also are a subset of sem(u). The proposition thus holds for c = Guarded f c1.
Case Feedback
If c = Feedback c1 then the proposition hold trivially by induction hypothesis.
Case FirstOf
If c = FirstOf c1 c2 then, by the typing rule of FirstOf, it must be the case
that c1 : u ↑↓ d and c2 : u ↑↓ d. By induction hypothesis, it must be the case
that the proposition holds for c1 and c2. Thus, the proposition trivially holds for
c.
Case Maximal
If c = Maximal f c1, then, by the typing rule of Maximal, we must have that:
• f : (u× u)→ Bool, and thus that f ∈ (sem(u)× sem(u))→ {0, 1}.
• c1 : u ↑↓ d.
By induction hypothesis, we know that the proposition holds for c1. Thus, the
upwards values of [c1](S) are elements of sem(u), and therefore so are the upwards
values of [c](S). In addition, the application of pairs of upwards values to f is
thus well-defined. The proposition therefore holds for c = Maximal f c1.
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Case Dynamic
Trivially, by construction, the upwards values of c = Dynamic p will be of type
u = sendType(p).
Case Joined
If c = Joined c1 then, by the typing rule of Joined, it must be the case that
c1 : (u ↑↓ d) ↑↓ d. Thus, by induction hypothesis, it must be the case that
upwards values of [c1](S) are connectors of type u ↑↓ d. Then, again by induction,
it must be the case that upwards values of [c1](S), which are also the upwards
values of [c](S), are elements of sem(u). Thus the proposition also holds for
c = Joined c1.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 2. Given a connector c such that c : u ↑↓ d and a system state S ∈ S then
sem(d) ⊆ domain(f) for each (x, f) ∈ [c](S).
Proof. We prove the above lemma by structural induction on the typing rules.
Case Bind a p
Let’s consider c = Bind a p. If (a, p) ∈ domain(S), then the domain of the
downwards function is by definition sem(receiveType(p)). If (a, p) 6∈ domain(S),
then the proposition trivially holds, as [Bind a p](S) = ∅.
Case Success
If c = Success x, then by definition the downwards functions of [c](S) are defined
on the whole set of values V , and thus the proposition trivially holds.
Case Failure
If c = Failure, then [c](S) = ∅, thus the proposition trivially holds.
Case OneOf
If c = OneOf c1 c2 then, by the typing rule of OneOf, it must be the case that
c1 : u ↑↓ d and c2 : u ↑↓ d. By induction hypothesis, it must be the case
that the proposition holds for c1 and c2. Thus, the proposition holds for c, as
[c](S) = [c1](S) ∪ [c2](S).
Case BothOf
If c = BothOf c1 c2 then, by the typing rule of BothOf, it must be the case that:
• c1 : v ↑↓ d for some type v.
• c2 : w ↑↓ d for some type w.
By induction hypothesis, the proposition holds for c1 and c2. Thus, we have
that the domains of the downwards functions of [c1](S) and [c2](S) are subsets of
sem(d). Thus, the domains of the downwards functions of [BothOf c1 c2](S) are
also subsets of sem(d), as the intersection of two subsets is also a subset.
Case Mapped
By induction hypothesis, the proposition holds for c as the downwards functions
are left unchanged.
Case ContraMapped
If c = ContraMapped f c1, then by the typing rule of ContraMapped, we have
that:
• f : d → e, for some type e. Thus, we have that f ∈ sem(d) → sem(e) and
thus domain(f) = sem(d).
• c1 : u ↑↓ e, for the type e introduced above.
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By induction hypothesis, we know that sem(e) ⊆ domain(g), for any downwards
function g from [c1](S). Thus, as range(f) ⊆ domain(g), the compositions g ◦ f
are well-defined. As domain(g ◦f) = domain(f) = sem(d), the proposition holds
for c = ContraMapped f c1.
Case Guarded
Trivial by induction hypothesis, as downwards functions are left unchanged.
Case Feedback
If c = Feedback c1 then by the typing rule of Feedback it must be the case
that c1 is of type u ↑↓ (d, u). By induction hypothesis, the downwards functions
g from [c1](S) are all defined on sem(d) × sem(u). By the previous lemma, we
also know that the upwards values x are all elements of sem(u). Therefore, the
composition of g with the tagx function, g ◦ tagx, is well defined and has domain
⊇ sem(d).
Case FirstOf
If c = FirstOf c1 c2 then, by the typing rule of FirstOf, it must be the case
that c1 : u ↑↓ d and c2 : u ↑↓ d. By induction hypothesis, it must be the case
that the proposition holds for c1 and c2. Thus, the proposition trivially holds for
c.
Case Maximal
Trivial by induction hypothesis, as downwards functions are left unchanged.
Case Dynamic p
If c = Dynamic p then by construction the domain of the downwards function
is defined to be sem(receiveType(p)). Thus the proposition trivially holds for
c = Dynamic p.
Case Joined
If c = Joined c1 then, by the typing rule of Joined, it must be the case that
c1 : (u ↑↓ d) ↑↓ d. Thus, by the previous lemma, it must be the case that
upwards values of [c1](S) are connectors of type u ↑↓ d. Moreover, by induction
hypothesis, it must be the case that the downwards functions g1 of [c](S) are
defined on all elements of sem(d).
By induction, it must be the case that the property holds on downwards functions
g2 of [c1](S). That is, all g2 are defined on all values of sem(d). Thus, the
intersection of the domains of g1 and g2 is itself a subset of sem(d). Thus the
proposition also holds for c = Joined c1.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
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Theorem 1. Given a connector c, such that c : u ↑↓ u for some type u, then [[c]] is
well-defined.
Proof. Recall that, for any system state S ∈ S, we have:
[[c]](S) = {close(o) | o ∈ [c](S)} = {g(x) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)}
From lemma 1 we know that upwards values of [c](S) will be elements of sem(u). Addi-
tionally, we know from lemma 2 that the each element of sem(u) is part of the domain
of every downwards function of [c](S). If follows immediately that the application of an
upwards value to their associated downwards function is well-defined, and thus close(·)
and [[·]] are also well-defined. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
We will now show properties regarding how values are sent and received by the
ports. The first property we will prove states that atom-port pairs can only receive a
value if they are active, that is if a value was sent through the port by the atom.
Theorem 2. Given a connector c, such that c : u ↑↓ u for some type u, and a
system state S ∈ S, then, for each assignment R ∈ [[c]](S) we have that domain(R) ⊆
domain(S). Intuitively, this means that atoms do no receive values on ports on which
they didn’t send any value.
Proof. The above theorem is a straightforward consequence of the construction of the
semantics function. The theorem follows directly from the fact that only in the case of
Bind and Dynamic can new points be assigned to the domain of an assignment. Indeed,
all other combinators either leave the assignments untouched or simply combine them.
In the Bind and Dynamic cases, new atom-port pairs are only added to the domain of
the assignment if the pair is part of the domain of the system state.
Thus, when a atom-port pair (a, p) is part of the domain of an assignment R ∈
[[c]](S), it must be, by construction, the case that (a, p) ∈ domain(S).
We will also show that assignments resulting from the application of a downwards
function to two different downwards values have the same domain. That is to say,
downwards values have no influence over whether or not an atom-port pair is assigned
a value. They can, of course, potentially influence which values are received.
Theorem 3. Given a connector c, such that c : u ↑↓ d for some types u and d, a system
state S ∈ S and any (x, g) ∈ [c](S), and given two potentially different downwards
values y1, y2 ∈ sem(d), we have that domain(g(y1)) = domain(g(y2)).
Proof. This theorem follows trivially by construction of the semantics function. In-
deed, the downwards value is never inspected by any combinator. For all combinators,
downwards values are in some sense indistinguishable. Not a single combinator can
apply a different treatment to different downwards functions.
Thus far, we have proven safety properties of the connector combinators. In the
following section, we will investigate the complexity class of the semantics function.
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3.6.2 Algebraic properties
In this section, we present some of the different algebraic laws that the connector
combinators obey. These algebraic properties are of particular interest to us for many
reasons:
• First of all, they highlight the abstract structure underlying the connector com-
binators. This view of the connector combinators should thus be very familiar to
most mathematically-inclined readers.
• In addition, those algebraic properties will allow us to modify the structure of
connectors while preserving the semantics. This will prove extremely useful for
optimisation purposes.
• Finally, many of the algebraic concepts we will cover are present in Haskell in the
form of type classes. Proving the algebraic properties on connector combinators C
will provide justifications for the type class instances of the connectors in Haskell.
In the rest of this section, we will describe and prove a series of algebraic properties of
connectors. But first, let’s start by defining the equality of connectors.
Definition 1 (Connector equality). We consider two connectors c1, c2 ∈ C to be equal
if they have the same semantic value for any system state.
c1 = c2 ⇐⇒ ∀S ∈ S.[c1](S) = [c2](S)
Lemma 3. Connector equality is undecidable, meaning that there exist no algorithm
to decide in a finite amount of time whether or not two connectors are equal.
Proof. The undecidability of connector equality derives directly from the undecidabil-
ity of equality on functions in our language, which itself follows directly from Rice’s
theorem[16], since computable functions are a subset of our values V . Rice’s theorem
states that any non-trivial property1 on (partial) computable function is undecidable.
Towards a contradiction, assume that equality on connectors was decidable. We
would then be able to decide whether the following two connectors are equal, for some
functions f, g ∈ V , port p ∈ P and atom a ∈ A:
Mapped f (Bind a p) = Mapped g (Bind a p)
Trivially, the above statement reduces to the following equality on functions in V :
f = g
As being equal to f is a non-trivial property, meaning that there are functions equal
and function not equal to f , deciding whether g is equal to f in a finite time is not
possible according to Rice’s theorem. Therefore we reach a contradiction, and thus it
must be the case that connector equality is undecidable.
1A non-trivial trivial property is defined as a property which holds for at least one, but not all,
objects.
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Remark. As we have just shown, deciding whether or not two connectors are equal is
not always possible. We will however, in the rest of this section, discuss when certain
classes of connectors are equal through the discussion of some algebraic properties of
connectors.
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Lemma 4. (C, OneOf, Failure) is a commutative monoid, that is:
• OneOf is associative.
• Failure is the identity element of OneOf.
• OneOf is commutative.
Proof. We prove the different properties of the monoid separately.
Associativity By definition, we have that:
OneOf c1 (OneOf c2 c3) = OneOf (OneOf c1 c2) c3
⇐⇒
∀S ∈ S.[OneOf c1 (OneOf c2 c3)](S) = [OneOf (OneOf c1 c2) c3](S)
By associativity of the union of sets, the proposition follows immediately. Given
any system state S, we have that:
[OneOf c1 (OneOf c2 c3)](S) = [c1](S) ∪ [OneOf c2 c3)](S)
= [c1](S) ∪ ([c2](S) ∪ [c3](S))
= ([c1](S) ∪ [c2](S)) ∪ [c3](S)
= [OneOf c1 c2](S) ∪ [c3](S)
= [OneOf (OneOf c1 c2) c3](S)
Identity element We must prove that, for any c ∈ C:
OneOf c Failure = OneOf Failure c = c
By definition, this statement is equivalent for any system state S to:
[OneOf c Failure](S) = [OneOf Failure c](S) = [c](S)
The property follows directly then from the fact that the empty set is the identity
element of set union:
[OneOf c Failure](S) = [c](S) ∪ ∅ = [c](S)
[OneOf Failure c](S) = ∅ ∪ [c](S) = [c](S)
Commutativity The commutativity of OneOf follows directly from commutativity of
set union. By definition, we have that:
OneOf c1 c2 = OneOf c2 c1
⇐⇒
∀S ∈ S.[OneOf c1 c2](S) = [OneOf c2 c1](S)
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Moreover, we have that, for any system state S:
[OneOf c1 c2](S) = [c1](S) ∪ [c2](S)
= [c2](S) ∪ [c1](S)
= [OneOf c2 c1](S)
Thus, (C, OneOf, Failure) is a commutative monoid.
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Lemma 5. (C, Mapped (×) (BothOf · ·), Success 1) is a commutative monoid, given
that × is the binary operation from a commutative monoid and 1 is its identity element.
Precisely, this means that:
• Mapped (×) (BothOf · ·) is associative.
• Success 1 is the identity element of Mapped (×) (BothOf · ·).
• Mapped (×) (BothOf · ·) is commutative.
Proof. Let’s prove the different properties one by one.
Associativity We must show that, for any c1, c2, c3 ∈ C, we have:
Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 (Mapped (×) (BothOf c2 c3)))
=
Mapped (×) (BothOf (Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 c2)) c3)
By definition, the above statement is equivalent for any system state S to:
[Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 (Mapped (×) (BothOf c2 c3)))](S)
=
[Mapped (×) (BothOf (Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 c2)) c3)](S)
The above equality holds, as will show the following derivation:
[Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 (Mapped (×) (BothOf c2 c3)))](S)
= {(x1 × y, {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ h(x) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(h))})
| (x1, g1) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (y, h) ∈ [Mapped (×) (BothOf c2 c3)](S)
∧ g1 and h are downwards compatible}
= {(x1 × x2 × x3, {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ g2(x) ∪ g3(x) | x ∈
3⋂
i=1
domain(gi)})
| (x1, g1) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (x2, g2) ∈ [c2](S)
∧ (x3, g3) ∈ [c3](S)
∧ g1, g2 and g3 are downwards compatible}
= {(z × x3, {x 7→ f(x) ∪ g3(x) | x ∈ domain(f) ∩ domain(g3))})
| (z, f) ∈ [Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 c2)](S)
∧ (x3, g3) ∈ [c3](S)
∧ f and g3 are downwards compatible}
= [Mapped (×) (BothOf (Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 c2)) c3)](S)
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Identity element We then show that Success 1 is the identity element of:
Mapped (×) (BothOf · ·)
That is, for all c ∈ C of the appropriate type, we have:
Mapped (×) (BothOf (Success 1) c) = Mapped (×) c (BothOf (Success 1)) = c
This follows directly from the fact that, for any system state S:
[Mapped (×) (BothOf (Success 1) c)](S) = {(x× 1, g) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)} = [c](S)
[Mapped (×) (BothOf c (Success 1))](S) = {(1× x, g) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)} = [c](S)
Commutativity The commutativity property of Mapped (×) (BothOf · ·) states that,
for any c1, c2 ∈ C with appropriate types, we have that:
Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 c2) = Mapped (×) (BothOf c2 c1)
The above statement is by definition equivalent to, for any system state S:
[Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 c2)](S) = [Mapped (×) (BothOf c2 c1)](S)
The above proposition holds, as:
[Mapped (×) (BothOf c1 c2)](S) = {(x1 × x2, {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ g2(x) | x ∈
2⋂
i=1
domain(gi)})
| (x1, g1) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (x2, g2) ∈ [c2](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= {(x2 × x1, {x 7→ g2(x) ∪ g1(x) | x ∈
2⋂
i=1
domain(gi)})
| (x2, g2) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (x1, g1) ∈ [c2](S)
∧ g2 and g1 are downwards compatible}
= [Mapped (×) (BothOf c2 c1)](S)
Therefore, (C, Mapped (×) (BothOf · ·), Success 1) is a commutative monoid.
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Lemma 6. BothOf distributes over OneOf, that is:
BothOf c1 (OneOf c2 c3) = OneOf (BothOf c1 c2) (BothOf c1 c3)
Proof. To prove the above lemma, we show that, for any connectors c1, c2, c3 of appro-
priate types and for any system state S, the following holds:
[BothOf c1 (OneOf c2 c3)](S) = [OneOf (BothOf c1 c2) (BothOf c1 c3)](S)
The following step-by-step derivation shows that in fact the previous statement holds.
[BothOf c1 (OneOf c2 c3)](S)
= {(x1 × y, {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ h(x) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(h))})
| (x1, g1) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (y, h) ∈ [OneOf c2 c3](S)
∧ g1 and h are downwards compatible}
= {(x1 × y, {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ h(x) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(h))})
| (x1, g1) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (y, h) ∈ [c2](S) ∪ [c3](S)
∧ g1 and h are downwards compatible}
= {(x1 × x2, {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ g2(x) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2))})
| (x1, g1) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (x2, g2) ∈ [c2](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
∪
{(x1 × x3, {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ g3(x) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g3))})
| (x1, g1) ∈ [c1](S)
∧ (x3, g3) ∈ [c3](S)
∧ g1 and g3 are downwards compatible}
= [BothOf c1 c2](S) ∪ [BothOf c1 c3](S)
= [OneOf (BothOf c1 c2) (BothOf c1 c3)](S)
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Lemma 7. BothOf · Failure annihilates C, that is for any connector c ∈ C:
BothOf c Failure = Failure
Proof. The above lemma follows trivially from the fact that the intersection with the
empty set is always empty.
Lemma 8. OneOf is idempotent, that is OneOf c c = c.
Proof. The above lemma follows trivially from the fact that the set union is idempotent.
Lemma 9. Mapped distributes over ContraMapped, OneOf and FirstOf. That is,
for any connectors c, c1, c2 ∈ C and functions f, g ∈ V of the appropriate types, the
following hold:
Mapped f (ContraMapped g c) = ContraMapped g (Mapped f c)
Mapped f (OneOf c1 c2) = OneOf (Mapped f c1) (Mapped f c2)
Mapped f (FirstOf c1 c2) = FirstOf (Mapped f c1) (Mapped f c2)
Proof. The above statements follow trivially from the definition of the semantics.
Lemma 10. ContraMapped distributes over Mapped, OneOf and FirstOf. For any
connectors c, c1, c2 ∈ C and functions f, g ∈ V of the appropriate types, the following
hold:
ContraMapped f (Mapped g c) = Mapped g (ContraMapped f c)
ContraMapped f (OneOf c1 c2) = OneOf (ContraMapped f c1) (ContraMapped f c2)
ContraMapped f (FirstOf c1 c2) = FirstOf (ContraMapped f c1) (ContraMapped f c2)
Proof. As before, the above statements follow directly from the definition of the se-
mantics.
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3.7 Properties from Category Theory
The algebraic structures in the next section are all rooted in Category Theory[17].
They are of particular interest since they are all present in Haskell in the form of type
classes[18]. The proofs that connectors obey the various algebraic laws in this section
will justify the implementation of the type class instances in Haskell and the various
methods in Scala. Since notions from Category Theory might not be familiar to all
readers, an appendix on the subject can be found at the end of this thesis.
Lemma 11. The values V and types forms a category, whose objects are the types and
whose arrows are functions f : a → b ∈ V 2 for some types a, b. We will refer to this
category simply by V.
Proof. We show that all properties required by a category are indeed respected by the
above formulation of a category for the values and types.
Composition Let us be given two arrows f : a → b and g : b → c. The composition
of f and g, g ◦ f is itself, by construction, a member of V and has type a →
c. Therefore, the compositions of arrows is well-defined in the category. The
associativity of arrow composition follows directly from associativity of function
composition.
Identity By definition, the identity function identitya : a → a exists for any type a.
Those arrows trivially act as identity with respect to arrow composition.
Therefore, the above formulation is indeed a category.
2Remark that the notations for function type signatures, arrow signatures, as well as function
signatures, are the same. For the scope of this thesis, this will not pose any problem since the
concepts all coincide. The context will make clear which of those concepts is meant.
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Lemma 12. For any type d, the mapping Fup that maps types a to connector types
Fup(a) = a ↑↓ d and that maps arrows f : a → b to Fup(f) = Mapped f : (a ↑↓ d) →
(b ↑↓ d) is a functor from the category V of values and types to itself.
Proof. To show that Fup is a functor, we show that identity and composition are
preserved.
Identity We have to prove that, for any type u and d, Fup(1u) = 1Fup(u). Let u by
any type. By definition, 1u is the identity function identityu : u→ u. Therefore,
we have that:
Fup(1u) = Mapped identityu
We observe that 1Fup(u) is the identity function that maps connectors of type
u ↑↓ d to themselves. Therefore, for the identity preservation property to hold,
we must have that for any connector c of the correct type the following holds:
Mapped identityu c = c
By definition, the above equality is equivalent to the following statement:
∀S ∈ S.[Mapped identityu c](S) = [c](S)
Let S be any system state. We have that the above statement is trivially true as:
[Mapped identityu c](S) = {(identityu(x), g) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)}
= {(x, g) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)}
= [c](S)
Composition We are left to show that indeed Fup(g ◦ f) = Fup(g) ◦ Fup(f). In this
context of this particular functor, we must show that:
Mapped (g ◦ f) = Mapped g ◦ Mapped f
That is, for any connector c of appropriate type, we must have that:
Mapped (g ◦ f) c = Mapped g (Mapped f c)
By definition, this equality reduces to:
∀S ∈ S.[Mapped (g ◦ f) c](S) = [Mapped g (Mapped f c)](S)
Let S be any system state. We trivially have that:
[Mapped (g ◦ f) c](S) = {(g(f(x)), h) | (x, h) ∈ [c](S)}
= {(g(y), h) | (y, h) ∈ [Mapped f c](S)}
= [Mapped g (Mapped f c)](S)
This concludes the proof of that Fup is indeed a covariant functor.
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Lemma 13. For any type u, the mapping Fdown that maps the types d to Fdown(d) =
u ↑↓ d and that maps functions f : a → b ∈ V to Fdown(f) = ContraMapped f : u ↑↓
b→ u ↑↓ a is a contravariant functor from the category V of values and types to itself.
Proof. To prove that Fdown is in fact a contravariant functor, we show that identity is
preserved and that composition is reversed.
Identity We have to show that, for any type u and d, Fdown(1d) = 1Fdown(d). Let d by
any type. By definition, 1d is the identity function identityd : d → d. Thus, we
have that:
Fdown(1d) = ContraMapped identityd
We observe that 1Fdown(d) is the identity function that maps connectors of type
u ↑↓ d to themselves. Therefore, for the identity preservation property to hold,
we must have that for any connector c of the appropriate type the following holds:
ContraMapped identityd c = c
By definition, the above equality is equivalent to the following statement:
∀S ∈ S.[ContraMapped identityd c](S) = [c](S)
Let S be any system state. We show that the above statement is indeed true as:
[ContraMapped identityd c](S) = {(x, g ◦ identityd) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)}
= {(x, g) | (x, g) ∈ [c](S)}
= [c](S)
Composition We are left to show that indeed composition is indeed reversed, that is
Fdown(g◦f) = Fdown(f)◦Fdown(g). In this context of this particular contravariant
functor, we must show that:
ContraMapped (g ◦ f) = ContraMapped f ◦ ContraMapped g
That is, for any connector c of appropriate type, we must have that:
ContraMapped (g ◦ f) c = ContraMapped f (ContraMapped g c)
By definition of connector equality, the previous statement reduces to:
∀S ∈ S.[ContraMapped (g ◦ f) c](S) = [ContraMapped f (ContraMapped g c)](S)
Let S be any system state. We have that:
[ContraMapped (g ◦ f) c](S) = {(x, h ◦ g ◦ f) | (x, h) ∈ [c](S)}
= {(x, h ◦ f) | (x, h) ∈ [ContraMapped g c](S)}
= [ContraMapped f (ContraMapped g c)](S)
This concludes the proof of that Fdown is indeed a contravariant functor.
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Lemma 14. The family of mappings ηV that associates to each values x ∈ V the
connector Success x is a natural transformation from 1V to Fup.
Proof. We have to prove that the following equality holds for any function f : a→ b ∈
V :
ηVb ◦ 1V(f) = Fup(f) ◦ ηVa
Which, in this context, translates to:
Success ◦ f = Mapped f ◦ Success
Or, for any value x ∈ V :
Success f(x) = Mapped f (Success x)
Which is trivially true by definition of the semantics.
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Lemma 15. The family of mappings µV that associates to each connector c ∈ C of type
(u ↑↓ d) ↑↓ d for some types u, d, the connector Joined c is a natural transformation
from Fup ◦ Fup to Fup.
Proof. We have to prove that the following equality holds for any function f : a→ b ∈
V :
µVb ◦ Fup(Fup(f)) = Fup(f) ◦ µVa
Which, in this context, translates to:
Joined ◦ Mapped (Mapped f) = Mapped f ◦ Joined
Or, for any value c ∈ C of type (u ↑↓ d) ↑↓ d:
Joined (Mapped (Mapped f) c) = Mapped f (Joined c)
By definition of the equality on connectors, the above equality is equivalent to the
following statement:
∀S ∈ S.[Joined (Mapped (Mapped f) c)](S) = [Mapped f (Joined c)](S)
Let S be any system state. We have that:
[Joined (Mapped (Mapped f) c)](S)
= {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [Mapped (Mapped f) c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [Mapped f u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= {(f(u2), {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= [Mapped f (Joined c)](S)
This concludes the proof that µV is indeed a natural transformation.
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Lemma 16. The functor Fup along with natural transformations η
V and µV form a
monad.
Proof. We have left to show that, for any value x ∈ V , the following monad laws hold:
µVx ◦ Fup(µVx ) = µVx ◦ µVx
µVx ◦ Fup(ηVx ) = µVx ◦ ηVx = 1x
Proof of first law The first law translates in this context to:
Joined ◦ Mapped Joined = Joined ◦ Joined
Which reduces, for any connector c of type ((u ↑↓ d) ↑↓ d) ↑↓ d and any system
state S, to:
[Joined (Mapped Joined c)](S) = [Joined (Joined c)](S)
This equality can be derived as follows:
[Joined (Mapped Joined c)](S)
= {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [Mapped Joined c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [Joined u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x) ∪ g3(x))
| x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2) ∩ domain(g3)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [c](S)
∧ (u3, g3) ∈ [u1](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [u3](S)
∧ g1, g2 and g3 are downwards compatible}
= {(u2, {(x, g2(x) ∪ g3(x)) | x ∈ domain(g2) ∩ domain(g3)})
| (u3, g3) ∈ [Joined c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [u3](S)
∧ g2 and g3 are downwards compatible}
= [Joined (Joined c)](S)
Which concludes the proof of the first law.
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Proof of second law In this particular context, the second law translates to:
Joined ◦ Mapped Success = Joined ◦ Success = identity
For any connector c ∈ C, this means that:
Joined (Mapped Success c) = c
Joined (Success c) = c
Those statements are proven by the following derivations. Let S be any system
state.
[Joined (Mapped Success c)](S)
= {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [Mapped Success c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [Success u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= {(u1, g1)) | (u1, g1) ∈ [c](S)}
= [c](S)
[Joined (Success c)](S)
= {(u2, {(x, g1(x) ∪ g2(x)) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)})
| (u1, g1) ∈ [Success c](S)
∧ (u2, g2) ∈ [u1](S)
∧ g1 and g2 are downwards compatible}
= {(u2, g2) | (u2, g2) ∈ [c](S)}
= [c](S)
This conclude the proof of the monad laws.
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3.7.1 Hardness
In this section, we investigate the complexity of the semantics function. In particular,
we show that deciding whether a connector and a given system state have a possible
assignment according to the semantics is a hard problem. More precisely, we show
that this problem, under certain restrictions, is NP-Complete, that is both NP-hard
and NP.
Definition 2. CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS We define CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS to be the
decision problem that, given as input a set of atoms A, a set of ports P , a system state
S ∈ S and well-typed connector c ∈ C, returns YES if [[c]](S) is non-empty, NO otherwise.
Theorem 4. CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS is NP-hard, even if the functions used within
the connectors are all computable in polynomial time.
Proof. We provide a polynomial-time reduction of 3-SAT, which is a NP-hard problem,
to CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS.
3-SAT For recall, 3-SAT is the decision problem that, given a boolean formula in con-
junctive normal form, where each clause contains 3 literals, returns YES if a satisfying
assignment of a truth value to each variable exists, and NO otherwise.
3-SAT input Let us be given a 3-SAT instance, which is a boolean formula φ in
conjunctive normal form. The input thus consists of the conjunction of n disjunctions
of each 3 literals. Each literal can appear either in positive or negative form.
φ =
n∧
i=1
(xi1 ∨ xi2 ∨ xi3)
We are given a function sign(·) which returns, for each xij, 0 if the literal is in
negative form, and 1 if the literal is in positive form. We are also given a variable(·)
function, which returns a number n ∈ [1, 3n] for each xij. Two literals with the same
number correspond thus to the same variable.
Transformation Given this 3-SAT instance, we produce a CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS
instance (A, P, S, c) as follows. First, lets define our set of n atoms A and 3 distinct
ports P :
A = {ai | i ∈ [1, n]}
P = {pj | j ∈ [1, 3]}
We have thus an atom-port pair (ai, pj) ∈ A× P for each literal xij.
We then construct a system state S ∈ S as follows:
S = {((ai, pj), (variable(xij), sign(xij))) | i ∈ [1, n] ∧ j ∈ [1, 3]}
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The state S contains for each atom-port pair the variable and sign of the corresponding
3-SAT literal.
We then proceed to define the connector c ∈ C. For each disjunction (xi1∨xi2∨xi3),
we define the connector di ∈ C as follows:
di = AnyOf <Bind ai p1, Bind ai p2, Bind ai p3> ∀i ∈ [1, n]
We define the connector c ∈ C to be:
c = Guarded consistent (AllOf <d1, d2 . . . dn>)
For recall, AllOf is the n-ary equivalent to BothOf. This connector propagates up-
wards the sequence of underlying upwards values. The function consistent is defined
as follows:
consistent(s) =
{
0 if ∃v, i, j ∈ [1, n].s(i) = (v, 0) ∧ s(j) = (v, 1)
1 otherwise
Given a sequence of size n containing pairs, the consistent(·) function returns 0 if there
exist in the input sequence two pairs which agree on their first element but disagree
on the second. This function trivially runs in polynomial time.
We have now completed the description of the transformation of a 3-SAT instance
to CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS. To complete this proof, we will need to show the following
facts:
• The connector can be well-typed.
• The transformation can be done in polynomial time.
• NO-instances of 3-SAT are transformed to NO-instances of CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS.
• YES-instances of 3-SAT are transformed to YES-instances of CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS.
Typing The ports of the system will all be given the type (Int × Bool) ↑↓ <Int ×
Bool>n. The consistent function is given the type <Int× Bool>n → Bool. Trivially,
the connector c has thus type <Int×Bool>n ↑↓ <Int×Bool>n and therefore the [[·]]
function is defined on the connector c.
Polynomial-time transformation The first observation we make is that the size of
the input of 3-SAT is in the order of n, where, as we recall, n is the number of disjunctive
clauses. The set of ports P and the system state S are both of size in the order of
n and can be straightforwardly constructed in polynomial time. The connector c is
composed of a polynomial number of combinators and, as the consistent(·) can also be
encoded in polynomial time, c can also be constructed in polynomial time. Therefore,
the transformation can be performed in polynomial time.
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Correspondence of NO-instances Given a NO-instance of 3-SAT, we show that
the transformed instance is a NO-instance of CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS. We prove this
statement by contradiction. Suppose that we are given an instance (A, P, S, c) cor-
responding to a NO-instance φ of 3-SAT, where φ, P , S and c are defined as above.
Towards a contradiction, assume that [[c]](S) is non-empty. We thus have an assign-
ment R ∈ [[c]](S). The domain of the assignment R is the set of ports that take part of
the interaction. By construction, it must be the case that, for each i ∈ [1, n], a single
atom-port (ai, pj) is part of the domain of R. Without loss of generality, as OneOf is
commutative, lets consider that the first port p1 is selected in each case, and thus that
the domain of R consists of the atom-ports pairs (ai, p1) for i ∈ [1, n]. Also by con-
struction, it must be the case that the upwards value of AllOf <d1, d2 . . . dn> satisfies
the consistent(·) function. Therefore, it must be the case that there is no xi1, xj1 such
that variable(xi1) = variable(xi1) but sign(xi1) 6= sign(xi1). We have reached here a
contradiction as we can trivially construct a satisfying assignment α for the formula
φ. Therefore, [[c]](S) must be empty and thus the transformed instance must be a
NO-instance of CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS.
Correspondence of YES-instances Given a YES-instance of 3-SAT, we show that
the transformed instance is a YES-instance of CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS. Suppose that
we are given an instance (A, P, S, c) corresponding to a YES-instance φ of 3-SAT, where
φ, A, P , S and c are defined as above. Let us be given a satisfying assignment α that
assigns to each variable a truth value. As the formula φ is satisfied by α, we must have
at least a true literal in (xi1 ∨ xi2 ∨ xi3) for each i. Without loss of generality, as ∨
is commutative, lets consider that xi1 is a true literal for each i. Let us construct a
sequence s of size n:
s(i) = (variable(xi1), sign(xi1)) ∀i ∈ [1, n]
We observe that, as each literal xi1 is a true literal, it follows directly that consistent(s) =
1. Let us construct an assignment R as follows:
R = {(ai, p1) 7→ s | i ∈ [1, n]}
We show that R ∈ [[c]](S). Trivially, when the port p1 is selected within all the con-
nectors di, s is an upwards value of [c](S). Thus, we must have that the assignment
R is in [[c]](S). Therefore, [[c]](S) is non-empty and thus the transformed instance is a
YES-instance of CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS.
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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Theorem 5. CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS is in NP when the functions used within the
connectors are all computable in polynomial time and when Joined is not part of the
connectors.
Proof. We prove the above theorem by showing the construction of a polynomial time
verifier for CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS. The verifier takes as additional input a proof
which consists of a single bit for each OneOf combinator part of the connector. For
each OneOf combinator, a 0 in the proof indicates that the left underlying connector
must be selected, and a 1 indicates that the right underlying connector should be
selected instead. Also part of the proof is a number for each Dynamic combinator.
This number indicates which of the atom a ∈ A must be selected.
Trivially, the size of the proof is polynomial in the size of the original input to the
CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS problem, as the proof consists of a linear number of non-
negative integers, whose size is bounded by either 1 in the case bits or by the size of
the original input in the case of atoms.
The first step consists of eliminating all non-determinism from the connector, by
replacing all OneOf c1c2 in the connector by either c1 or c2 depending on the proof, and
all Dynamic p by Bind a p, where the corresponding atom a is given by the proof. This
transformation can be trivially performed in polynomial time.
Then, once all non-determinism as been eliminated, the semantic function is evalu-
ated. This evaluation can be trivially performed in polynomial time, as a straightfor-
ward (and long!) case by case analysis of the different remaining combinators would
show.
If the evaluation leads to a non-empty set of interactions (in this case exactly 1 inter-
action), then we have indeed been able to prove that indeed the CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS
instance is a satisfying instance.
This concludes the proof that CONNECTOR-ENABLEDNESS, under the given restric-
tions, is in NP.
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3.7.2 Stability
In this section, we look at stability properties, that is properties that, when holding for
a given system state, hold for all larger states. This type of properties will be useful
when we look at the possibility of executing interactions even when there are atoms
still executing in the system.
Definition 3 (State maximality). Given a well-typed connector c ∈ C, a state S ∈ S
is maximal for c if and only if:
∀S ′ ∈ S.S ⊆ S ′ ⇒ [[c]](S) = [[c]](S ′)
Intuitively, a state is maximal if and only if activating new atom-port pairs does not
change the set of possible interactions of the connector.
Theorem 6. The given derivation rules for maximality hold for any state S ∈ S, any
interaction γ ∈ O, any connectors c, c1, c2 · · · ∈ C, any atom a ∈ A, any port p ∈ and
any f ∈ V of the appropriate types:
[Bind a p](S) 6= ∅
S maximal for Bind a p
S maximal for Success x S maximal for Failure
S maximal for c1 S maximal for c2
S maximal for OneOf c1 c2
S maximal for c1 S maximal for c2
S maximal for BothOf c1 c2
S maximal for c
S maximal for Mapped f c
S maximal for c
S maximal for ContraMapped f c
S maximal for c
S maximal for Guarded f c
S maximal for c
S maximal for Feedback f c
S maximal for c1 [c1](S) 6= ∅
S maximal for FirstOf c1 c2
S maximal for c1 S maximal for c2 [c1](S) = ∅
S maximal for FirstOf c1 c2
S maximal for c
S maximal for Maximal f c
S maximal for c ∀(ci, gi) ∈ [c](S) . S maximal for ci
S maximal for Joined c
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Proof. Each of the above derivation rules is trivially derived.
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Definition 4 (Open interaction stability). Given a well-typed connector c ∈ C and
system state S ∈ S, an open interaction γ = (x, g) ∈ O is stable in c and S if and only
if:
∀S ′ ∈ S.S ⊆ S ′ ⇒ γ ∈ [c](S ′)
Once enabled, a stable open interaction will always be proposed by the connector,
regardless how many new port-atom pairs are activated.
Lemma 17. Stability is a non-trivial property. There exists both stable and non-stable
open interactions.
Proof. Let our set of atoms be A = {a1, a2} and our set of ports be P = {p}. Consider
the connector c1 = Bind a1 p and system state S = {((a1, p), v)} ∈ S, for some value
v ∈ V . Trivially, γ = {(v, λd.{((a, p), d)})} ∈ [c1](S) is stable in c1 and S. Thus, there
exists stable open interactions.
Now, consider the connector c2 = FirstOf (Bind a2 p) (Bind a1 p). In the state
S = {((a1, p), v)}, we have that γ = {(v, λd.{((a1, p), d)})} ∈ [c2](S). Now consider
S ′ = {((a1, p), v), ((a2, p), v)}. In the state S ′, where S ⊂ S ′, the open interaction γ
is no longer possible. Thus, there exists non-stable open interactions. This concludes
the proof.
Theorem 7. For any atom a ∈ A, port p ∈ P , connectors c, c1, c2 ∈ C, system state
S ∈ S and open interactions γ, γ1, γ2 ∈ O, the following derivation rules hold:
γ ∈ [Bind a p](S)
γ stable in Bind a p and S
γ ∈ [Success v](S)
γ stable in Success v and S
γ stable in c1 and S
γ stable in OneOf c1 c2 and S
γ stable in c2 and S
γ stable in OneOf c1 c2 and S
γ1 = (x1, g1) stable in c1 and S γ2 = (x2, g2) stable in c2 and S
g1 and g2 are downwards compatible
((x1, x2), {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ g2(x) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)}) stable in BothOf c1 c2 and S
(x, g) = γ stable in c and S
(f(x), g) stable in Mapped f c and S
(x, g) = γ stable in c and S
(x, g ◦ f) stable in ContraMapped f c and S
(x, g) = γ stable in c and S f(x) = 1
γ stable in Guarded f c and S
(x, g) = γ stable in c and S
(x, g ◦ tagx) stable in Feedback c and S
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γ stable in c1 and S
γ stable in FirstOf c1 c2 and S
γ stable in c2 and S [c1](S) = ∅ S maximal for c1
γ stable in FirstOf c1 c2 and S
γ stable in c and S S maximal for c
γ stable in Maximal f c and S
γ ∈ [Dynamic p](S)
γ stable in Dynamic p and S
γ1 = (x1, g1) stable in c and S γ2 = (x2, g2) stable in x1 and S
g1 and g2 are downwards compatible
(x2, {x 7→ g1(x) ∪ g2(x) | x ∈ domain(g1) ∩ domain(g2)}) stable in Joined c and S
Proof. Each derivation rule of the above theorem is straightforwardly derived from the
definitions of the semantics function [·], maximality and stability.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
In this chapter, we will cover our implementation of BIP in two functional programming
languages, namely Haskell and Scala. However, in the first part of the chapter, we will
present the general principles behind the two implementations. We will discuss in
details the problematics related to the embedding of BIP as a DSL in a functional
programming language. We will also present the general architectural approach that
was taken. This approach, common to both frameworks, is very general and can be
applied to a broad class of programming languages.
In the next two sections, we will focus on the Haskell and Scala implementations
of BIP. Each language and each implementation is different enough so that having a
separate discussion in each case feels appropriate.
For each language, we will describe the domain specific languages (DSLs) used to
create atoms, connectors and complete BIP systems. Finally, we will describe the
implementation of the engine running the BIP system.
The first, more general, part should be sufficient to get a good idea of how the
frameworks are implemented. The two latter sections, which dive into the code, are a
bit more involved but present the implementations in details.
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4.1 General principles and architecture
In this section, we will expose the general principles behind the implementations we
have made of BIP as an embedded domain specific language. The following exposition
is not specific to any programming language.
4.1.1 Separation between user facing code and backend
In the implementations we have made of BIP, we make a strong distinction between
the part of the framework that users can see and interact with, and the part of the
framework responsible of the execution of systems. This separation between the user
facing domain specific language and the engine is capital. This might sound trivial,
but by having those two different parts independent, we are entirely free to change one
part without affecting too much the other.
4.1.2 Domain Specific Language
We will begin our description of the implementation technique by focusing on the first
kind of code, the domain specific language presented to the users of the frameworks.
The first important point to make is that, as we have established a strong separation
between the domain specific language and the backend, the user facing DSL will not
be responsible for the execution of anything. All actions performed within the DSL
will simply either be recorded and later passed to the engine, or directly transmitted
to the engine.
This will mean that, as can be clearly seen from the actual implementations, the
user facing DSL code is trivial. It will merely consist of builder and fac¸ade classes[19] in
language that support object-oriented design, such as Scala. In some other languages,
such as Haskell, the user facing DSL will actually produce of a series of uninterpreted
instructions, which should be interpreted within the engine. The actual details are not
relevant at this point. The main point being that the DSL is simply a sophisticated
fac¸ade for the actual engine.
Embedding level
Throughout the implementations, we will have to decide the level of embedding of the
domain specific language, BIP, within the host languages. This decision will have many
consequences regarding what can be done within and with the DSL. The two different
levels of embedding are respectively called shallow and deep.
In a shallow embedding, expressions of the DSL correspond directly to expressions
in the host language. This implementation technique of DSLs has the advantage of
being very expressive and very easily implemented. However, expressions of the DSL
being expressions of the language, they can generally not be inspected in any mean-
ingful way. All the syntactic structure of an expression is lost when the host language
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evaluates it. Therefore, the DSLs implementation has only access to evaluated expres-
sions.
On the contrary, in a deep embedding, expressions and constructs of the DSL are
translated to abstract syntax trees (ASTs), or similar syntactic structures, which can
be further manipulated and then eventually evaluated. This technique is well-suited
for analysis of the DSL programs, but may lack in expressivity and may be tedious to
implement.
In our implementations, we have to balance between the two levels of embedding.
Where possible, we take a deep embedding approach and encode expressions of the DSL
as tree-like structures, which will then be able to manipulate, analyse and interpret.
However, when the expressivity of the host language is needed, we will adopt the shallow
embedding approach. For instance, we will always use Haskell and Scala functions
where functions are needed. The alternative of creating our own structure to describe
functions would be very tedious and would not interface well with the host language.
This has the drawback that functions are completely opaque to us and can not be
further analysed.
Atoms
A shallow embedding approach was taken for the behaviour of atoms, which should be
as expressive as possible and appear as natural to the programmer as possible. This
expressivity however has a cost, as the behaviour of atoms becomes completely opaque
to the engine. For instance, we have no way of knowing what the atom will do in
the future, whether they will await on a specific port or spawn new atoms. If such
information were needed, a deeper embedding approach should be taken, which would
result in a loss of expressivity. A compromise has to be made1.
Connectors
In the frameworks, we take a deeper embedding approach for the connectors. Since
we will want to analyse the structure of connectors and eventually manipulate them,
it is very important to us that the underlying structure of connectors is preserved.
To achieve this, we encode the connectors as tree-like structures, using algebraic data
types. This structure will follow almost exactly the grammar of connector combinators
that we have described.
Note that, in many cases, connectors will contain functions as members. For in-
stance, the Mapped and ContraMapped combinator will contain functions that they
will apply to respectively upwards and downwards values. Those functions will not be
deeply embedded, and simply be functions of the host language. Once again, there is a
tradeoff to be made between being able to analyse the code and being able to express
it in a natural way.
1Promising techniques, such as lightweight modular staging [20], could potentially help reduce the
syntactical overhead of having a deeper embedding. Those techniques have not been investigated as
part of this thesis.
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As this encoding of connectors as an algebraic data type is an internal implementa-
tion detail, it is important that we hide it by only providing the users of the framework
with a library of derived combinators. This way, if we ever need to change the under-
lying structure of connectors, the user facing domain specific language doesn’t need to
change.
4.1.3 Engine architecture
So far we discussed principles behind the user-facing DSL of the frameworks. In this
section, we will investigate the general architecture of the engine. The goal of the engine
is to actually run the systems described by the DSL in a concurrent environment. In
our approach, the engine is composed of several distinct components:
• A waiting list, in which the values sent by the atoms and their continuations are
stored.
• A semantic function, which can return a stream of interactions from a connector
and a waiting list.
• The main engine loop, which computes and executes interactions.
• Worker threads, which are each responsible for part of the execution of an atom.
Waiting list
The waiting list of the engine is a data structure that stores all the information about
waiting atoms. The data structure has an entry for each atom-port pair where the
atom is waiting on the port. The entry contains the following information:
• What has been sent by the atom through the port.
• What to do when a value is received. That is, the continuation of the atom.
This data structure supports the following four operations:
• Registering that an atom is waiting on a port. This simply adds an entry in the
data structure.
• Registering that an atom is no longer waiting. This removes all entries associated
to a given atom.
• Getting the entry associated to an atom and port.
• Getting all entries associated to a specific port.
As can be later seen in the implementations in Haskell and Scala of this data structure,
it is usually supported by two mappings. The first mapping is composed of two layers,
the first being indexed by atoms and the second by ports. This first mappings contains
all the entries of the data structure. The second mapping, indexed by ports, contains
only the identifier of atoms that are active for the port. Using those two mappings,
the four operations we have described can be efficiently implemented.
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Semantic function
As part of the backend is also found a semantic function, which allows the engine to
obtain interactions from a connector and a waiting list. Before we can investigate the
semantic function, we have to describe what an interaction is in the context of the
frameworks.
Open interactions Just as in the formalisation, we make the distinction between
open and closed interactions. An open interaction contains an upwards value and a
downwards function. As a reminder, the upwards value is the value being propagated
during the upwards phase. The downwards function, on the other hand, is responsible
to propagate a value to all the involved atoms during the downwards phase. In the
implementations, for convenience, we add a third field to open interactions. This extra
field contains the set of all involved ports, which will be useful to know whether two
interactions are downwards compatible or not.
Closed interactions The interactions returned to the engine by the semantic func-
tion are closed interaction. In this context, a closed interaction is simply a list of atoms
with an associated task to perform. The task to be performed represents the contin-
uation of the atom. Just as in the formalisation, closed interactions can be obtained
from open interactions by feeding the upwards value to the downwards function.
Semantic function We can now look at how such interactions can be produced from
connectors and waiting lists. As we have previously discussed, the connectors will be
encoded as a tree-like structure. The semantic function will walk down this structure
in a recursive way and combine open interactions. This procedure is performed in
the exact same manner as was presented during the formalisation. The waiting list is
only queried in the case of Bind and Dynamic combinators, to obtain information on
waiting atoms. The final step of the semantic function simply consists of closing the
open interactions to obtain a task for each involved atom.
Note that there is a major difference between the implementation and the formali-
sation of the semantics. In the implementations a stream of interactions is produced,
where as in the formalisation a set of interactions is returned. As a reminder, a stream
is a lazily computed ordered list, where elements at the head of the list can generally be
returned without ever computing elements later in the list. This point is very relevant
due to its implication regarding the performance of the semantic function. Indeed, it
might not be feasible to return all interactions from a large connector, but returning
only the first few of them can sometimes be performed very quickly. This has also
more conceptual consequences that we will briefly discuss at the end of this thesis.
Main loop of the engine
So far, we have described the waiting list and semantic function of the engine. Those
were in some sense the tools that are made at the disposition of the engine. We have
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still to discuss how those tools are actually used. More specifically, we have to look at
the active parts of the engine.
The first active part we investigate is the main loop of the engine. The goal of
this loop is to repeatedly create the threads that must execute the behaviour of atoms
and then trigger the next interaction when the system reaches a stable state. In more
details, the loop performs over and over the same sequence of actions:
1. First of all, the main loop creates and starts all the threads necessary to execute
the list of tasks to be performed. This list either comes from the initial config-
uration of the system in the first iteration of the loop, or from the interaction
chosen at the end of the previous iteration.
2. Next, the engine waits for the system to be in a stable state, that is, when all
threads have finished executing the behaviour of currently executing atoms. As
we will see, the threads will terminate either when the atom has reached the end
of its execution, or when an await instruction is performed. This waiting can be
performed using synchronisation primitives offered by the language.
3. Once the system reaches a stable state, the main loop executes the semantic
function and obtains a stream of interactions. If the stream is empty, the system
immediately terminates, as no interactions are possible at this stage. This can
either arise because all atoms have completely finished their execution, or because
the system has entered a deadlock state.
4. If the execution continues, an interaction is then picked from the non-empty
stream of interactions. By default, the first of those interaction is picked, as it is
the one possible interaction the most efficiently computed. Other strategies can
be chosen. In the actual frameworks, we give the option to the users to specify
another function to select which interaction should be chosen.
5. Finally, all atoms part of the interaction are removed from the waiting list. The
list of tasks from the interaction is specified to be executed during the next
iteration of the loop, which immediately follows.
We will generally perform the main loop of the engine on the thread that started the
system. Therefore, the procedure call that executes a system will block until the main
loop terminates.
Worker Threads
Worker threads are the final piece of the engine. Each worker thread is momentarily
responsible for the execution of the behaviour of an atom. They have the responsibly
to answer calls to the various instructions that atoms can perform. The actions they
must take will depend on the instruction being performed.
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• When the atom requests that a new atom should be spawned, the worker thread
intercept the call and spawns the child atom on a new worker thread. The
identifier of the newly created atom is then communicated to the parent atom,
which then continues its execution normally.
• When an await or awaitAny instruction is to be performed, the worker thread
stores all the relevant information in the waiting list of the engine. For each port
on which the atom is waiting, an entry is added to the waiting lists specifying
which value was sent and what to do once a value is received. The worker thread
then terminates its execution.
• When a request for the identifier of the running atom is issued, the worker thread
simply provides the identifier of the atom and the execution continues normally.
At the end of its execution, the worker thread checks if the number of currently exe-
cuting atoms has reached zero, which would mean that the system has reached a stable
state. If it is the case, then the atom notifies the main loop, which can then continue
its execution and compute the next interaction. It is very important that this check is
performed even in the case of exceptions.
As they are frequently created and destroyed, the threads used by the frameworks
should be as lightweight as possible. For performance reasons, lightweight threads, as
opposed to heavy and generally OS-bound threads, should be used if the underlying
platform supports them.
4.1.4 Final words
In this section, we have seen the general principles and architecture followed by the two
implementations of BIP as an embedded domain specific language we have developed.
The approach we have taken is largely language-agnostic and could be applied to
other languages. In the next two following sections, we will see in details the two
implementations we have made, starting with the Haskell implementation.
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4.2 Haskell implementation
In the previous section, we have seen the general principles behind the implementation
of BIP as an emdedded domain specific language. In this section, we will describe the
implementation of BIP as a DSL in Haskell. For each concept, we first present the
interface shown to the users of the framework and then discuss the internal implemen-
tation details. We take a top-down approach, starting from the definition of complete
systems, then ports, atoms and finally connectors. Once this exposition has been done,
we proceed to describe the actual engine behind the Haskell framework.
4.2.1 Systems
The main type of a BIP system is the System type, which is opaque to the users of the
framework. Only three primitive instructions are available to describe systems.
• newPort which creates a new port. This instruction returns the unique identifier
of the port. We will shortly discuss in more details what port identifiers are.
• newAtom which creates a new atom. This instruction, given the behaviour of the
atom, returns its unique identifier. We will see later in this section what atom
identifiers exactly are and how to define the behaviour of atoms.
• Finally, registerConnector, which indicates that a given connector should be
used by the system. We will see in details later how connectors are implemented.
Monadic interface
Before we move on to ports and atoms, we have to discuss how to build systems using
the three basic instructions we have just introduced. As is common place in Haskell,
more complex systems are built by composition of simpler systems using the monadic
interface. For instance, here is how a simple system of two ports and two atoms could
be defined:
exampleSystem :: System s ()
exampleSystem = do
p1 <- newPort
p2 <- newPort
a1 <- newAtom (someBehaviorUsing p1)
a2 <- newAtom (someBehaviorUsing p2)
registerConnector (someConnectorUsing a1 p1 a2 p2)
Where someBehaviorUsing and someConnectorUsing would be actions defined else-
where. This very imperative looking syntax is just sugar for calls to functions from the
Monad type class, from which System is an instance.
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Monadic fix-point interface
Furthermore, systems also allow, through their MonadFix instance, users to refer to
atoms before they are actually created. This is useful to be able to express systems of
mutually recursive atoms. For instance, the following example system is able to refer
to the atom a2 before the instruction to create such an atom is performed.
exampleRecursiveSystem :: System s ()
exampleRecursiveSystem = mdo
p1 <- newPort
p2 <- newPort
a1 <- newAtom (someBehaviorUsing a2 p1)
a2 <- newAtom (someBehaviorUsing a1 p2)
registerConnector (someConnectorUsing a1 p1 a2 p2)
This feat is made possible by the lazy evaluation strategy of Haskell. Using the mdo
keyword, the thunks that will hold actual identifiers created by the system are maid
available in the entire system expression. This can be thought of as a generalisation of
fix points to monads.
Implementation of System
So far, we have presented the interface of systems and instructions to build systems.
The actual implementation details behind are completely invisible to users. The actual
System type is defined as follows:
-- | Describes a BIP system.
--
-- The type ’s’ ensures that identifiers of a system
-- may not leave the scope of the system.
newtype System s a = System
{ getSystem :: State (InitialSystemState s) a }
deriving (Functor, Applicative, Monad, MonadFix)
-- | Contains the initial state of a system, that is
-- the state of a system before it is actually started.
data InitialSystemState s = InitialSystemState
{ getConnector :: ClosedConnector s
-- ^ Indicates which connector is to be used by the system.
, getTasks :: [Task s]
-- ^ Indicates, for each atom which action must be executed.
, getNextId :: Integer
-- ^ Indicates the next free identifier.
}
-- | Task to be executed by an atom.
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data Task s = Task
{ getAtom :: AtomId s
-- ^ The atom responsible to execute the action.
, getAction :: Action s ()
-- ^ The action to execute.
}
-- | Contains a single connector whose upwards and downwards type,
-- whatever they may be, are the same.
data ClosedConnector s where
ClosedConnector :: Connector s a a -> ClosedConnector s
The system type is defined as a State monad, whose state is called InitialSystemState.
Expressed differently, this means that all a System can do is build under the hood a
value of type InitialSystemState which will contain all information needed to actu-
ally start executing a system. As can be seen above, an InitialSystemState contains:
• A connector, whose upwards and downwards types are the same.
• Actions to be executed by each atoms.
• The next free integer to use as an identifier.
Remark. As explained in the comments, the parameter type s of System and many
other types that we have seen or that we will introduce later, is there to ensure that
identifiers do not escape the scope of the system.
As we will later see, the only function that can actually execute systems will require
the type parameter s of System to be universally quantified. This ensures that iden-
tifiers can not leave the scope of the system they were created in without producing
a type error at compile time. This exact same trick was used to implement the ST
monad[21], which must also ensure that identifiers do not leave some restricted scope
to preserve type safety.
The reason we do not want identifiers to escape the scope of their system is very
simple. It is due to the fact that different systems may create ports identifiers with the
same underlying number but different upwards and downwards types. To motivate the
problem, imagine that two ports with the same underlying identification number but
different types were to be used in the same system. A value to be received by the first
port could then instead be received by the second (since they are equal to the engine).
The second port would then receive a value of a different type than expected. This
would break type safety.
Implementation of the three System instructions
Using the above representation of System, here is how the three basic instructions to
build systems are defined:
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-- |Creates a new atom.
newAtom :: Action s a -> System s (AtomId s)
newAtom x = System $ do
s <- get
let n = getNextId s -- Next Id to use.
as = getActions s -- Actions to execute so far.
i = AtomId n -- Id of the newly created atom.
s’ = s
{ getNextId = succ n -- Specifying the next Id to use.
, getActions = Task i (void x) : as -- New task.
}
put s’
return i
-- | Creates a new port.
newPort :: System s (PortId s d u)
newPort = System $ do
s <- get
let n = getNextId s
put $ s { getNextId = succ n }
return $ PortId n
-- | Registers a connector for the system.
--
-- Any previous call to ’registerConnector’ will get overwritten.
registerConnector :: Connector s a a -> System s ()
registerConnector c = System $ do
s <- get
put $ s { getConnector = ClosedConnector c }
4.2.2 Ports
In the Haskell framework, ports are simply identifiers that also contain information
about the type of values that can be sent and received through the port.
-- | Port identifier.
--
-- * ’s’ is a phantom type ensuring that identifiers
-- do not escape the scope of the system.
--
-- * ’d’, for downwards, is the type of values that
-- can be received by the port.
--
-- * ’u’, for upwards, is the type of values that
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-- can be sent through the port.
newtype PortId s d u = PortId Integer
deriving (Eq, Ord, Show)
Remark. The three type parameters of PortId are phantom types, that is, types in
the signature that are not used in the right hand side of the definition. Those types
are there to ensure that the identifiers can only be used in permitted contexts.
At the user level, the only way to create a new port identifier is be through the
newPort instruction of systems. This will ensure that all port identifiers are unique
in the given system. This also has the effect that port identifiers created through this
mean have their type fully instantiated, which ensure that they are monomorphic2.
This makes sure that users have no way to break type safety by using an identifier
created in a different system or by using an identifier in two different and contradicting
contexts.
4.2.3 Atoms
After ports, we have to investigate atoms, which are conceptually the active processes
of BIP systems.
Atom identifiers
Just as ports, atoms are uniquely identifiable. Atom identifiers are defined as:
-- | Atom identifier.
newtype AtomId s = AtomId Integer
deriving (Eq, Ord, Show)
Just as with ports, users of the framework will not have access to the AtomId construc-
tor. Their only way to obtain an atom identifier is through the use of the newAtom
instruction.
Atom actions
The behaviour of an atom consists of a (possibly infinite) series of instructions to
execute. Each instruction can either:
• Perform some arbitrary computation and input/output in the IO monad, using
the liftIO instruction. The instruction returns the value computed by the IO
action.
• Wait on ports, using either the await or awaitAny instructions. Those instruc-
tions return the value received by the port (or one of the ports in the case of
awaitAny) once an interaction involving the atom takes place.
2A monomorphic value, contrary to a polymorphic one, only has a single type.
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• Spawn new atoms, using the spawn instruction. This instruction returns the
identifier of the newly created atom.
• Get the identifier of the atom itself, using the getSelfId instruction.
As before with systems, those actions can be combined using the monadic interface.
For instance, here is the behaviour of an atom that reads a line x from standard input,
sends the value x to a port p and prints the value v received through the port to
standard output:
exampleAction :: Action s ()
exampleAction = do
x <- liftIO getLine
v <- await p x
liftIO $ print v
The users of the framework are only exposed to the interface we have just presented.
After having discussed this user-facing interface, we will now investigate how Action
is implemented. Here is how the actual Action type is implemented:
-- | Action performed by atoms.
newtype Action s a = Action
{ getInstructions :: ProgramT (Instruction s) IO a }
deriving (Functor, Applicative, Monad, MonadIO)
-- | Possible instructions to be performed within actions.
data Instruction s a where
Spawn :: Action s a -> Instruction s (AtomId s)
Await :: [AwaitCase s a] -> Instruction s a
GetId :: Instruction s (AtomId s)
-- | Contains information about the case of an ’Await’ instruction.
--
-- Each record contains the identifier of the port on which to wait,
-- the value to be sent, and a function to apply on the downwards function.
data AwaitCase s a where
AwaitCase :: PortId s d u -> u -> (d -> a) -> AwaitCase s a
instance Functor (AwaitCase s) where
fmap f (AwaitCase p x g) = AwaitCase p x (f . g)
-- | Sends a value on the given port and waits to receive a value.
await :: PortId s d u -> u -> Action s d
await p x = Action $ singleton $ Await [AwaitCase p x id]
-- | Sends values on the given ports and
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-- waits to receive a value on any of the ports.
awaitAny :: [AwaitCase s a] -> Action s a
awaitAny as = Action $ singleton $ Await as
-- | Specifies what to send on the particular port.
onPort :: PortId s d u -> u -> AwaitCase s d
onPort p x = AwaitCase p x id
-- | Spawns a new atom.
spawn :: Action s d -> Action s (AtomId s)
spawn a = Action $ singleton $ Spawn a
-- | Returns the identifier of the atom.
getSelfId :: Action s (AtomId s)
getSelfId = Action $ singleton $ GetId
An action is simply defined as a series of instructions, each instruction being ei-
ther spawning a new atom, awaiting on ports or getting the identifier of the atom.
The possibility to perform IO action is directly built into the underlying ProgramT
(Instruction s) IO type. This implementation of Action makes heavy use of the
operational package[22], which defines the ProgramT monad transformer.
As we have just discussed, the Action type merely contains a series of instructions.
Those instructions will be have to be interpreted for any actual actions to be executed.
We will discuss this in detail later in this section when we discuss the implementation
of the engine.
4.2.4 Connectors
The final components of BIP systems we have yet to describe are connectors. The
implementation of connectors in Haskell will follow directly the formalisation we have
given of them in the dedicated chapter.
Algebraic data type for connectors
The connector type is declared as a generalised algebraic data type as follows:
-- | Connects together the different ports of a system.
--
-- * ’s’ corresponds to the type phantom type of the system,
-- which ensures that identifiers do not escape the system
-- in which they are defined.
--
-- * ’d’ is the type of values propagated downwards by the connector.
--
-- * ’u’ is the type of values progagated upwards by the connector.
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data Connector s d u where
-- Core combinators
Bind :: AtomId s -> PortId s d u -> Connector s d u
Success :: u -> Connector s d u
Failure :: Connector s d u
OneOf :: Connector s d u -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
BothOf :: Connector s d u -> Connector s d v -> Connector s d (u, v)
-- Data combinators
Mapped :: (u -> v) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d v
ContraMapped :: (e -> d) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s e u
Guarded :: (u -> Bool) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
Feedback :: Connector s (d, u) u -> Connector s d u
-- Priority combinators
Maximal :: (u -> u -> Ordering) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
FirstOf :: Connector s d u -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
-- Dynamic combinators
Dynamic :: PortId s d u -> Connector s d u
Joined :: Connector s d (Connector s d u) -> Connector s d u
This representation allows us to actually manipulate connectors as a tree-like structure.
Being algebraic data types, connectors can be deconstructed via pattern matching. As
we will see, this will be performed within the engine to interpret the semantic function
on a connector or to give connectors an optimised structure.
In addition, encoding the connectors as a generalised algebraic data type gives us
very strong static guarantees through the help of the type system. In particular, the
types will ensure that all operations performed by the different connectors are valid.
Note that all constructors have been given a type that corresponds, in the formalisation
of connectors, to the type given to the corresponding connector combinator.
Type class instances
Connectors are instances of many interesting Haskell type classes. The following in-
stance are justified by the algebraic properties of the connector combinators that we
have proven in the dedicated chapter.
instance Functor (Connector s d) where
fmap f c = Mapped f c
instance Profunctor (Connector s) where
lmap f c = ContraMapped f c
rmap f c = Mapped f c
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instance Applicative (Connector s d) where
pure x = Success x
c1 <*> c2 = Mapped (uncurry ($)) $ BothOf c1 c2
instance Alternative (Connector s d) where
empty = Failure
c1 <|> c2 = OneOf c1 c2
instance Monad (Connector s d) where
return x = Success x
c >>= f = Joined (Mapped f c)
c1 >> c2 = Mapped snd $ BothOf c1 c2
fail _ = Failure
instance MonadPlus (Connector s d) where
mzero = Failure
mplus c1 c2 = OneOf c1 c2
instance Monoid u => Monoid (Connector s d u) where
mempty = Success mempty
mappend c1 c2 = Mapped (uncurry mappend) $ BothOf c1 c2
The type class instances correspond to the various algebraic concepts in the following
way:
• The Functor instance is motivated by the covariant functor Fup.
• The Profunctor[23] instance corresponds to the combination of the contravariant
functor Fdown and the covariant functor Fup.
• The Applicative[24] instance is motivated by the (Fup, ηV , µV) monad, Applicative
being a (logical) subclass of Monad.
• The Alternative instance corresponds to the (C, OneOf, Failure) monoid.
• The Monad[25] instance corresponds to the (Fup, ηV , µV) monad.
• The MonadPlus instance, being equivalent to Alternative, is also justified by
the (C, OneOf, Failure) monoid.
• Finally, the Monoid instance corresponds to the (C, Mapped× (BothOf · ·), Success 1)
monoids, where× and 1 are respectively the binary operation and neutral element
of some monoid.
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Monadic do-notation for connectors
As we have just seen, connectors also have a Monad instance. This means that the
monadic do-notation can be used to describe connectors. For instance, below is shown
a connector that synchronises three connectors and provides upwards the sum of the
three upwards value:
connector = do
v1 <- connector1
v2 <- connector2
v3 <- connector3
return (v1 + v2 + v3)
This particular connector is translated into the following desugarised version.
connector =
Joined (Mapped (\ v1 ->
Joined (Mapped (\ v2 ->
Joined (Mapped (\ v3 ->
Success (v1 + v2 + v3)
) connector3)
) connector2)
) connector1)
The former version is arguably simpler than the latter! Moreover, this syntactic sugar
comes for free once the instance of Monad has been defined. We will make use of this
particular syntactic nicety in the some of the example applications.
Connector library
The constructors of the Connector type defined above are not made available to the
users of the framework. Instead, users have to use a library of combinators derived
from those primitive constructors. This ensures that the underlying representation of
connectors can be changed without changing the interface presented to the users. In
addition to the many functions derived from the type class instances of connectors, the
following combinators are provided to the users. This also gives us the opportunity to
rename some of the combinators to give them friendlier, domain specific, names for the
user of the library.
-- | Connects the given port to the specified atom.
bind :: AtomId s -> PortId s d u -> Connector s d u
bind a p = Bind a p
-- | Chooses one of the given connector non-deterministically.
anyOf :: [Connector s d u] -> Connector s d u
anyOf cs = foldr OneOf Failure cs
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-- | Synchronizes all underlying connectors and collects all upwards values.
allOf :: [Connector s d u] -> Connector s d [u]
allOf cs = mconcat $ fmap (fmap (: [])) cs
-- | Involves any number of the underlying connectors.
manyOf :: [Connector s d u] -> Connector s d [u]
manyOf cs = mconcat [fmap (: []) c <|> pure [] | c <- cs]
-- | Behaves as the first enabled connector of the given list.
firstOf :: [Connector s d u] -> Connector s d u
firstOf cs = foldr FirstOf Failure cs
-- | Applies a function of upwards values.
upwards :: (u -> v) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d v
upwards f c = Mapped f c
-- | Always uses the specified upwards value.
sending :: v -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d v
sending x c = upwards (const x) c
-- | Applies a function of downwards values.
downwards :: (e -> d) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s e u
downwards f c = ContraMapped f c
-- | Always uses the specified downwards value.
receiving :: d -> Connector s d u -> Connector s e u
receiving x c = downwards (const x) c
-- | Ensures that a given predicate holds on upwards values.
ensuring :: (u -> Bool) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
ensuring f c = Guarded f c
-- | Feeds the upwards value downwards.
feedback :: Connector s (d, u) u -> Connector s d u
feedback c = Feedback c
-- | Closes the connector, using the upwards value as downwards value.
close :: Connector s a a -> Connector s d ()
close c = sending () $ feedback $ downwards snd c
-- | Ensures that the upwards value is maximal amongst the possible
-- upwards values.
maximal :: Ord u => Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
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maximal c = Maximal compare c
-- | Ensures that the upwards value is minimal amongst the possible
-- upwards values.
minimal :: Ord u => Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
minimal c = Maximal (comparing Down) c
-- | Ensures that the upwards value is maximal amongst the possible
-- upwards values.
maximalBy :: (u -> u -> Ordering) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
maximalBy f c = Maximal f c
-- | Ensures that the upwards value is minimal amongst the possible
-- upwards values.
minimalBy :: (u -> u -> Ordering) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
minimalBy f c = Maximal (\ a b -> inverse $ f a b) c
where
inverse LT = GT
inverse EQ = EQ
inverse GT = LT
-- | Connects the given port non-deterministically to any atom.
dynamic :: PortId s d u -> Connector s d u
dynamic p = Dynamic p
So far, we have seen in some details the interface provided by the framework to its
users. We have also seen that system descriptions written by users can be evaluated
to the obtain the initial configuration of the system. We have then discussed how the
behaviour of atoms can be seen as series of unevaluated primitive instructions. Finally,
we have also seen that connectors are encoded as a tree-like structure, which can be
inspected and interpreted. We are in a situation where we have in some sense described
the grammar of the framework. However, we have yet to discuss how to interpret those
representations to actually execute the represented system. In other words, we have
yet to discuss the semantics.
In the rest of this section, we will introduce the actual engine that gives BIP systems
their semantic meaning in terms of an actual running concurrent system. Given the
representation of a system as we have just discussed, the engine will be able to actually
execute the system in a concurrent way.
4.2.5 Interactions
Just as when we have formalised the semantics of combinators, we begin by describing
the concept of interactions and open interactions.
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Closed interactions
In the context of this framework, an interaction is simply a list of tasks (Task), each
of which consisting of an atom and an action to be executed. This action represents
the rest of the computation of the atom.
-- | Interaction.
type Interaction s = [Task s]
Open interactions
Open interactions, just as in the formalisation, consist of an upwards value and down-
wards function. For convenience, and to avoid having to inspect functions, the set of
involved atoms is also explicitly present as a field.
-- | Open interaction.
data OpenInteraction s d u = OpenInteraction
{ getUpwards :: u
-- ^ Value propagated upwards by the interaction.
, getDownwards :: d -> [Task s]
-- ^ Given a downwards value, returns all continuations to perform.
, getInvolved :: Set (AtomId s)
-- ^ The set of all atoms involved in the interaction.
}
As seen during the formalisation, it is possible to obtain a (closed) interaction from an
open interaction using the close function.
-- | Obtains an interaction from an open interaction.
--
-- This function feeds the upwards value of the open interaction
-- to its downwards function.
close :: OpenInteraction s a a -> Interaction s
close (OpenInteraction x f _) = f x
4.2.6 Waiting list
We must also somehow represent the state of waiting atoms. For the purpose, we have
implemented a waiting list of atoms. This data structure will capture, for every atom
waiting on some ports, what has been sent through the port and what to do once a
value is received. The data structure supports the following operations:
• Registering an atom as waiting on a port.
• Registering an atom as running, that is, no longer waiting on any port.
• Getting the open interaction, if any, corresponding to a given atom-port pair.
• Getting all open interactions involving a given port.
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Data structure definition
Before we actually show the implementation of the different operations, let us discuss
how the data structure is implemented.
-- For clarity, we differentiate between integers corresponding to
-- AtomIds and to PortIds.
type AtomInteger = Integer
type PortInteger = Integer
-- | Data structure containing information about waiting atoms.
data WaitingList s = WaitingList
{ getFromAtoms :: Map AtomInteger (Map PortInteger (WaitState s))
-- ^ For each atom, indicates which ports are active.
-- For each active port, it also indicates what value was sent
-- and what to do with the received value.
, getFromPorts :: Map PortInteger (Set AtomInteger)
-- ^ For each port, indicates which atoms are waiting on the port.
}
-- | Contains an upwards value of some unknown type and
-- a downwards function whose domain is an unknown type.
data WaitState s where
WaitState :: u -> (d -> Action s ()) -> WaitState s
A waiting list consists of two mappings, which together allow the engine to efficiently
perform the four previously specified instructions.
Remark. You may have noticed that the WaitState constructor completely forgets
about the upwards and downwards types u and d. This is necessary here because
the Map container is not heterogeneous, which means that a mapping can only contain
values of the same type. However, as we will see, the type information about u and d are
also contained in the PortId type, which will allow the engine to coerce3 the upwards
and downwards value to the correct type. It is for this reason that we statically ensured
that all PortId are monomorphic and that ports of one system could not be used in
any other system.
Operations
Now that we have introduced the data structure, we can discuss how the four operations
on it are defined.
3Coercion can be done in Haskell using the function unsafeCoerce. This function, whose type is
a -> b can coerce a value from any type to any other type. Obviously dangerous, this function, when
used incorrectly, may break all type safety properties. In the framework however, we ensured that the
particular use we make of the function is safe.
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-- | Registers in the waiting list that an atom is waiting on a given port.
setWaiting :: AtomId s -> PortId s d u -> u -> (d -> Action s ())
-> WaitingList s -> WaitingList s
setWaiting (AtomId a) (PortId p) u d (WaitingList as ps) = WaitingList as’ ps’
where
as’ = Map.insertWith Map.union a (Map.singleton p $ WaitState u d) as
ps’ = Map.insertWith Set.union p (Set.singleton a) ps
-- | Registers in the waiting list that an atom is no longer waiting.
setRunning :: AtomId s -> WaitingList s -> WaitingList s
setRunning (AtomId a) (WaitingList as ps) = WaitingList as’ ps’
where
-- Getting all ports active for the given atom.
activePorts = Map.keysSet $ Map.findWithDefault Map.empty a as
-- Remove the entry for the atom.
as’ = Map.delete a as
-- Updates the entries of all ports previously associated to the atom.
ps’ = foldl’ removeAtom ps activePorts
where
-- Indicates that the atom is no longer waiting on the
-- port p, by removing it from the set of active atoms
-- for the given port.
-- If the port is no longer active for any atom,
-- its entry in the map is removed.
removeAtom m p = Map.update shrink p m
shrink s = let s’ = Set.delete a s in
if Set.null s’ then Nothing else Just s’
-- | Returns the interaction, if any, related to a specific atom and port pair.
getBoundInteraction :: AtomId s -> PortId s d u -> WaitingList s
-> Maybe (OpenInteraction s d u)
getBoundInteraction (AtomId a) (PortId p) (WaitingList as _) = do
ps <- Map.lookup a as
WaitState u d <- Map.lookup p ps
-- Coercing upwards value and downwards functions to the correct type.
-- This is necessary as WaitState loses all type information.
-- Fortunately, those types are recovered from the type of the port.
let tu = unsafeCoerce u :: u
td = unsafeCoerce d :: (d -> Action s ())
return $ OpenInteraction
{ getUpwards = tu
, getDownwards = \ x -> [Task (AtomId a) (td x)]
, getInvolved = Set.singleton (AtomId a) }
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-- | Returns all interactions related to the given port.
getBoundInteractions :: PortId s d u -> WaitingList s
-> [OpenInteraction s d u]
getBoundInteractions (PortId p) w = do
a <- Set.toList $ Map.findWithDefault Set.empty p $ getFromPorts w
return $ fromMaybe e $ getBoundInteraction (AtomId a) (PortId p) w
where
e = error "getBoundInteractions: No interaction for an active atom-port."
4.2.7 Semantic function
Using the waiting list data structure and operations we have just defined, we can finally
implement the semantics of the connectors. The semantic function, getInteractions,
corresponds to the [·] function of the formalisation.
-- | Gets the list of possible interactions. The list is computed lazily,
-- element by element.
getInteractions :: Connector s d u -> WaitingList s -> [OpenInteraction s d u]
getInteractions c w = case c of
-- Core combinators
Success x -> [(OpenInteraction x (const []) (Set.empty))]
Failure -> []
Bind a p -> maybeToList $ getBoundInteraction a p w
OneOf c1 c2 -> getInteractions c1 w ++ getInteractions c2 w
BothOf c1 c2 -> do
o1 <- getInteractions c1 w
o2 <- getInteractions c2 w
let o3 = OpenInteraction
{ getUpwards = (getUpwards o1, getUpwards o2)
, getDownwards = \ x -> getDownwards o1 x ++ getDownwards o2 x
, getInvolved = Set.union (getInvolved o1) (getInvolved o2)
}
-- Ensures that the sets of involved atoms are disjoint.
guard (Set.size (getInvolved o3) ==
Set.size (getInvolved o1) +
Set.size (getInvolved o2))
return o3
-- Data combinators
Mapped f c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractions c1 w
return $ o1 { getUpwards = f (getUpwards o1) }
ContraMapped f c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractions c1 w
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return $ o1 { getDownwards = getDownwards o1 . f }
Guarded f c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractions c1 w
guard (f $ getUpwards o1)
return o1
Feedback c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractions c1 w
return $ o1 { getDownwards =
\ x -> getDownwards o1 (x, getUpwards o1) }
-- Priority combinators
FirstOf c1 c2 -> case getInteractions c1 w of
[] -> getInteractions c2 w
os1 -> os1
Maximal f c1 ->
let os1 = getInteractions c1 w
upwardsValues = fmap getUpwards os1
biggerThan x = \ y -> f y x == GT
isMaximal x = not $ any (biggerThan x) upwardsValues
in filter (isMaximal . getUpwards) os1
-- Dynamic combinators
Dynamic p -> getBoundInteractions p w
Joined c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractions c1 w
o2 <- getInteractions (getUpwards o1) w
let o3 = OpenInteraction
{ getUpwards = getUpwards o2
, getDownwards = \ x -> getDownwards o1 x ++ getDownwards o2 x
, getInvolved = Set.union (getInvolved o1) (getInvolved o2)
}
-- Ensures that the sets of involved atoms are disjoint.
guard (Set.size (getInvolved o3) ==
Set.size (getInvolved o1) +
Set.size (getInvolved o2))
return o3
This function will be used by the engine when the system is in a stable stable, that
is when not a single atom is running, to obtain the next possible interactions. We
will see in the chapter on optimisations how to redefine this function to avoid some
performance issues. We will also investigate how to get stable interactions4, which
will allow the engine to execute interactions even though there are atoms still running,
4Remember that stable interactions are, given a system state, interactions that will still be offered
regardless how many new ports are activated.
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while ensuring that the priority policy is respected.
Also note that the function computes the list of interactions in a lazy way, meaning
that each elements of the list can potentially be computed without looking at the
elements later in the list. This is a very important performance point, since we can for
instance get the first possible interaction without worrying about any other interactions.
Closed semantics
From the open semantics we can define, as we have done during the formalisation, the
closed semantics. This function is defined as follows in the framework:
getClosedInteractions :: ClosedConnector s -> WaitingList s -> [Interaction s]
getClosedInteractions (ClosedConnector c) w = fmap close $ getInteractions c w
4.2.8 Engine
We finally reach the point where we can actually discuss the implementation of the
engine itself. The engine will manage the different actions to execute, manage threads
and execute interactions. During the runtime of the system, the engine will need to
maintain three important variables:
• The number to be used as identifier by the next atom to be spawned.
• The number of atoms currently executing.
• The waiting list of the system, which contains information about all atoms that
are waiting on some of their ports.
In addition, the system will also have at is disposition a semaphore[3], which will be
used to block the main thread of execution while there are still atoms running. For
convenience, all those variables are stored in a single record of the following type:
-- | Contains mutable information about the state of the running system.
data SystemState s = SystemState
{ getNextIdVar :: MVar Integer
-- ^ Variable holding the integer to use as next identifier.
, getRunningVar :: MVar Integer
-- ^ Variable counting the number of currently executing atoms.
, getWaitingListVar :: MVar (WaitingList s)
-- ^ Variable containing the waiting list.
, getSemaphore :: MVar ()
-- ^ Semaphore used to block the main thread while the system is running.
}
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Note on MVars
As you may have noticed, the above definition of the state of the systems uses mutable
variables in the form of MVar[26]. An MVar, pronounced em-var, represents a mutable
variable which can either be full or empty. MVars support the following operations:
• Taking the value out of a full variable, takeMVar. The operation blocks if the
variable is empty.
• Putting a value in an empty variable, putMVar. The operation blocks if the
variable is already full.
• Putting a value in a variable, tryPutMVar. The operation doesn’t block, but is
without effect if the variable is already full.
MVars have been especially designed to work well in a concurrent environment. In
particular, they have the following properties:
• Operations, such as taking the value of an MVar or putting a value in an MVar
are atomic, meaning that their effect appears to take place at a single point in
time. Moreover, the effects of a sequence of such operations will always be seen
as taking place in order.
• Trying to acquire the value of an empty MVar or trying to put a value in an
already full MVar will block until the operation is possible. A fairness property
guarantees that eventually no operations will block indefinitely, given that the
MVar is not hold indefinitely.
Other instructions on MVars
Using the above primitive operations on MVars, we build the following functions, which
we will use within the engine.
-- | Increments the value inside of an ’MVar’.
-- Returns the value present before the increment takes place.
--
-- Will block on empty ’MVar’s.
fetchAndIncrement :: MVar Integer -> IO Integer
fetchAndIncrement v = do
n <- takeMVar v
let !n’ = succ n
putMVar v n’
return n
-- | Increments the value inside of an ’MVar’.
--
-- Will block on empty ’MVar’s.
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increment :: MVar Integer -> IO ()
increment v = incrementBy v 1
-- | Increments the value inside of an ’MVar’ by a certain amount.
--
-- Will block on empty ’MVar’s.
incrementBy :: MVar Integer -> Integer -> IO ()
incrementBy v k = do
n <- takeMVar v
let !n’ = n + k
putMVar v n’
-- | Decrements the value inside of an ’MVar’.
-- Returns the value after the decrement takes place.
--
-- Will block on empty ’MVar’s.
decrementAndFetch :: MVar Integer -> IO Integer
decrementAndFetch v = do
n <- takeMVar v
let !n’ = pred n
putMVar v n’
return n’
-- | Waits until the ’MVar’ is full.
--
-- Will block on empty ’MVar’s.
wait :: MVar () -> IO ()
wait v = takeMVar v
-- | Ensures that an ’MVar’ is full.
--
-- This will not block if the variable is already full.
signal :: MVar () -> IO ()
signal v = void $ tryPutMVar v ()
The runSystem function
We now have all the pieces of the puzzle and can finally introduce the runSystem
function, which given a system description, executes the BIP system. Let us first look
at its type:
runSystem :: (forall s. System s ()) -> IO ()
As hinted before, this type is somewhat particular. The type of runSystem ensures
that the type parameter s of its first argument is universally quantified. As previously
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explained, this ensures that identifiers of a system can not be used in another system,
since then both would need to share the same type parameter s and therefore wouldn’t
be universally quantified anymore. The function is defined as follows.
-- | Executes the given BIP system.
runSystem :: (forall s. System s ()) -> IO ()
runSystem s = runSystemWith defaultOptions s
As can be seen, the runSystem function merely calls the runSystemWith function, with
a default set of options. For now, the options are defined as follows:
-- | Options of the system.
data SystemOptions = SystemOptions
{ getInteractionPicker :: forall s. [Interaction s] -> IO (Interaction s)
-- ^ Picks an interaction from a non-empty list of interactions.
}
-- | Default set of options.
defaultOptions :: SystemOptions
defaultOptions = SystemOptions
{ getInteractionPicker = return . head }
The default set of options arbitrarily specifies that the first interaction should be chosen.
As alternatives, users of the framework may choose to execute an interaction which
leads to the maximal progress5 or rely on the user to pick an interaction in an interactive
manner, or provide any of their own functions.
We will now look at the implementation of the runSystemWith function. Since is
it longer than usual, it is logically separated in multiple functions. The function is
defined as follows:
-- | Excutes the given BIP system using custom options.
runSystemWith :: SystemOptions -> (forall s. System s ()) -> IO ()
runSystemWith opts s = do
-- Obtaining the connector, the actions to execute, as well
-- as the next id to use, from the system description.
let i = execState (getSystem s)
(InitialSystemState (ClosedConnector Failure) [] 0)
c = getConnector i
ts = getTasks i
n = getNextId i
-- Initialising the state of the system.
nextIdVar <- newMVar n
5An interaction which leads to maximal progress is defined as an interaction that involves the most
number of atoms from the possible interactions.
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runningVar <- newMVar 0
waitingListVar <- newMVar emptyWaitingList
semaphore <- newEmptyMVar
let state = SystemState
{ getNextIdVar = nextIdVar
, getRunningVar = runningVar
, getWaitingListVar = waitingListVar
, getSemaphore = semaphore }
-- Executing the engine, starting with the given tasks.
when (not $ null ts) $ engineLoop opts c state ts
The function simply evaluates the system description to obtain the connector which
should be used, the tasks to initially execute and the next free identifier. At the end
of the function, a call to the main engine loop is made. If there are no tasks, meaning
that the system doesn’t have any atom, the main loop isn’t called and the function
terminates immediately.
Engine loop
The main loop of the engine is defined as follows.
-- | Main loop of the engine.
engineLoop :: SystemOptions -> ClosedConnector s -> SystemState s
-> [Task s] -> IO ()
engineLoop opts c state as = do
-- Sets the correct number of running atoms.
incrementBy (getRunningVar state) (toInteger (length as))
-- Spawning all atoms.
forM_ as (spawnAtom state)
-- Waiting on the semaphore to be notified.
-- This means that we can now try to execute the next interaction.
wait (getSemaphore state)
-- Reading the current state of the waiting list.
w <- takeMVar (getWaitingListVar state)
-- Trying to get an interactions
case filter (not . null) $ getClosedInteractions c w of
[] -> return () -- No non-empty interactions to perform.
-- Might be a deadlock, or not, depending on
-- the state of the waiting list.
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is -> do
-- We have possibly multiple interactions.
-- We let the interaction picker decide.
i <- getInteractionPicker opts is
-- Update the waiting list.
-- All atoms of the interactions are no longer waiting.
putMVar (getWaitingListVar state) $
foldl’ (flip setRunning) w $ fmap getAtom i
-- We loop using the given interaction as our list
-- of continuations to execute.
engineLoop opts c state i
The main loop of the engine is very simple. The first thing the function does is starting
all tasks given as argument on lightweight threads. To do so, the function updates the
number of running atoms and actually spawns lightweight threads for the different
atoms using the spawnAtom function we will investigate next.
Then, the main loops waits for a notification from one of the spawned atom. As we
will see, this notification is triggered by the last of the running atoms. Note that, for
this reason, it is extremely important that the number of atoms is incremented before
the atoms start executing, and not after, as atoms rely on this information to know if
all other atoms have finished executing.
The next step performed by the engine, after being notified, is to compute a non-
empty interaction from the waiting list. To do so, the closed semantics getClosedInteractions
function is used. If no such interaction is possible, then the engine stops its execution.
This situation can arise because:
• The waiting list is empty, and therefore there are no interactions to execute
anymore. The system thus terminates normally.
• The waiting list is not-empty, but, even though there still are some atoms waiting,
no non-empty interactions are possible. This situation represents a deadlock.
Finally, in the case when some interactions are possible, an interaction is chosen
(by the function specified in option) to be executed. The corresponding atoms are then
removed from the waiting list and the function loop backs using the tasks from the
interaction.
The spawnAction function
The last piece of the puzzle is the spawnAction function, which is responsible to spawn
a lightweight thread that will interpret the instructions that must be executed by the
atom.
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-- | Spawns an atom on its own lightweight thread.
--
-- The number of threads MUST be adapted accordingly before calls
-- to this function are made.
spawnAtom :: SystemState s -> Task s -> IO ()
spawnAtom state (Task a x) =
void $ flip forkFinally terminateThread $ interpret $ getInstructions x
where
terminateThread _ = do
-- We decrement the number of running atoms.
n’ <- decrementAndFetch (getRunningVar state)
-- If there isn’t any atom left running, we notify the engine.
when (n’ == 0) $ signal (getSemaphore state)
interpret p = do
-- Obtaining the next atom instruction.
!v <- viewT p
case v of
Return _ -> do
return () -- Done executing.
Spawn x’ :>>= f -> do
-- We are instructed to create a new atom.
-- Getting and updating the next identifier.
i <- fetchAndIncrement (getNextIdVar state)
-- Updating the number of running atoms.
increment (getRunningVar state)
-- Creating the identifier of the atom.
let a’ = AtomId i
-- Spawn the new atom.
spawnAtom state $ Task a’ (void x’)
-- Execute the rest of the computation of the parent,
-- with the identifier of the created atom made available.
interpret $ f a’
Await cs :>>= f ->
-- We are instructed to wait on some ports.
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when (not $ null cs) $ do
-- Defines what to do for each single WaitCase.
let go w (AwaitCase p u g) =
setWaiting a p u (Action . f . g) w
-- Modify the waiting list to take
-- into account all WaitCase’s.
w <- takeMVar (getWaitingListVar state)
let w’ = foldl’ go w cs
putMVar (getWaitingListVar state) w’
GetId :>>= f -> do
-- We are instructed to return the identifier of the atom.
-- Simply gives the identifier
-- to the rest of the computation.
interpret $ f a
The first part of the function simply instructs the runtime system of Haskell to spawn
a lightweight thread fot the interpreter of the atom. When the underlying lightweight
thread terminates, normally or due to an exception, the terminateThread procedure
is executed, which decrements the number of running threads and then notifies the
main loop in case the counter reached 0.
The interpreter function of atoms simply looks at the sequence of instructions.
1. In the Return case, the sequence of instructions is over, and the atom has thus
finished its execution. The interpreter has nothing left to do.
2. In the Spawn x’ :>>= f case, the first instruction of the sequence is a spawn
instruction, followed by a function f which returns the rest of the computation.
The interpreter has thus to create a new atom and feed its identifier to the rest
of the computation.
To do so, the identifier counter is fetched and incremented to obtain the identifier
of the atom to spawn. The counter of running atoms is also incremented. Then
the new atom is actually spawned and can begin its execution on a separate
thread of execution. Finally, the rest of the instructions of the parent agent is
obtained by feeding the identifier of the child atom to the function f, and then
interpreted.
3. In the Await cs :>>= f case, the first instruction of the sequence is an await
instruction, followed by a function f which returns the rest of the computation.
Therefore, the interpreter has to register in the waiting list that the agent is
waiting on the specified ports. Then, the interpreter finishes its execution. The
atom will be able to restart once it is part of an interaction.
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4. Finally, in the case of GetId :>>= f, the first instruction of the sequence is a
getSelfId instruction, followed by a function f which returns the rest of the
computation. The rest of the computation is simply obtained using by feeding
the atom identifier to the function f . The rest of the instructions are then
interpreted.
Final words
This concludes the exposition of the implementation of the BIP framework in Haskell.
Throughout this section, we have seen in details how the conceptual constructs of BIP
are actually implemented in the framework. In addition to be backed by a thorough
mathematical formalisation, the implementation we have shown is small enough to be
walked through in one go.
We will in the next section explore the Scala implementation of the framework.
After that, we will discuss some optimisations that can be performed to speed up
the execution of BIP systems. Before we conclude this thesis, we will also actually
implement some example applications using both the Scala and Haskell framework.
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4.3 Scala implementation
In this section we look at the implementation of BIP as a domain specific language in
Scala. As in the discussion of the Haskell framework, we start from high level concepts
of systems, atoms and ports down to the low level details of the engine.
4.3.1 Systems
The top level concept behind the framework is the concept of systems. A system
regroups many atoms and ports and a single connector. In the Scala framework, a new
empty system is obtained as follows.
val system = new System
The atoms and ports of a system are created using the methods newAtom and newPort,
as exemplified below. The connector of the system is specified using the registerConnector
method.
// Getting an empty system
val system = new bip.System
// Creating some ports
val port1 = system.newPort
val port2 = system.newPort
// Creating a first atom
val atom1 = system.newAtom {
// Behaviour of the atom here
}
// Creating a second atom
val atom2 = system.newAtom {
// Behaviour of the atom here
}
The above code do not start executing the system. Indeed, System is merely a builder
class, which simply builds under the scene the initial configuration of a system. Since
it is straightforwardly defined and quite verbose, we decided not to show its trivial
implementation here.
4.3.2 Atom and ports
Atoms and ports in the framework only serve as identifiers. They are implemented as
follows.
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/** Represents an atom of a BIP system.
*
* @param identifier The identifier of the atom.
*/
case class Atom private (identifier: Int) {
// ...
}
/** Companion object of [[bip.Atom]]. */
private object Atom {
var _nextIdentifier = 0;
/** Creates a new unique atom instance. */
def newInstance(): Atom = {
val identifier = synchronized {
val i = _nextIdentifier
_nextIdentifier += 1
i
}
Atom(identifier)
}
}
/** Represents a port of a BIP system.
*
* @tparam D The type of values that can be received by the port.
* @tparam U The type of values that can be sent through the port.
* @param identifier The identifier of the atom.
*/
case class Port[D, U] private (identifier: Int) {
// ...
}
/** Companion object of [[bip.Port]]. */
private object Port {
var _nextIdentifier = 0;
/** Creates a new unique port instance. */
def newInstance[D, U](): Port[D, U] = {
val identifier = synchronized {
val i = _nextIdentifier
_nextIdentifier += 1
i
}
Port(identifier)
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}
}
Since their constructor is private, the only way to obtain a port or atom is through the
newAtom and newPort methods we have previously shown.
Note that the body of the classes are not shown yet. They uniquely contain methods
that give the framework a more natural syntax. We will look at those methods when
appropriate.
4.3.3 Atom actions
In addition to performing any arbitrary computation, atoms may perform any of the
three following actions:
• Waiting on ports, using either the await or awaitAny functions. Those two
instructions allow atoms to send and receive values from ports.
• Spawning new atoms, using the spawnAtom function. A reference to the newly
created atom is returned.
• Getting a reference to the atom itself, using the getSelf function.
Note, and this is very important, that all the above functions are not methods
of Atom or any other object. They are just top level functions. The atom executing
those instruction is implicit, and is tightly related to the thread executing. As can be
seen in the implementation of the functions shown below, the atom responsible for the
execution of some actions can be recovered from the custom Thread executing. We
will discuss this type of threads later when we look at the engine.
/** This package contains actions that can be performed by atoms.
*
* All of the functions defined below are meant to be used by atoms only.
*/
package object actions {
/** Sends a value on potentially multiple ports, and waits for
* any of them to receive a value back in return.
*
* @tparam A The type of values that can be received.
* @param cases The different ports and values to send.
* @param cont What to do with the value received.
*
* @note This function never returns normally.
*/
def awaitAny[A](cases: AwaitCase[_, _, A]*)(cont: A => Unit): Nothing = {
// We throw a control exception containing all information we need.
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throw new AwaitException(cases, cont)
}
/** Sends a value on a port, and waits to receive a value back in return.
*
* @tparam D The type of values that can be received.
* @tparam U The type of values that can be sent.
* @param port The port on which to wait.
* @param value The value to be sent.
* @param cont What to do with the value received.
*
* @note This function never returns normally.
*/
def await[D, U](port: Port[D, U], value: U)(cont: D => Unit): Nothing =
awaitAny(AwaitCase(port, value, (x: D) => x))(cont)
/** Sends a useless value on a port,
* and waits to receive a value back in return.
*
* @tparam D The type of values that can be received.
* @tparam U The type of values that can be sent.
* @param port The port on which to wait.
* @param value The value to be sent.
* @param cont What to do with the value received.
*
* @note This function never returns normally.
*/
def await[D](port: Port[D, Unit])(cont: D => Unit): Nothing =
await(port, ())(cont)
/** Spawns a new atom.
*
* @param action The action to execute.
* @return The newly created atom.
*/
def spawnAtom(action: => Unit): Atom = {
// Gets the current thread.
val thread: Thread = Thread.currentThread()
// Ensures that the thread has been created by the engine.
if (!thread.isInstanceOf[AtomExecutorThread]) {
throw new Error("spawnAtom wasn’t called from an atom.")
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}
// Converts to the specific type of threads.
val atomThread = thread.asInstanceOf[AtomExecutorThread]
// Calls the method on the thread.
atomThread.spawnAtom(() => action)
}
/** Returns the currently executing atom. */
def getSelf(): Atom = {
// Gets the current thread.
val thread: Thread = Thread.currentThread()
// Ensures that the thread has been created by the engine.
if (!thread.isInstanceOf[AtomExecutorThread]) {
throw new Error("getSelf wasn’t called from an atom.")
}
// Converts to the specific type of threads.
val atomThread = thread.asInstanceOf[AtomExecutorThread]
// Gets the atom being executed by the thread.
atomThread.atom
}
}
The functions presented above are simply there for syntactic purposes. The real
work will be performed by the thread executing the behaviour of the atom, as we will
see in the section on the engine. The thread is either involved via a method call, in
the case of spawnAtom and getSelf, or via an exception, in the case of the different
versions of the await instruction.
Also note that the return type of await and awaitAny is Nothing, which signifies
that the function can not return normally. Indeed, we do not want to block the
underlying thread on potentially very long await instructions. For this reason, the
continuation of the atom must be explicitly passed as an argument.
AwaitCase
In the previous code snippet, you may have notice the use of the AwaitCase class in
the signature of the awaitAny function. Values of type AwaitCase are simply glorified
port-value pairs.
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/** Contains a port and a value to be sent on that port.
* Also contains a function to apply on the received value.
*
* @tparam D The type of values that can be received by the port.
* @tparam U The type of values that can be sent by the port.
* @tparam A The type of the received value, after being transformed.
* @param port The port on which to send a value.
* @param value The value to send.
* @param function The function to apply on the received value.
* @see See the method [[Port.withValue]] to create values of this type.
*/
case class AwaitCase[D, U, A] private[bip] (
port: Port[D, U],
value: U,
function: D => A) {
/** Chains another function to be applied on the received value. */
def map[B](other: A => B): AwaitCase[D, U, B] =
AwaitCase(port, value, function andThen other)
}
The only way for the users of the framework to obtain a value of type AwaitCase
is to use the method withValue from the Port class. This touch gives the DSL a more
natural looking syntax.
awaitAny(port1 withValue value1, port2 withValue value2) {
// What to do when a value is received.
}
Where the withValue method is defined as:
case class Port[D, U] private (identifier: Int) {
/** Returns an object that specifies that the given value
* should be sent on this port.
*/
def withValue(value: U): AwaitCase[D, U, D] =
AwaitCase(this, value, (x: D) => x)
}
4.3.4 Connectors
So far, all the classes and methods we have seen were in some sense the interface of the
framework for the Behaviour layer of the system. Apart from performing some trivial
transformations and propagating method calls, the code we have seen did not perform
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much. Before we can look at the implementation of the engine, which will actually
handle those calls and run the system, we have the Glue layer to investigate.
One of the main concept of the Glue layer is the concept of connectors. In the
framework, the connectors are implemented as an algebraic data type. This implemen-
tation is very close to the formalisation of connector combinators we have seen in the
previous chapters.
The Connector type
Before we look at the different case classes, let us spend some time on the type of the
connectors. The methods of the class will be discussed later.
/** Connects together the ports of a system.
*
* @tparam D The type of values accepted during the downwards phase.
* @tparam U The type of values propagated during the upwards phase.
*/
sealed abstract class Connector[-D, +U] {
// ...
}
A you can see, connectors are parameterised by two types: D, which is the type of
values that are accepted by the connector during the downwards phase, and U, which
is the type of values that are propagated during the upwards phase.
Note that the two type parameters are given variance annotations. The type pa-
rameter U is in covariant position, meaning that if the type U is a subtype of some type
V, then connectors of type Connector[D, U] are also subtypes of Connector[D, V].
Intuitively, a connector that propagates upwards values of a certain type also propagate
upwards values of all its super types.
To the contrary, D is in contravariant position, meaning that if the type D is a super
type of some type E, then the connectors of type Connector[D, U] are subtypes of
Connector[E, U]. Indeed, a connector that accepts values of a certain type during the
upwards phase also accepts values that are subtypes of that type.
Core combinators
Now that we have discussed the type of connectors, we can look at the different case
classes that are subtypes of Connector.
For now, we will not look at the methods of connectors, but simply at the different
case classes available. As you can see, the case classes each correspond to one of the
different connector combinator we have formalised.
// Core combinators
/** Binds a port to an atom. */
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private case class Bind[D, U](
atom: Atom,
port: Port[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
// ...
}
/** Successful connector always propagating the same upwards value. */
private case class Success[U](value: U) extends Connector[Any, U] {
// ...
}
/** Failing connector, never enabled. */
private case object Failure extends Connector[Any, Nothing] {
// ...
}
/** Synchronization of two connector. */
private case class BothOf[D, U, V](
left: Connector[D, U],
right: Connector[D, V]) extends Connector[D, (U, V)] {
// ...
}
/** Union of two connectors. */
private case class OneOf[D, U](
left: Connector[D, U],
right: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
// ...
}
Data combinators
// Data combinators
/** Applies a function on the upwards value. */
private case class Mapped[D, U, V](
function: U => V,
connector: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, V] {
// ...
}
/** Applies a function on the downwards value. */
private case class ContraMapped[D, E, U](
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function: E => D,
connector: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[E, U] {
// ...
}
/** Ensures that a predicate holds on the upwards value. */
private case class Guarded[D, U](
predicate: U => Boolean,
connector: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
// ...
}
/** Propagates the upwards value back during the downwards phase. */
private case class Feedback[D, U](
connector: Connector[(D, U), U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
// ...
}
Priority combinators
// Priority combinators
/** Gives priority to a connector. */
private case class FirstOf[D, U](
left: Connector[D, U],
right: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
// ...
}
/** Ensures that upwards values are maximal according to some ordering. */
private case class Maximal[D, U](
ordering: PartialOrdering[U],
connector: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
// ...
}
Dynamic combinator
// Dynamic combinators
/** Accepts any atom on the given port. */
private case class Dynamic[D, U](port: Port[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
// ...
}
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/** Synchronizes with the connector provided as upwards value. */
private case class Joined[D, U](
connector: Connector[D, Connector[D, U]]) extends Connector[D, U] {
// ...
}
The above representation of connectors as an algebraic data type is very similar
to the formalisation we have seen of the connector combinators. This representation
of connectors as a tree-like structure will allow us to manipulate the connectors using
pattern matching. Note that the semantics of the connectors has not yet been shown.
What we have here is in some sense a typed grammar for the connectors.
Library of connector combinators
As you may have noticed, the case classes are declared private. This means that users
of the framework will not be exposed to the connector combinators directly. Instead,
they are given a library of function from which they can build their own connectors.
This also has the advantage that the API offered by the framework does not depend
on the internal implementation of connectors. Some of the functions provided, and
their implementation, are presented below. The unary and binary combinators are
implemented as methods of the Connector class. On the other hand, the n-ary versions
of the combinators are to be found in a separate object.
Unary and binary combinators
sealed abstract class Connector[-D, +U] {
/** Applies a function on the upwards value. */
def map[V](function: U => V): Connector[D, V] = Mapped(function, this)
/** Applies a function on the downwards value. */
def contramap[E](function: E => D):
Connector[E, U] = ContraMapped(function, this)
/** Applies a function on the upwards value and synchronize
* with the connector produced by the function.
*/
def flatMap[V >: U, E <: D](function: U => Connector[E, V]):
Connector[E, V] = Joined(Mapped(function, this))
/** Ensures that a predicate holds on the upwards value. */
def filter(predicate: U => Boolean):
Connector[D, U] = Guarded(predicate, this)
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/** Ensures that a predicate holds on the upwards value. */
def withFilter(predicate: U => Boolean):
Connector[D, U] = Guarded(predicate, this)
/** Specifies an alternative to this connector. */
def or[E <: D, V >: U](that: Connector[E, V]): Connector[E, V] =
OneOf(this, that)
/** Synchronization of two connectors. Propagates upwards both values. */
def and[E <: D, V](that: Connector[E, V]): Connector[E, (U, V)] =
BothOf(this, that)
/** Synchronization of two connectors. Propagates upwards the left value. */
def andLeft[E <: D](that: Connector[E, Any]): Connector[E, U] = {
def first(t: (U, Any)) = t._1
Mapped(first, BothOf(this, that))
}
/** Synchronization of two connectors. Propagates upwards the right value. */
def andRight[E <: D, V](that: Connector[E, V]): Connector[E, V] = {
def second(t: (U, V)) = t._2
Mapped(second, BothOf(this, that))
}
/** Replaces the upwards value. */
def sending[V](value: V): Connector[D, V] =
Mapped((x: U) => value, this)
/** Replaces the downwards value. */
def receiving(value: D): Connector[Any, U] =
ContraMapped((x: Any) => value, this)
/** Provides the upwards value to the downwards function. */
def feedback[E](implicit function: (E, U) => D): Connector[E, U] = {
val uncurried = (t: (E, U)) => function(t._1, t._2)
val connector: Connector[(E, U), U] = this.contramap(uncurried)
Feedback(connector)
}
/** Uses the upwards value as the downwards value.
* Ignores all downwards values it receives.
* Propagates upwards only the unit value.
*/
def close(implicit function: U => D): Connector[Any, Unit] = {
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val second = (t: (Any, U)) => t._2
Feedback(this.contramap(second andThen function)).sending(())
}
// ...
}
N-ary combinators
package object connectors {
/** Binds an atom to a port. */
def bind[D, U](atom: Atom, port: Port[D, U]): Connector[D, U] =
Bind(atom, port)
/** Always provides the same upwards value. */
def success[U](value: U): Connector[Any, U] = Success(value)
/** Never provide any upwards value. */
val failure: Connector[Any, Nothing] = Failure
/** Disjunction of connectors. */
def anyOf[D, U](connectors: Connector[D, U]*): Connector[D, U] = {
val zero: Connector[D, U] = failure
connectors.foldRight(zero)(OneOf(_, _))
}
/** Synchronization of connectors. */
def allOf[D, U](connectors: Connector[D, U]*): Connector[D, Seq[U]] = {
val one: Connector[D, Seq[U]] = success(Seq())
def concat(t: (U, Seq[U])): Seq[U] = t._1 +: t._2
connectors.foldRight(one) {
case (first, rest) => Mapped(concat, BothOf(first, rest))
}
}
/** Synchronization of any number of underlying connectors. */
def manyOf[D, U](connectors: Connector[D, U]*): Connector[D, Seq[U]] = {
allOf(connectors.map(_.map(Seq(_)).or(success(Seq()))) : _*).map(_.flatten)
}
/** Disjunction of connectors with priority. */
def firstOf[D, U](connectors: Connector[D, U]*): Connector[D, U] = {
val zero: Connector[D, U] = failure
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connectors.foldRight(zero)(FirstOf(_, _))
}
/** Binds any atom on the port. */
def dynamic[D, U](port: Port[D, U]): Connector[D, U] = Dynamic(port)
/** Uses the upwards value as the downwards value. */
def close[D, U <: D](connector: Connector[D, U]): Connector[Any, Unit] = {
val second = (t: (Any, U)) => t._2
Feedback(connector.contramap(second)).sending(())
}
}
It is important to note that the small library of combinators that we have shown could
be augmented with many other derived combinators, either by the framework or its
users.
4.3.5 Interactions
At this point in the exposition of the framework, we have seen all of the aspects
concerning the user-facing domain specific language. In the rest of this section, we will
walk through the implementation of the backend of the Scala framework. The first
thing we need to show is how the interactions are encoded within the framework. As in
the formalisation, we make the distinction between closed and open interactions.
/** Open interaction of a system.
*
* @tparam D The type of the value needed in the downwards phase.
* @tparam U The type of the value provided in the upwards phase.
* @param upwards The value transmitted during the upwards phase.
* @param downwards The function that computes the action to
* be executed by each of the involved atoms.
* @param involved The atoms involved in the interaction.
*/
private case class OpenInteraction[-D, +U](
upwards: U,
downwards: D => Seq[(Atom, () => Unit)],
involved: Set[Atom])
/** Closed interaction of a system.
*
* @param tasks A list of actions to be performed by atoms.
*/
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private case class Interaction(tasks: Seq[(Atom, () => Unit)])
/** Companion object of [[bip.Interaction]]. */
private object Interaction {
/** Closes an open interaction and produces a closed interaction. */
def close[A](open: OpenInteraction[A, A]): Interaction = open match {
case OpenInteraction(upwards, downwards, _) =>
Interaction(downwards(upwards))
}
}
As we will see, interactions will be created by the semantic function which, given a
connector, returns a stream of all possible interactions in the current system state.
But first, we need to have a look at the data structure that contains all information
on waiting atoms. This data structure is the waiting list.
4.3.6 Waiting list
The waiting list of a system is a data structure that contains an entry for each pair of
atom and port, such that the atom is waiting on the port. As we have already seen,
waiting lists support the following operations:
• Registering an atom as waiting on a specific port.
• Removing all entries related to a given atom. This specifies that the atom is now
running and thus no longer waiting on any port.
• Getting the open interaction, if any, corresponding to an atom and port.
• Getting all open interactions involving a port.
In Scala, the data structure and operations on it are implemented as follows:
/** Contains all information about waiting atoms. */
private class WaitingList {
/** Main mapping, contains all entries */
val portsForAtom: HashMap[Atom, HashMap[Port[_, _], WaitCase[_, _]]] =
HashMap.empty
/** Secondary mapping, contains all atoms waiting on a specific port. */
val atomsForPort: HashMap[Port[_, _], LinkedHashSet[Atom]] = HashMap.empty
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/** Records that the atom is waiting on the specified port.
*
* @param atom The waiting atom.
* @param port The activated port.
* @param sent The value sent by the atom through the port.
* @param cont The continuation of the atom.
*/
def setWaiting[D, U](
atom: Atom,
port: Port[D, U],
sent: U,
cont: D => Unit) {
val set = atomsForPort.getOrElseUpdate(port, LinkedHashSet.empty)
set += atom
val map = portsForAtom.getOrElseUpdate(atom, HashMap.empty)
map(port) = WaitCase(sent, cont)
}
/** Specifies that the atom is no longer waiting.
*
* Removes all entries related to the atom in the data structure.
*
* @param atom The atom that is no longer waiting.
*/
def setRunning(atom: Atom) {
val binding = portsForAtom.remove(atom)
binding match {
case Some(ports) => ports.keys.foreach {
case port => {
val set = atomsForPort(port)
set -= atom
if (set.isEmpty) {
atomsForPort -= port
}
}
}
case None => () // Atoms was already running.
}
}
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/** Returns the entry related to the atom and port. */
def getBoundInteraction[D, U](atom: Atom, port: Port[D, U]):
Option[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = for {
ports <- portsForAtom.get(atom)
untypedWaitCase <- ports.get(port)
} yield {
val waitCase: WaitCase[D, U] = untypedWaitCase.asInstanceOf[WaitCase[D, U]]
OpenInteraction(
waitCase.upwards,
(x: D) => Seq((atom, () => waitCase.downwards(x))),
Set(atom))
}
/** Returns all entries related to the port. */
def getBoundInteractions[D, U](port: Port[D, U]):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = {
val atoms = atomsForPort.getOrElse(port, LinkedHashSet.empty)
val zero: Seq[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = Seq()
atoms.foldRight(zero)({
case (atom, rest) => getBoundInteraction(atom, port) match {
case None => rest
case Some(interaction) => interaction +: rest
}
}).toStream
}
}
/** Entry of the [[bip.WaitingList]]. */
private case class WaitCase[D, U](upwards: U, downwards: D => Unit)
4.3.7 Semantic function
Has we have just shown the implementation of the waiting list, we are in position to
show how the semantic function defined during the formalisation can be implemented
in Scala. The semantic function is implemented as a method of the Connector class.
sealed abstract class Connector[-D, +U] {
// ...
/** Returns a stream of all currently possible interactions.
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*
* @param waitingList The data structure holding information
* about all waiting atoms.
*/
private[bip] def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]]
}
Each primitive combinator overrides this method and implements the related part of
the semantic function.
// Core combinators
private case class Bind[D, U](
atom: Atom,
port: Port[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = {
waitingList.getBoundInteraction(atom, port).toStream
}
}
private case class Success[U](value: U) extends Connector[Any, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[Any, U]] = {
Stream(OpenInteraction(value, (x: Any) => Seq(), Set()))
}
}
private case object Failure extends Connector[Any, Nothing] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[Any, Nothing]] = Stream()
}
private case class BothOf[D, U, V](
left: Connector[D, U],
right: Connector[D, V]) extends Connector[D, (U, V)] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, (U, V)]] = for {
OpenInteraction(u1, d1, is1) <- left.getInteractions(waitingList)
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OpenInteraction(u2, d2, is2) <- right.getInteractions(waitingList)
is3 <- Stream(is1 union is2)
if (is3.size == is1.size + is2.size)
} yield OpenInteraction((u1, u2), (x: D) => d1(x) ++ d2(x), is3)
}
private case class OneOf[D, U](
left: Connector[D, U],
right: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = {
left.getInteractions(waitingList) ++ right.getInteractions(waitingList)
}
}
// Data combinators
private case class Mapped[D, U, V](
function: U => V,
connector: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, V] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, V]] = {
connector.getInteractions(waitingList) map {
case OpenInteraction(upwards, downwards, involved) =>
OpenInteraction(function(upwards), downwards, involved)
}
}
}
private case class ContraMapped[D, E, U](
function: E => D,
connector: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[E, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[E, U]] = {
connector.getInteractions(waitingList) map {
case OpenInteraction(upwards, downwards, involved) =>
OpenInteraction(upwards, function andThen downwards, involved)
}
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}
}
private case class Guarded[D, U](
predicate: U => Boolean,
connector: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = {
connector.getInteractions(waitingList) filter {
case OpenInteraction(upwards, _, _) => predicate(upwards)
}
}
}
private case class Feedback[D, U](
connector: Connector[(D, U), U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = {
connector.getInteractions(waitingList) map {
case OpenInteraction(upwards, downwards, involved) =>
OpenInteraction(upwards, (x: D) => downwards((x, upwards)), involved)
}
}
}
// Priority combinators
private case class FirstOf[D, U](
left: Connector[D, U],
right: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = {
val lefts = left.getInteractions(waitingList)
if (!lefts.isEmpty) {
lefts
}
else {
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right.getInteractions(waitingList)
}
}
}
private case class Maximal[D, U](
ordering: PartialOrdering[U],
connector: Connector[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = {
val interactions = connector.getInteractions(waitingList).toList
val upwardsValues = interactions.map(_.upwards)
def maximal(o: OpenInteraction[D, U]): Boolean = o match {
case OpenInteraction(upwards, _, _) =>
!upwardsValues.exists(ordering.gt(_, upwards))
}
interactions.filter(maximal).toStream
}
}
// Dynamic combinators
private case class Dynamic[D, U](port: Port[D, U]) extends Connector[D, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = waitingList.getBoundInteractions(port)
}
private case class Joined[D, U](
connector: Connector[D, Connector[D, U]]) extends Connector[D, U] {
override def getInteractions(waitingList: WaitingList):
Stream[OpenInteraction[D, U]] = for {
OpenInteraction(u1, d1, is1) <- connector.getInteractions(waitingList)
OpenInteraction(u2, d2, is2) <- u1.getInteractions(waitingList)
is3 <- Stream(is1 union is2)
if (is3.size == is1.size + is2.size)
} yield OpenInteraction(u2, (x: D) => d1(x) ++ d2(x), is3)
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}
4.3.8 Engine
Now that we have seen how the semantic function is implemented in Scala, we can
have a look at the how the engine executing the system is implemented. As we have
previously discussed, the engine is composed of two distinct active parts: the main
loop and the worker threads. We start our exposition by showing the implementation
of the main loop.
Main loop
As we previously explained, the main loop executes repeatedly the same series of ac-
tions. First of all, the loop creates the worker threads to execute the current batch
of tasks. Then, the loop waits for the engine to reach a stable state. Then, once a
stable state has been reached, an interaction is taken from the semantic function and
the loops starts over using the current interaction as the list of tasks to execute. It is
implemented as follows:
/** Executes a BIP system.
*
* @param closed The connector of the system.
* @param initialTasks The initial tasks to execute
* at the beginning of the system.
* @param options User specified options.
*/
private class Engine(
closed: ClosedConnector[_],
initialTasks: Seq[(Atom, () => Unit)],
val options: SystemOptions) {
/** Waiting list of the system. */
private val _waitingList = new WaitingList
/** Number of currently running atoms. */
private var _running = 0
/** Indicates whether a worker thread has signaled the main loop. */
private var _signaled = false
/** Executes the engine. */
def run() {
// Tasks to execute.
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var tasks = initialTasks
// Main loop of the engine.
while (true) {
// If there are some tasks to execute,
// start the worker threads.
if (!tasks.isEmpty) {
modifyRunningCount(tasks.length)
tasks.foreach {
case (atom, action) => {
spawnAtom(atom, action)
}
}
}
tasks = Seq()
// Wait for the main loop to be signaled.
synchronized {
if (!_signaled) {
wait()
}
assert(_signaled)
_signaled = false
}
// Computes the next interaction.
val interactionsStream = closed.getInteractions(_waitingList)
val nonEmptyInteractionsStream =
interactionsStream.filter(!_.tasks.isEmpty)
// Checks if an interaction is possible.
if (!nonEmptyInteractionsStream.isEmpty) {
// Picks an interaction.
tasks = options.interactionPicker(nonEmptyInteractionsStream).tasks
// Removes the involved atoms from the waiting list.
tasks.foreach {
case (atom, _) => _waitingList.setRunning(atom)
}
}
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else {
// Not a single possible interaction.
return
}
}
}
// Functions below are called by worker threads.
/** Modifies the number of running atoms. */
def modifyRunningCount(delta: Int): Int = synchronized {
_running += delta
_running
}
/** Signals the main loop that it main continue its execution. */
def signal() {
synchronized {
_signaled = true
notify()
}
}
/** Creates and starts a worker thread.
*
* @param atom The atom whose action is executed.
* @param action The action to be performed by the atom.
*/
def spawnAtom(atom: Atom, action: () => Unit) {
val thread = new AtomExecutorThread(this, atom, action)
thread.start()
}
/** Registers in the waiting list of the engine that the
* atom is waiting on the given ports.
*
* @param atom The atom that is declared as waiting.
* @param cases The different ports and associated values.
* @param cont The continuation of the atom.
*/
def setWaiting[A](
atom: Atom,
cases: Seq[AwaitCase[_, _, A]],
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cont: A => Unit) {
_waitingList.synchronized {
cases.foreach {
case AwaitCase(port, value, function) =>
_waitingList.setWaiting(atom, port, value, function andThen cont)
}
}
}
}
In this particular implementation, we have made heavy use of the synchronisation
primitives offered by Scala and the JVM. In particular, mutual exclusion is enforced
using synchronized blocks. All accesses made to variables shared on multiple thread
is always performed in a synchronized block of the engine, which also ensures the
memory visibility of all operations. When the main loop needs to wait, it uses the
wait() function of the underlying monitor[4]. As we will shortly see, the main loop
will be able to resume its execution when the underlying monitor gets notified by a
worker thread.
Worker thread
The last point of the implementation we have left to see is the definition of the worker
thread class. As previously discussed, its goal is to run the behaviour of an atom and
handle all instruction calls made by the atom.
/** Worker thread of the engine.
*
* @param engine The engine which created the thread.
* @param atom The atom whose behaviour is being executed.
* @param action The action that must performed by the atom.
*/
private class AtomExecutorThread(
engine: Engine,
val atom: Atom,
action: () => Unit) extends Thread {
/** Runs the action and handles all calls to atom instructions. */
override def run() {
try {
// Try executing the action.
action()
}
catch {
// Handling calls to await and awaitAny.
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case AwaitException(cases, cont) =>
engine.setWaiting(atom, cases, cont)
}
finally {
// Modifying the number of currently executing atoms.
val running = engine.modifyRunningCount(-1)
// Signaling the main loop if necessary.
if (running == 0) {
engine.signal()
}
}
}
/** Creates a new atom and returns its identifier. */
def spawnAtom(action: () => Unit): Atom = {
engine.modifyRunningCount(1)
val newAtom = Atom.newInstance()
engine.spawnAtom(newAtom, action)
newAtom
}
}
/** Control exception thrown by calls to [[bip.actions.await]]
* or [[bip.actions.awaitAny]].
*
* Will be caught by the [[bip.AtomExecutorThread]] executing the atom.
*
* @param cases The different values sent on the different ports.
* @param cont The continuation of the atom.
*/
private case class AwaitException[A](
cases: Seq[AwaitCase[_, _, A]],
cont: A => Unit) extends Exception with ControlThrowable
The exposition of the definition of the worker thread class conclude the discussion
of the Scala implementation of the framework. Throughout this section, we have seen
in some details how the different aspects of the frameworks are implemented in Scala.
Starting from the user-facing domain specific language down to the engine, we discussed
every aspect of the implementation.
In the next chapter, we will discuss some optimisations that can be applied to obtain
performance improvements. Even though the implementation of the optimisations will
be presented in Haskell, they can most of the time be applied in the same manner in
Scala.
Chapter 5
Optimisations
We have seen in the previous chapters the implementation of the concepts from BIP
in both Haskell and Scala. The implementations we have shown are left intentionally
simple, so that they stay easily comprehensible. We will however throughout this
section discuss some optimisations that we have implemented and some others that
might be implemented as future work. Since optimisations can generally be applied in
the same manner to either the Scala or the Haskell framework, we will only show the
implementations in Haskell.
Most of the optimisations we present will focus on speeding up the execution of
the semantic function. Since we have proven that even knowing whether or not the
semantic function return at least an interaction is NP-hard, we can not hope to get
good performance on all cases. We will however try to highlight some cases where the
performance can easily made better. By this, we hope to make the function run fast
in typical situations.
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5.1 Early detection of downwards incompatibility
The first optimisation we explore focuses on the semantics function. One huge per-
formance improvement we were able to bring to this function was obtained by the
possibility to fail earlier in cases when it is clear that some of the interactions pro-
duced will be discarded later. As we will see, this is particularly useful in the case
of connectors making heavy use of synchronisation combinators such as BothOf and
Joined. As we have seen, in those connectors, interactions are combined to get larger
interactions. However, interactions can only be combined with others if they are down-
wards compatible, that is if they do not involve the same atoms. In some cases, this
downwards compatibility check leads to a very large amount of interactions being dis-
carded, and thus a very large amount of time wasted creating those interactions for
nothing.
The basic idea behind this optimisation is to avoid producing downwards incom-
patible interactions. For instance, in the case of BothOf c1 c2, instead of waiting for
an interaction to be completely produced from c2 before checking that it is downwards
compatible with an interaction produced by c1, we instruct the semantics not produce
any interaction involving atoms previously used when inspecting c2.
Before we propose a solution to this problem, let us expose in more details the issue
with the current implementation of the semantic function.
Problematic cases
To better understand the problem, consider the following symptomatic connector:
Problematicn := AllOf <Dynamic p | i ∈ [1, n]>
This connector takes the conjunction of n times the same dynamic connector, where
we will assume n to be greater or equal to 2. It can straightforwardly be formulated
in Haskell as:
problematic n p = allOf [ Dynamic p | i <- [ 1 .. n ] ]
Which is strictly equivalent to:
BothOf (Mapped (:) (Dynamic p)) (problematic (n - 1) p)
Imagine that there are at this point in time n different atoms a1 . . . an waiting on the
port p. In this case, the semantic function will return for Mapped (:) (Dynamic p)
a list of n interactions o1 . . . on, in some specific order. Without loss of generality, we
will assume that the interaction at the position i in the list, oi, involves the unique
atom ai.
The crucial part of the problem is in the way the semantics function works for
BothOf (and Joined). When fed BothOf c1 c2, the function first fixes its choice of the
interaction from the left-hand side c1 and then exhaustively tries to get a downwards
compatible interaction from the right-hand side c2. Once this is completely done, the
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function does the same exploration using the next interaction from the left-hand side
c1, and so on.
The problem is that, since the order of interactions coming from any of the Mapped
(:) (Dynamic p) is fixed, all subparts will fix their choice to the same subsets of
interactions, and thus return at the head of the list only downwards incompatible
interactions.
For instance, to obtain the first of the possible interactions of problematic n p,
the semantic function will first fix its choice of an interaction from the left-hand side. In
this case, o1 is obtained, since it is the first interaction returned from the left-hand side.
The function then tries to pick an interaction from the right-hand side of problematic
n p, without ever changing its choice for the left-hand side before the right-hand side
is completely explored. Recall that the right-hand side is defined as:
problematic (n - 1) p
Applied to problematic (n - 1) p, the recursive call will be able to return (n− 1)!
interactions. Due to the behaviour we have just exposed, at least the (n− 2)! (that is
n− 2 factorial) first of them will involved the atom a1, since the choice of o1 was fixed
for the entire beginning of the execution.
This means that the semantic function will have to go through at least (n − 2)!
downwards incompatible functions before finding a downwards compatible one. When
n gets large, this very rapidly becomes computationally infeasible to go through that
many candidate interactions.
However, the problem doesn’t stop here! The same kind of complexity arises at each
layer down the right-hand side of the problematic connector, leading to a massive ex-
plosion of the complexity. Below is displayed the running time of the getInteractions
function on the problematic connector, for various sizes of n. Note that the running
time displayed here are just samples, taken in the Haskell interpreter, on a personal
laptop. They thus bear absolutely no statistical significance whatsoever. They are
simply used for illustrative purposes.
Number of atoms n Running time
1 < 0.1ms
2 < 0.1ms
3 ∼ 0.2ms
4 ∼ 0.6ms
5 ∼ 3.4ms
6 ∼ 27.7ms
7 ∼ 314.6ms
8 ∼ 5388.4ms
9 ∼ 102990.9ms
10 Interrupted
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Proposed solution
As we have seen, the exposition in complexity was due to the fact that the semantic
function tirelessly tried to return interactions that were, due to downwards incompat-
ibility, not usable in the context they were needed.
This massive explosion in complexity can be avoided, in this specific case, by speci-
fying directly to the semantic function which sets of atoms not to use. This will ensures
that the semantic function does not spend time computing interactions that will be
disregarded later on anyway due to downwards incompatibility. This modification of
the semantic function is implemented as follows:
-- | Gets the list of possible interactions. The list is computed lazily,
-- element by element.
getInteractions :: Connector s d u -> WaitingList s -> [OpenInteraction s d u]
getInteractions c w = getInteractionsWithout Set.empty c w
-- | Gets the list of possible interactions that do not involve
-- a specific set of atoms. The list is computed lazily,
-- element by element.
getInteractionsWithout :: Set (AtomId s) -> Connector s d u -> WaitingList s
-> [OpenInteraction s d u]
getInteractionsWithout as c w = case c of
-- Core combinators
Success x -> [OpenInteraction x (const []) (Set.empty)]
Failure -> []
Bind a p -> if Set.member a as
then []
else maybeToList $ getBoundInteraction a p w
OneOf c1 c2 ->
getInteractionsWithout as c1 w ++
getInteractionsWithout as c2 w
BothOf c1 c2 -> do
o1 <- getInteractionsWithout as c1 w
-- We specify in the recursive call that using atoms involved in the
-- open interaction o1 is prohibited.
o2 <- getInteractionsWithout (Set.union as $ getInvolved o1) c2 w
let o3 = OpenInteraction
{ getUpwards = (getUpwards o1, getUpwards o2)
, getDownwards = \ x -> getDownwards o1 x ++ getDownwards o2 x
, getInvolved = Set.union (getInvolved o1) (getInvolved o2)
}
return o3
-- Data combinators
Mapped f c1 -> do
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o1 <- getInteractionsWithout as c1 w
return $ o1 { getUpwards = f (getUpwards o1) }
ContraMapped f c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractionsWithout as c1 w
return $ o1 { getDownwards = getDownwards o1 . f }
Guarded f c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractionsWithout as c1 w
guard (f $ getUpwards o1)
return o1
Feedback c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractionsWithout as c1 w
return $ o1 { getDownwards =
\ x -> getDownwards o1 (x, getUpwards o1) }
-- Priority combinators
-- Note that the first recursive call in the case of FirstOf and Maximal
-- is made with an empty set of prohibited atoms. This is by design.
-- It is not because an interaction might be considered downwards
-- incompatible later on that it should loose its priority here.
FirstOf c1 c2 -> case getInteractionsWithout Set.empty c1 w of
[] -> getInteractionsWithout as c2 w
os1 -> mfilter (not . any (flip Set.member as) . getInvolved) os1
Maximal f c1 ->
let os1 = getInteractionsWithout Set.empty c1 w
upwardsValues = fmap getUpwards os1
biggerThan x = \ y -> f y x == GT
isMaximal x = not $ any (biggerThan x) upwardsValues
in
filter (isMaximal . getUpwards) $
filter (not . any (flip Set.member as) . getInvolved) os1
-- Dynamic combinators
Dynamic p -> do
o1 <- getBoundInteractions p w
-- Filter out any interaction that involves an prohibited atom.
guard $ not $ any (flip Set.member as) (getInvolved o1)
return o1
Joined c1 -> do
o1 <- getInteractionsWithout as c1 w
-- We specify in the recursive call that using atoms involved in the
-- open interaction o1 is prohibited.
o2 <- getInteractionsWithout (Set.union as $ getInvolved o1)
(getUpwards o1) w
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let o3 = OpenInteraction
{ getUpwards = getUpwards o2
, getDownwards = \ x -> getDownwards o1 x ++ getDownwards o2 x
, getInvolved = Set.union (getInvolved o1) (getInvolved o2)
}
return o3
The getInteractionsWithout function is very similar to the getInteractions we
have seen before. This function, compared to the previous one, takes a set of prohibited
atom identifiers as an extra argument. In most cases, this argument is unused and
simply passed untouched to the recursive calls. There are notable exceptions:
• In the case of Bind and Dynamic, the set of prohibited atoms is used to filter out
interactions returned from the waiting list that might involve one of the forbidden
atom.
• In the case of BothOf and Joined, the set of prohibited atoms is enriched with
the downwards incompatible atoms before the recursive calls to the right-hand
connector, or the connector upwards value in the case of Joined, are made.
Also note that the check for disjointness is no longer necessary, since by construc-
tions interactions will be compatible.
• Finally, special attention must be given to the priority combinators. Indeed, even
though some interactions might be considered downwards incompatible later on,
they potentially still have priority over other interactions at this point. For this
reason, some recursive calls in the FirstOf and Maximal cases are made with an
empty set of prohibited atoms. Then, the returned streams of interactions are
filtered to remove invalid interactions.
Using this simple optimisation, the running time of the function is substantially
reduced in some cases. Back to our symptomatic case, we now observe the following
running time:
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Number of atoms n Previous running time New running time
1 < 0.1ms < 0.1ms
2 < 0.1ms < 0.1ms
3 ∼ 0.2ms < 0.1ms
4 ∼ 0.6ms ∼ 0.1ms
5 ∼ 3.4ms ∼ 0.2ms
6 ∼ 27.7ms ∼ 0.2ms
7 ∼ 314.6ms ∼ 0.2ms
8 ∼ 5388.4ms ∼ 0.3ms
9 ∼ 102990.9ms ∼ 0.3ms
10 Interrupted ∼ 0.4ms
. . . . . . . . .
1000 Interrupted ∼ 1424.6ms
. . . . . . . . .
2000 Interrupted ∼ 5683.6ms
As before, the running times displayed here are simply samples and should not be
considered as statically significant values. Variations, potentially very strong, are to be
expected. However, the above table still clearly shows that the previously problematic
solution doesn’t exhibit the same extremely bad behaviour anymore with this simple
optimisation in place.
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5.2 Caching of interactions
One other optimisation we can perform is caching the interactions returned from the
semantics function. Indeed, since the semantic function is pure1, it will always return
the same list of interactions given the same connector and the same waiting list. Since
we know this computation can be very expensive, we might want to cache its results. If
a caching policy was in place, we could, for certain system states, instead of executing
the possibly expensive semantic function, look into a cache for the list of interactions.
Even though this particular optimisation was not implemented in the current version
of the two frameworks, we still wish to briefly discuss its feasibility here.
Probability of cache hit
The first question that must be asked when considering caching is whether or not the
function whose results should cached is frequently called with the same arguments. In
this settings, the only parameter that changes is the waiting list of a system. In the
presence of very cyclic systems, the waiting list might frequently be the same. This
might not always be the case, especially in very dynamic systems.
Waiting list equality
In order to decide whether a certain system state, that is waiting list, has been seen,
we must also understand when two waiting lists are the same. Since values contained
in the waiting list might be of any given type, we can not guarantee that computing
whether two such values are equal is fast, or even terminates! For instance, if the
waiting list contained functions, then equality of such waiting lists is undecidable.
As using equality is impossible, we must instead rely on provable equality, a notion
that we will expose here. Intuitively, we want a very fast way to know if two values
are the same. To do so, we accept to be given a wrong No answer. However, when we
are given a Yes answer, we are certain that the values are indeed equal.
More formally, if two values are provably equal, then they must also be equal.
If they are not provably equal, then they might or might not be equal. Formulated
otherwise, provable equality is equality with false negatives. This notion is sufficient
to be used in our caching strategy. Indeed, since the cache is only an optimisation,
it is never wrong no to use it, therefore false negatives are acceptable. However, false
positives should never happen, as otherwise the value obtained from the cache might
be different from the value to be computed.
1Purity of the semantics function is guaranteed in Haskell, since all functions can not to have
any side effects by default. In Scala, this is not always true, since some functions used as part of
connectors may perform unwanted side effects. However, it is generally considered bad practice to
have impure functions used in places where pure functions are expected, and users of the framework
could be responsible to ensure that they do not perform unwanted side effects as part of the functions
they provide to connectors.
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Provable equality of waiting lists
To decide whether two waiting lists are provably equal, we could compare them by
the bindings from atoms-ports to values they contain. If for any two corresponding
bindings the two values are not provably equal, then the waiting lists themselves are
not provably equal. If a binding in one waiting list is not present in the other, then the
two waiting lists are also not provably equal. Otherwise, we would consider the two
waiting lists to be provably equal.
Provable equality in Scala
In Scala, the notion of provable equality of values can be transposed to the notion of
referential equality, also called physical equality. Indeed, if two objects have the same
references, then they by definition must be equal.
Provable equality in Haskell
In Haskell, there is no notion of reference or physical equality, since it would break
referential transparency. If caching were to be implemented, we could instead declare a
class DefiniteEq to represent types which support provable equality. We would then
require the types of all values sent through ports to be instances of DefiniteEq.
class DefiniteEq a where
(===) :: a -> a -> Bool
Then, standard types would be given DefiniteEq instances:
instance DefiniteEq Int where
-- Equality is fast on ints, we can use it here.
x === y = x == y
instance DefiniteEq [a] where
-- Empty lists are provably equal.
[] === [] = True
-- Other than that, we have no way of knowing
_ === _ = False
instance DefiniteEq (a -> b) where
-- Two functions are never provably equal.
f === g = False
instance DefiniteEq () where
-- Unit is always equal to itself.
_ === _ = True
Note that a too crude definition of provable equality would lead to very poor use of the
cache, which could lead to very little performance improvement, or even performance
deterioration, since caching is not performed for free!
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5.2.1 Multiple layers of caching
So far we have only considered the possibility of caching results of the semantics func-
tions at the top level call of the function. However, since the function we want to cache
is recursive, we might have the opportunity to cache its results at many different layers
in the connector.
A heuristic function could used to determine at which places within the connectors
caching should take place. The heuristics could make use, amongst others, of the
following criterions:
• Number of atoms involved in the connector. If this number is too large, then the
use of the cache might not be worth the effort, due to the increased difficulty of
cache hits.
• Precision of the provable equality relation on the underlying sent values. For
instance, if the underlying ports are used to send functions as upwards values,
then there is no point in trying to cache the interactions at this point, since we
will never consider two waiting lists to be provably equal.
• Cost of computation. It might be worth implementing caching at places where we
know that the evaluation of the semantics function on the underlying connector
is expensive. Caching trivially obtained interactions might not be worth it.
Cost could be in turn heuristically derived from the number of OneOf or BothOf
combinators, since they lead to combinatorial complexity. Amongst other criteri-
ons is also the number of Mapped and Guarded combinators, since applying user
functions to upwards value might be costly.
Observational provable equality on waiting lists
Using a cache at different levels within the connector also offers an opportunity to relax
our definition of provably equality between two waiting lists. Indeed, the presence or
not of some atoms in the waiting list plays no role over the set of interactions returned
in case the connector does not involve the said atoms either via an explicit Bind or via
Dynamic.
For caching purposes, we could then define two waiting lists to be observationally
provably equal if and only if they are provably equal once they have been stripped of
all irrelevant bindings. A binding would be considered irrelevant if the atom-pair could
not be produced by an underlying explicit Bind or Dynamic.
5.2.2 Final words on caching
As we have seen, caching is a complex issue. We have explored ways to implement
caching within the framework and discussed some paths that could be explored to
make caching as efficient as possible. In the scope of this thesis however, we will not go
any further. Deciding at which level within the connectors caching should take place,
as well as cache sizes and eviction strategies, could be done as future work.
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5.3 Connector optimisation
The next series of optimisations we investigate will focus on the structure of connec-
tors. As we have already established during the formalisation of connector combinators,
many connectors are equivalent. Even though they might have a different structure,
they lead to the exact same set of interactions. In this section, we will use this property
to bring performance improvements by performing some optimisation passes on con-
nectors before, and even while, they are used as part of a running system. We will try
to detect some inefficiencies in the structure of connectors and simplify them. In this
category, we will discuss the removal of dead Binds and the propagation of Success
and Failure.
5.3.1 Dead Bind elimination
The first optimisation we can perform is pretty straightforward. During the runtime
of the engine, when an atom terminates, then we know for sure that it will never be
part of any new interaction again. Therefore, we can change all the Bind connector
that involve the atom into Failure combinators. This optimisation can seem trivial,
but it can open the way to more optimisations on the structure of the connector. It
can easily be defined as:
-- | Eliminates from the combinator all binds that are considered dead.
deadBindElimination :: Set (AtomId s) -> Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
deadBindElimination as c = case c of
-- Eliminates the binding in case the atom is declared dead.
Bind a p -> if Set.member a as then Failure else c
-- In other cases, simply recursively call all branches.
OneOf c1 c2 -> OneOf (deadBindElimination as c1)
(deadBindElimination as c2)
BothOf c1 c2 -> BothOf (deadBindElimination as c1)
(deadBindElimination as c2)
Mapped f c1 -> Mapped f $ deadBindElimination as c1
ContraMapped f c1 -> ContraMapped f $ deadBindElimination as c1
Guarded f c1 -> Guarded f $ deadBindElimination as c1
Feedback c1 -> Feedback $ deadBindElimination as c1
FirstOf c1 c2 -> FirstOf (deadBindElimination as c1)
(deadBindElimination as c2)
Maximal f c1 -> Maximal f $ deadBindElimination as c1
Joined c1 -> Joined $ deadBindElimination as c1
-- For all other leaf cases (Success, Failure, Dynamic), we do nothing.
_ -> c
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As can be seen, this function is very simply. In most cases, the function is simply
recursively applied to children connectors. It is only in the case of Bind that actual
work is performed, by changing the Bind to Failure when the related atom is declared
dead.
5.3.2 Failure and Success propagation
Another simple optimisation we can perform is changing obviously always successful
or obviously always failing connectors to Success and Failure combinators.
To do so, we must be cautious not to evaluate any function that might have
been provided by the user. We do not want to execute any expensive, or even non-
terminating, computation to optimise the connector. The below implementation in
Haskell shows how this optimisation could be straightforwardly implemented.
-- | Propagates failure and success up the connector.
simplify :: Connector s d u -> Connector s d u
simplify c = case c of
-- In binary combinator cases.
OneOf c1 c2 -> case (simplify c1, simplify c2) of
(Failure, c2’) -> c2’
(c1’, Failure) -> c1’
(c1’, c2’) -> OneOf c1’ c2’
BothOf c1 c2 -> case (simplify c1, simplify c2) of
(Failure, _) -> Failure
(_, Failure) -> Failure
(Success x1, Success x2) -> Success (x1, x2)
(c1’, c2’) -> BothOf c1’ c2’
FirstOf c1 c2 -> case (simplify c1, simplify c2) of
(Success x, _) -> Success x
(Failure, c2’) -> c2’
(c1’, Failure) -> c1’
(c1’, c2’) -> FirstOf c1’ c2’
-- In unary combinator cases.
Mapped f c1 -> case simplify c1 of
Failure -> Failure
Success x -> Success $ f x -- f x is not forced here.
c1’ -> Mapped f c1’
ContraMapped f c1 -> case simplify c1 of
Failure -> Failure
Success x -> Success x
c1’ -> ContraMapped f c1’
Guarded f c1 -> case simplify c1 of
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Failure -> Failure
-- Note that we do not want to evaluate the condition
-- in here in the case of success. This might not terminate,
-- and we can not return the connector lazily.
c1’ -> Guarded f c1’
Feedback c1 -> case simplify c1 of
Failure -> Failure
Success x -> Success x
c1’ -> Feedback c1’
Maximal f c1 -> case simplify c1 of
Failure -> Failure
Success x -> Success x
c1’ -> Maximal f c1’
Joined c1 -> case simplify c1 of
Failure -> Failure
-- We might be tempted here to handle the Success case
-- differently. However, we must refrain from doing so
-- because evaluating the value contained in success
-- might be expensive, or even not terminate.
c1’ -> Joined c1’
-- In all other cases (Success, Failure, Bind, Dynamic), we do nothing.
_ -> c
This optimisation pass could be performed every time an atom is declared dead, just
after the dead Bind elimination pass. This would mean that with every dead atom,
the connector could potentially shrink in size and complexity.
5.3.3 Engine changes
The two optimisations we have discussed require some change in the engine to be
applicable. Indeed, they require the connector of a system to change while the system
is running. The changes to bring to the engine to render those two optimisations
possible are minimal:
• First of all, the connector should be stored in a mutable variable, such as a MVar in
Haskell or a var in Scala, which should be protected against concurrent accesses.
• Secondly, and lastly, at the end of the execution of an atom, the thread respon-
sible of the execution of the atom at that time should perform the dead Bind
elimination phase followed by a Failure and Success propagation phase.
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5.4 Early execution of stable interactions
We have seen throughout this chapter various optimisations that aim at speeding up
the computation of the semantic function. In last section of this chapter we explore
a different way to have more efficient systems. The way we proceed is by altering the
execution model of BIP. As we have seen, BIP systems execute in a lock-step manner:
All live atoms must be waiting in order for an interaction to be executed. In this
setting, the time between two interactions is lower-bounded by the execution time of
the slower of the atoms. This mode of execution can leave many atoms waiting for
an interaction that could already be performed. In this section, we investigate the
possibility of executing this type of interactions before all atoms reach a stable state.
Note that some of the ideas in this section are closely related to some developed as
part of the study of the execution of BIP systems in distributed settings[27][28][29][30].
Even though we did not base any of the following optimisation on their research, we
feel compelled to mention their work here.
State maximality and interaction stability
During the formalisation of the theory of connector combinators, we discussed of the
notion of maximality of states and stability of interactions. We defined a state to be
maximal for a given connector if enabling new ports for any given atom can not enable
any new interaction. We also defined an interaction to be stable for a given state and
connector if the interaction would always be proposed regardless how many new ports
are activated. Those two notions will play a crucial role here. Indeed, our goal is to
enable the engine to execute stable interactions before the system is in a stable state,
and fall back to the regular semantics if the system reaches a stable state.
Justification
Before we proceed any further, this change of mode of execution must be justified. In
some sense, the new way of executing systems that is proposed must still satisfy all the
safety properties guaranteed by the previous execution model. For instance, if we are
sure that no deadlock can arise using the lock-step mode of execution, we still would
like to have the same guarantees using the new mode of execution.
Intuitively, this can be justified by taking the abstract view of systems as state
machines that is commonly adopted in BIP. Indeed, a system in a non-stable state can
simply be considered as in a certain control state, but with some outgoing transitions,
in this case interactions, possibly unavailable yet. This view is valid, since we only offer
stable interactions as transitions. Therefore, all transitions proposed in the unstable
system are transitions proposed in the stable system. We say that the unstable system
simulates [31] the stable one.
Remark. This abstract view however has its limits since atoms are no longer simple
state machines. Since atoms can make side effecting computations, the new mode of
execution is no longer strictly equivalent to the previous one. This is to be expected!
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For instance, as the implementation does not enforce the full isolation of atoms, atoms
may communicate directly or indirectly with each other by other means than interac-
tions or even communicate with the underlying platform. By communicating, they can
detect if the system is running in a lock-step fashion or not and act differently in each
case. For this reason, we allow the users of the framework to specify whether or not
early execution of interactions should be enabled.
Modified semantic function
In order to obtain stable interactions, we defined a modified semantic function, which,
in addition to returning only stable interactions, will also indicate if the state is maximal
for the given connector. This function, whose implementation has been guided by the
derivations rules we have shown for maximality and stability, is implemented in Haskell
as follows. Note that the following function has been optimised as so to avoid creating
downwards incompatible interactions, as was previously shown earlier in this chapter.
This may render the function somewhat difficult to comprehend!
-- | Returns for the given connector and given waiting list
-- a list of provably stable interactions that do not use any
-- of the specified atoms.
--
-- Also indicates if the list of interactions is exhaustive,
-- that is if the state is maximal.
getStableInteractionsWithout :: Set (AtomId s)
-> Connector s d u
-> WaitingList s
-> ([OpenInteraction s d u], Bool)
getStableInteractionsWithout as c w = case c of
-- Core combinators
Success x -> ([OpenInteraction x (const []) (Set.empty)], True)
Failure -> ([], True)
Bind a p -> case getBoundInteraction a p w of
Nothing -> ([], False)
Just o -> (if Set.member a as then [] else [o], True)
OneOf c1 c2 ->
let (os1, m1) = getStableInteractionsWithout as c1 w
(os2, m2) = getStableInteractionsWithout as c2 w
in (os1 ++ os2, m1 && m2)
BothOf c1 c2 ->
let (os1, m1) = getStableInteractionsWithout as c1 w
(oss2, m2s) = unzip [ getStableInteractionsWithout
(Set.union as $ getInvolved o1) c2 w
| o1 <- os1 ]
in (, m1 && and m2s) $ do
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-- The state is maximal for BothOf if it is maximal
-- for c1 and maximal for c2.
(o1, os2) <- zip os1 oss2 -- Zips together the open interactions
-- of c1 with the corresponding open
-- interactions of c2.
o2 <- os2
let o3 = OpenInteraction
{ getUpwards = (getUpwards o1, getUpwards o2)
, getDownwards =
\ x -> getDownwards o1 x ++ getDownwards o2 x
, getInvolved =
Set.union (getInvolved o1) (getInvolved o2)
}
return o3
-- Data combinators
Mapped f c1 ->
let (os1, m1) = getStableInteractionsWithout as c1 w
in (, m1) $ do
o1 <- os1
return $ o1 { getUpwards = f (getUpwards o1) }
ContraMapped f c1 ->
let (os1, m1) = getStableInteractionsWithout as c1 w
in (, m1) $ do
o1 <- os1
return $ o1 { getDownwards = getDownwards o1 . f }
Guarded f c1 ->
let (os1, m1) = getStableInteractionsWithout as c1 w
in (, m1) $ do
o1 <- os1
guard (f $ getUpwards o1)
return o1
Feedback c1 ->
let (os1, m1) = getStableInteractionsWithout as c1 w
in (, m1) $ do
o1 <- os1
return $ o1 { getDownwards =
\ x -> getDownwards o1 (x, getUpwards o1) }
-- Priority combinators
FirstOf c1 c2 -> case getStableInteractionsWithout Set.empty c1 w of
-- No stable interaction, and no possibility to
-- have such an interaction in the future.
-- Therefore we respect the priority enabling c2.
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([], True) -> getStableInteractionsWithout as c2 w
-- There are, or they might be in the future, interactions
-- coming from c1, therefore we propagate them.
(os1, m1) ->
(mfilter (not . any (flip Set.member as) . getInvolved) os1, m1)
Maximal f c1 ->
let (os1, m1) = getStableInteractionsWithout Set.empty c1 w
in if m1 then
-- The state is maximal. Therefore there won’t
-- possibly be any interaction in the future with
-- higher priority.
let upwardsValues = fmap getUpwards os1
biggerThan x = \ y -> f y x == GT
isMaximal x = not $ any (biggerThan x) upwardsValues
in (mfilter (not . any (flip Set.member as) . getInvolved)
$ mfilter (isMaximal . getUpwards) os1, True)
else
-- Their might be interactions with higher priority
-- in the future, thus there is no (provably) stable
-- interactions at this point.
([], False)
-- Dynamic combinators
Dynamic p -> (mfilter (not . any (flip Set.member as) . getInvolved) $
getBoundInteractions p w, False)
Joined c1 ->
let (os1, m1) = getStableInteractionsWithout as c1 w
(oss2, m2s) = unzip [ getStableInteractionsWithout
(Set.union as $ getInvolved o1)
(getUpwards o1) w
| o1 <- os1 ]
in (, m1 && and m2s) $ do
-- The state is maximal for Joined if it is maximal
-- for c1 and maximal for all upwards values, which are
-- themselves connectors.
(o1, os2) <- zip os1 oss2 -- Zips together the open interactions
-- of c1 with the open interactions
-- of the connector in
-- its upwards value.
o2 <- os2
let o3 = OpenInteraction
{ getUpwards = getUpwards o2
, getDownwards =
\ x -> getDownwards o1 x ++ getDownwards o2 x
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, getInvolved =
Set.union (getInvolved o1) (getInvolved o2)
}
return o3
From this function, we derive the two following functions that will be used within the
engine.
-- | Returns for the given connector and given waiting list
-- a list of provably stable interactions.
getStableClosedInteractions :: ClosedConnector s -> WaitingList s
-> [Interaction s]
getStableClosedInteractions (ClosedConnector c) w =
fmap close $ getStableInteractions c w
-- | Returns for the given connector and given waiting list
-- a list of provably stable interactions.
getStableInteractions :: Connector s d u -> WaitingList s
-> [OpenInteraction s d u]
getStableInteractions c w = fst $ getStableInteractionsWithout Set.empty c w
Modifications to the engine
Now that we have defined this stable semantics functions, we must adapt the engine
to use it make use of it. The changes to perform are minimal. We must make the
following changes to worker threads and to the main loop.
Worker thread changes
The main loop, which executes interactions and spawn atom continuations, must be
signalled each time a worker thread terminates its job, that is every time an atom
terminates or waits. This will ensure that the main loop may be given a chance to
execute interactions before the system is in a stable state. A change must therefore
be made to the function called at the end of worker threads. Instead of its previously
seen implementation, the spawnAction function must start like shown here:
-- | Spawns an atom on its own lightweight thread.
--
-- The number of threads MUST be adapted accordingly before calls
-- to this function are made.
spawnAtom :: SystemOptions -> SystemState s -> Task s -> IO ()
spawnAtom opts state (Task a x) =
void $ flip forkFinally terminateThread $ interpret $ getInstructions x
where
terminateThread _ = do
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-- We decrement the number of running atoms.
n’ <- decrementAndFetch (getRunningVar state)
-- If there isn’t any atom left running,
-- or if early evaluation of stable interactions is enabled,
-- we notify the engine.
when (n’ == 0 || getEarlyInteractionExecution opts) $
signal (getSemaphore state)
The important part is in the condition used to check whether the main loop must be
awoken or not. Before, we required that no atoms are still running. Now, we also
signal if early execution of stable interactions is enabled, regardless how many atoms
here still executing.
Main loop changes
Most of the changes to the engine are made to its main loop. The main loop, after been
signalled, must check whether it is in a stable state and choose the semantics function
accordingly. If the system is stable, the standard semantic function should be used. In
case the system is not yet stable, only stable interactions must be obtained, and thus
the newly defined semantic function is used instead. Once this is done, we look at the
possible interactions.
• If no non-empty interactions are possible, we must act differently whether the
system is stable or not.
– In case the system is stable, then we know for sure that no new interactions
will later be enabled. The function can thus terminate
– On the other hand, if the system was not stable, then we will loop back and
wait for a signal to continue from one of the remaining atoms.
• If some interactions are possible, we pick one and update the waiting list ac-
cordingly. Before we loop back and spawn the continuations of atoms however,
we signal ourself. Indeed, there might be already stable interactions ready to be
executed!
The implementation of the main loop is shown below.
-- | Main loop of the engine.
engineLoop :: SystemOptions -> ClosedConnector s -> SystemState s
-> [Task s] -> IO ()
engineLoop opts c state as = do
when (not $ null as) $ do
-- Updates the number of running atoms.
incrementBy (getRunningVar state) (toInteger (length as))
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-- Spawning all continuations of atoms.
forM_ as (spawnAtom opts state)
-- Waiting on the semaphore to be notified.
-- This means that we can now try to execute the next interaction.
wait (getSemaphore state)
-- Reading the current state of the waiting list.
w <- takeMVar (getWaitingListVar state)
-- Snapshot of the number of running threads.
-- If n is 0, then we know for sure that there
-- aren’t any atoms left running.
-- If n is larger,
-- we are garranteed to be signaled at least once more.
n <- readMVar (getRunningVar state)
let stable = n == 0
-- Picks the semantic depending on whether the system is stable or not.
let semantic = if stable
then getClosedInteractions
else getStableClosedInteractions
-- Trying to get an interaction
case filter (not . null) $ semantic c w of
[] -> if stable
then do
return () -- No non-empty interactions to perform.
-- Might be a deadlock, or not, depending on
-- the state of the waiting list.
else do
-- We loop back, since the system wasn’t yet in a stable state.
-- We do not schedule any new tasks however.
-- Before we do so, we restore the waiting list.
putMVar (getWaitingListVar state) w
engineLoop opts c state []
is -> do
-- We have possibly multiple interactions.
-- We let the interaction picker decide.
i <- getInteractionPicker opts is
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-- Update the waiting list.
-- All atoms of the interactions are no longer waiting.
putMVar (getWaitingListVar state) $
foldl’ (flip setRunning) w $ fmap getAtom i
-- There might be another possible interaction,
-- we signal ourself to try to get an interaction yet again on next
-- iteration of the loop.
when (getEarlyInteractionExecution opts) $
signal (getSemaphore state)
-- We loop using the given interaction as our list
-- of continuations to execute.
engineLoop opts c state i
With this change in place, stable interactions can now be run even though the
system is not yet in a stable state. This can lead to arbitrarily large performance
improvements in some applications, as atoms no longer must all wait for the slowest of
them. We will evaluate the performance impact of this optimisation while looking at
some example systems in the next chapter.
Conclusion
We conclude this chapter with this last optimisation. Throughout this chapter, we
have seen some tricks and changes that can lead to drastic improvements in some use
cases. In the next chapter, we will actually implement concurrent applications using
the Scala and Haskell BIP frameworks. This exposition will show the expressivity of
the framework as well as give us a chance to actually measure the performance of the
engine in typical settings.
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Chapter 6
Examples and evaluation
In this section, we explore examples of applications that can be written in the developed
frameworks. For the different example systems, we discuss the expressivity of the
frameworks and their performance. The performance measurements were taken on
a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 MacBookPro with 16 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM. The
Haskell measurements where taken using the criterion benchmarking framework[37].
The programs were all compiled with compiler optimisations on1.
6.1 Token ring (Haskell)
The first example application we see is the so-called token ring application, in which a
token is passed between multiple components in a circular manner. For this example,
we will use the Haskell framework.
This example is straightforwardly ported to the framework. Indeed, each component
corresponds to an atom. Each atom can either wait on a receive port to receive the
token, or send it through the send port.
The connector simply synchronises the send port of all atoms with the receive port
of the next atom in the ring.
6.1.1 Implementation
-- | Describes a token ring.
--
-- * @n@ is the number of atoms.
--
-- * @m@ is the number of token exchanges.
--
-- * @display@ indicates if atoms should print to standard output or not.
tokenRing :: Int -> Int -> Bool -> System s ()
tokenRing n m display = mdo
1-O3 on ghc
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-- Port on which to send the token and its recipient.
send <- newPort
-- Port on which to receive the token.
receive <- newPort
-- Vector of atom identifiers
let v = fromList as
-- Returns the identifier of the atom that is
-- supposed to receive message from the i^th atom.
let next i | i == pred n = a
| otherwise = v ! i
-- Behaviour of the i^th atom.
let atom i = do
-- Awaiting to receive a value.
n <- await receive ()
-- Printing the value received.
when display $ liftIO $ do
putStrLn $ "Atom " ++ show i ++ " received " ++ show n
-- Computing the next value.
let !n’ = succ n
-- Sending the value to the next atom.
when (n’ <= m) $ do
await send (n’, next i)
atom i
-- Creating the first atom.
a <- newAtom $ do
-- Printing the first message.
when display $ liftIO $ putStrLn "Atom 0 ready to send."
-- Sending the first message.
await send (1, next 0)
-- From now on, acts as a "normal" atom.
atom 0
-- Creating the n - 1 next atoms.
as <- forM [ 1 .. pred n ] $ \ i ->
newAtom $ atom i
-- Connector of the system.
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registerConnector $ do
-- Accepts any atom on the port send.
(value, destination) <- dynamic send
-- Bind the receiver on the receive port
-- and send it the given value.
bind destination receive # receiving value
6.1.2 Expressivity
The above example illustrates very well the improvement brought by the embedding
of BIP in an expressive language. The above system description makes use of loops to
create the atoms, each of which with a specific behaviour.
However, the biggest expressivity gain is to be found in the declaration of the
connector. Using the do-notation and dynamic combinators, we have been able to
concisely and precisely describe the possible interactions of the system. The connector
is arguably very simple to write and, perhaps more importantly, to understand.
6.1.3 Performance
To evaluate the performance of the Haskell framework on this specific example, we
performed two benchmarks. The first looks at the running time for a fixed set of atoms
and a varying number of token exchanges. The second shows the impact of an increase
of the number of atoms for a fixed number of token exchanges. Those benchmarks are
also the occasion to show the impact of early evaluation of interactions in a situation
when it can not be used.
As can be clearly seen from the first benchmark, an increase in the number of token
exchanges leads to a linear increase in execution time, as would be expected. We also
see that the cost of enabling early execution of stable interactions in this case leads
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to a slight decrease in performance. This is expected since the system offers little
to no possibility of executing stable interactions earlier. The system indeed almost
immediately reaches a stable state since atoms perform no actual work.
In the second benchmark, where the number of token exchanges was fixed, we can
clearly see the impact an increase of the number of atoms has on the performance
of the framework. In this particular case, we can clearly distinguish a log shaped
curve. The performance decreases logarithmically with the number of atoms live in the
system. This behaviour is explained by the logarithmic complexity of operations on the
waiting list. Indeed, the current implementation of the waiting lists makes heavy use
the standard Map data type of the Haskell library, which is implemented as a balanced
tree.
As with before, the performance when early execution of stable interactions is
enabled is slightly worse, for exactly the same reasons we have previously outlined.
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6.2 Masters-Slaves (Scala)
The next example models a system composed of master and slave components. The
behaviour of the slaves is very simple. They can either be free, or be reserved by a
master. The slaves simply continuously loop between those two states.
The behaviour of the masters is a bit more involved. Each master first sequentially
requests two slaves, and then uses the two slaves in some computation. Once this is
done, the master loops back to its initial state.
In the below implementation in Scala, masters and slaves are implemented as indi-
vidual atoms. The connector of the system simply specifies that any number of masters
may reserve a slave or use their two previously reserved slaves.
6.2.1 Implementation
/** Dining philosophers example */
object MastersSlaves {
/** Starts the example. */
def main(args: Array[String]) {
// Number of masters.
val m = 30
// Number of slaves
val s = 60
// Creating the system.
val system = new System
// Disables early execution of stable interactions.
system.setEarlyExecution(false)
// Ports of slaves.
val reserve = system.newPort[Any, Atom]
val use = system.newPort[Any, Unit]
// Creation of the n slaves.
val slaves: Array[Atom] = for {
i <- (0 until s).toArray
} yield system.newAtom {
// Defines the behaviour of the slave.
def act() {
// Sending the identifier of the atom to the port.
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await(reserve, getSelf()) { (_: Any) =>
println("Slave " + i + " now reserved")
// The slave is now reserved.
await(use) { (_: Any) =>
// The slave has been used and can now
// loop back to its initial state.
act()
}
}
}
// Starting the behaviour.
act()
}
// Ports of masters.
val request = system.newPort[Atom, Unit]
val compute = system.newPort[Any, (Atom, Atom)]
// Creation of the m masters.
val masters: Array[Atom] = for {
i <- (0 until m).toArray
} yield system.newAtom {
var j = 1;
def act() {
// First, request a first atom.
await(request) { (first: Atom) =>
// Then, request a second atom.
await(request) { (second: Atom) =>
// Triggers a computations,
// using the two previously requested atoms.
await(compute, (first, second)) { (_: Any) =>
println("Master " + i + " computing for the time " + j)
j += 1
// The master loops back to its original state.
act()
}
}
}
}
// Starting the behaviour.
act()
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}
// For each master, the following array contains
// a connector that requests a slave for the connector.
val reqs = for {
i <- 0 until m
} yield {
// Synchronises the master with any of the slaves.
close(masters(i).bind(request).andRight(dynamic(reserve)))
}
// For each master, the following array contains
// a connector that uses the two previously reserved slaves.
val comps = for {
i <- 0 until m
} yield {
masters(i).bind(compute).flatMap { (atoms: (Atom, Atom)) =>
close(atoms._1.bind(use).and(atoms._2.bind(use)))
}
}
// The connector simply states that an interaction
// consists of many requests and computations
system.registerConnector(manyOf(reqs ++ comps : _*))
// Starts the system.
system.run()
}
}
6.2.2 Expressivity
The above example shows most of the features of the framework. Using the combinators
we have defined, the connectors have been concisely and precisely described. The high
level constructs proposed by the host language bring large improvements in usability
and flexibility.
However, we feel that having to resort to a recursive function instead of a normal
loop in the behaviour of atoms is a bit awkward. This is however unavoidable since the
await function never returns normally. A library of functions mimicking loops could
be developed to alleviate this problem, as was already done in the context of the Scala
actors[32] library.
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6.3 Producers-Consumers (Haskell)
Another classic concurrent system example is the producers-consumers problem, in
which some components are responsible to create some values and some others are
responsible to consume them.
6.3.1 Implementation
-- | Producers-consumers system.
--
-- * @n@ is the number of producers.
--
-- * @m@ is the number of consummers.
--
-- * @k@ is the number of values produced.
-- It should be a multiple of @n@.
--
-- * @s@ is the cost in microseconds to produce a value.
producersConsumers :: Int -> Int -> Int -> Int -> System s ()
producersConsumers n m k s = do
-- Creation of the two ports.
send <- newPort -- Port on which to send values produced.
request <- newPort -- Port on which to receive values.
-- Creation of the producers.
replicateM n $ newAtom $ replicateM (k ‘div‘ n) $ do
when (s > 0) $ liftIO $ threadDelay s
await send ()
-- Creation of the consumers.
replicateM m $ newAtom $ forever $ await request ()
-- The connector of the system
registerConnector $
dynamic send -- Picks any producer
<*
dynamic request -- Picks any consumer
6.3.2 Expressivity
Just as in the token ring example, we were able to make use of high level constructs
made available by the host language to easily and precisely describe the system.
The connector, very simply indicates that any consumer can receive values from
any producer. Note that the connector has been written using an applicative style, in
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which functions from the Applicative type class are used. Since connectors have an
instance of such a type class, users of the framework can make use of functions such
as <* and *>, which they may be familiar with, to describe their connectors.
6.3.3 Performance
We evaluate the performance of the application on the Haskell framework with three
different benchmarks. In the first two, we consider that the cost of producing a value
is null, so that we have an idea of the overhead the frameworks brings. We measure
how the running time of the system changes when we increase the number of value
produced and the number of atoms. In the last benchmark, we investigate the case
when producing a value has a non-zero cost for the producer. Note that, in all the
benchmarks, we have fixed the number of producers to be equal to the number of
consumers.
As can be seen in the first benchmark, the execution time of the system augments
linearly with the number of values to be produced, as expected. We can also see that
early evaluation of stable interactions is slightly detrimental in the case when producers
do not incur any cost to produce a value.
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In this benchmark, we also clearly see the previously explained logarithmic increase
in running time that comes with an increase in the number of atoms of the system.
In this case, since producers have no actual cost of producing a value, increasing the
number of atoms is detrimental to the overall performance of the system.
For the last benchmark, we specified that producing a value actually takes some time
(at least 0.1ms). In this particular benchmark, which should be more representative
of an actual system, we can clearly see that the early evaluation of stable interactions
strategy can lead to massive increase of performance. Indeed, the value of a waiting
producer can be consumed even though some other producers are still busy.
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6.4 Dining Philosophers (Haskell)
The next example we will see is the famous Dining Philosophers problem. In this
problem, a certain number of philosophers are place around a table to eat and discuss
philosophy! All of the philosophers have the same behaviour: They alternate between
eating and discussing (or sleeping).
Between each two philosophers can be found a unique fork, which can only be used
by any of the two philosophers next to it. The problem is that in order to eat, a
philosopher must use the two forks situated next to him. This means that philosophers
may not eat at the same time as their direct neighbours.
6.4.1 Implementation
Below is the implementation of the problem in Haskell. We will see many version of this
system, each using a different connector. This will expose the different combinators
and their properties.
The first part of the system defines the behaviour of forks, which are implemented
as atoms, and of philosophers, also implemented as individual atoms.
We then build for each philosopher two connectors: One that synchronises eating
with the taking of two forks, and another that synchronises sleeping with the release
of the two forks. Those connectors are communicated to the rest of the system, which
will define the connector to use.
-- | Dining philosophers problem.
--
-- * @n@ is the number of philosophers.
--
-- * @k@ is the number of meals per philosopher.
--
-- * @eat@ is the action to execute when a philosopher eats.
--
-- * @sleep@ is the action to execute when a philosopher sleeps.
diningPhilosophers :: Int -> Int
-> (Int -> Int -> Action s ())
-> (Int -> Int -> Action s ())
-> System s ([Connector s d1 Int], [Connector s d2 ()])
diningPhilosophers n k eat sleep = do
allocateFork <- newPort -- Indicates the allocation of a fork
releaseFork <- newPort -- Indicates the release of a fork
-- Creating the n forks
forks <- replicateM n $ newAtom $ forever $ do
-- the fork is free
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await allocateFork ()
-- the fork is now taken
await releaseFork ()
startEating <- newPort -- Indicates a desire to start eating
endEating <- newPort -- Indicates a desire to stop eating
-- Creating the n philosophers
philosophers <- fmap fromList $ forM [1 .. n] $ \ i ->
newAtom $ forM_ [1 .. k] $ \ j -> do
-- the philosopher is hungry
await startEating j -- j indicates how many times we’ve eaten
-- the philosopher eats
eat i j
-- the philosopher has finished eating
await endEating ()
-- the philosopher sleeps
sleep i j
-- Indices of left and right forks
let right i = (succ i) ‘rem‘ n
left i = i
-- For philosopher i to start eating,
-- the following must synchronise.
let enterEating i =
bind (forks ! left i) allocateFork
*>
bind (forks ! right i) allocateFork
*>
bind (philosophers ! i) startEating
-- For philosopher i to stop eating,
-- the following must synchronise.
let leaveEating i =
bind (forks ! left i) releaseFork
<>
bind (forks ! right i) releaseFork
<>
bind (philosophers ! i) endEating
-- Returning the connectors.
return ([enterEating i | i <- [0 .. pred n]]
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,[leaveEating i | i <- [0 .. pred n]])
As explained above, the system does not register a connector. Instead, the system
must be part of another system, which will define the connector. Below are the different
version of this example, each using a different connector.
Connector using anyOf
The system below completes the example by registering a connector using the anyOf
combinator. The connector specifies that an interaction is simply a unique philosopher
starting or stopping eating. This should be used with the early execution of stable
interactions in order to have a concurrently running system.
diningPhilosophersAnyOf n k eat sleep = do
(es, ls) <- diningPhilosophers n k eat sleep
registerConnector $ anyOf
[ anyOf [ sending () e | e <- es ]
, anyOf ls ]
Connector using manyOf
The next system completes the example by registering a connector using the manyOf
combinator2. The connector specifies that an interaction is a non-zero number of
philosophers starting or stopping eating. This version doesn’t require the early execu-
tion of stable interactions to have some level of concurrency.
diningPhilosophersManyOf n k eat sleep = do
(es, ls) <- diningPhilosophers n k eat sleep
registerConnector $ allOf
[ manyOf [sending () e | e <- es]
, manyOf ls ]
Connector using anyOf and priority
The problem with the above two versions is that they are not fair. Indeed, some
philosophers will get to eat more quickly than others. As an example, here is the
trace of the execution using the above connectors, using 3 philosophers eating 3 times
each.
Philosopher 1 eating (1)
Philosopher 1 sleeping (1)
Philosopher 1 eating (2)
2As a reminder, the manyOf involves any subset of the underlying connectors
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Philosopher 1 sleeping (2)
Philosopher 1 eating (3)
Philosopher 1 sleeping (3)
Philosopher 2 eating (1)
Philosopher 2 sleeping (1)
Philosopher 2 eating (2)
Philosopher 2 sleeping (2)
Philosopher 2 eating (3)
Philosopher 2 sleeping (3)
Philosopher 3 eating (1)
Philosopher 3 sleeping (1)
Philosopher 3 eating (2)
Philosopher 3 sleeping (2)
Philosopher 3 eating (3)
Philosopher 3 sleeping (3)
In order to enforce some level of fairness, we will in this case add a priority policy to
the connector. The next version specifies that philosophers may only eat if they’ve not
eaten more than any other philosophers that also wants to eat.
diningPhilosophersAnyOfPriority n k eat sleep = do
(es, ls) <- diningPhilosophers n k eat sleep
registerConnector $ anyOf
[ sending () $ minimal $ anyOf [ e | e <- es ]
, anyOf ls ]
Using this connector, the system is totally fair, as shows the following trace:
Philosopher 1 eating (1)
Philosopher 1 sleeping (1)
Philosopher 2 eating (1)
Philosopher 2 sleeping (1)
Philosopher 3 eating (1)
Philosopher 3 sleeping (1)
Philosopher 1 eating (2)
Philosopher 1 sleeping (2)
Philosopher 2 eating (2)
Philosopher 2 sleeping (2)
Philosopher 3 eating (2)
Philosopher 3 sleeping (2)
Philosopher 1 eating (3)
Philosopher 1 sleeping (3)
Philosopher 2 eating (3)
Philosopher 2 sleeping (3)
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Philosopher 3 eating (3)
Philosopher 3 sleeping (3)
Unfortunately, the system can not expose any level of concurrency, even with early
execution of stable interactions. Indeed, due to the priority in the system, no interaction
that may enable a philosopher to eat is provably stable for the engine.
Connector anyOf and shuﬄing
Instead of using a priority, we can use a dynamic combinator that will return each time
a different order of the philosophers, thereby ensuring fairness.
To do so, another atom must be created in the system. Its goal will be to continu-
ously shuﬄe the list of connectors and sent that list on a given port.
diningPhilosophersAnyOfShuffle n k eat sleep = do
(es, ls) <- diningPhilosophers n k eat sleep
shuffled <- newPort
shuffler <- newAtom $ forever $ do
es’ <- liftIO $ shuffleM [close e | e <- es]
await shuffled es’
let entering = do
es’ <- bind shuffler shuffled
anyOf es’
let leaving = anyOf ls
registerConnector $ anyOf
[ entering
, leaving ]
As the connector may only return interactions that involve a single philosopher, the
system will not display any level of concurrency unless, as always, early execution of
stable interactions is enabled.
Connector manyOf and shuﬄing
The final version we will investigate has all the properties we may desire. It shows a
high level of concurrency even in the case when early execution of stable interactions
is disabled, and ensures that philosophers are treated in a fair way.
diningPhilosophersManyOfShuffle n k eat sleep = do
(es, ls) <- diningPhilosophers n k eat sleep
shuffled <- newPort
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shuffler <- newAtom $ forever $ do
es’ <- liftIO $ shuffleM [close e | e <- es]
await shuffled es’
let entering = do
es’ <- bind shuffler shuffled
ensuring (not . null) $ manyOf es’
let leaving = manyOf ls
registerConnector $ manyOf
[ entering
, leaving ]
6.4.2 Expressivity
As we have seen, we have been able to express in several concise ways the coordination
between the various philosophers. Avoiding deadlocks, which is non trivial in many
other paradigms, is done by construction.
However, we have seen that ensuring fairness was not straightforwardly achieved.
Using a priority, which seemed like a natural way to go, wasn’t entirely satisfactory.
The version with priority is, as we will see, not really efficient. This is due to the fact
that early execution of stable interactions can not perform really well in the case of
systems with priorities. In addition, using Maximal, which forces the entire stream of
interactions to be evaluated, is generally not very efficient.
Related to this last point, you may have noticed that the manyOf version with prior-
ity has not been showcased. The reason is that it would be terribly inefficient. Indeed,
the Maximal combinator forces the engine to generate all underlying interactions, which
might be really costly. As manyOf produces an exponential number of interactions, ap-
plying a Maximal combinator on top of it will be exponentially inefficient.
6.4.3 Performance
Below is shown the performance of the different versions we have exposed. In the first
benchmark, we show the bare cost of the framework, by having no actions performed
by the philosophers when they eat and when they sleep. In the first chart, we display
this benchmark with early execution of stable interactions enabled. Note that we only
considered odd numbers of philosophers, since otherwise there is only little contention
over the forks.
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The slowest of the version in this case is the anyOf version with priority. This is
due to the fact that this version, no two philosophers can eat at the same time. The
next benchmark shows the same results for when early execution of stable interactions
is disabled.
As we can clearly see, the anyOf versions are slower than the manyOf versions. This
is due to the fact that the latter can lead to many philosophers eating at the same
time.
In the previous benchmarks, we specified that philosophers spent no time at all
eating or sleeping. In the next two benchmarks, we specify that eating takes at least
1ms. The first benchmark has early execution of stable interactions enabled.
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The second version, which has early execution of stable interactions disabled, is
shown below:
As can be clearly seen from the above two benchmarks, the manyOf versions are
faster than any other versions, without or without early execution of stable interactions
enabled. We also see that the shuﬄed version, which is fair to the philosophers, has
roughly the same performance as the unfair version.
A final observation we make is that the manyOf versions scale really well with the
number of philosophers. Indeed, the performance is almost the same regardless of
the number of philosophers, which indicates that the systems are able to run very
concurrently. This fact is also shown by the following chart, which shows the execution
time for a system of an odd number of philosophers, each of which eats 10 meals, each
meal taking at least 100ms.
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We can clearly see that the shuﬄed version performs well, regardless of whether or
not early execution of stable interactions is enabled or not. The fact that the shuﬄed
versions performed better is explained by the fact that they are fair. In the normal
versions, as the number of philosophers is odd, one of the philosophers will get to start
eating only once all others have finished, thereby slowing down the entire system.
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6.5 Dining Philosophers (Scala)
In this section, we will revisit again the Dining Philosophers example, this time imple-
mented in Scala.
The implementation follows the Haskell implementation very closely. In the first
part of the system, forks and philosophers are declared as atoms. Then, for each
philosopher, two connectors are created. The first connector synchronises eating with
the taking of the two forks, and the second sleeping with the release of the two forks.
As in the Haskell version, a distinct atom is created to shuﬄe the above connectors
to ensure fairness. The connector of the system then simply requests a shuﬄed list of
connectors and applies the manyOf combinator on it, which specifies that any subset
of the connectors may get involved.
6.5.1 Implementation
/** Dining philosophers example */
object DiningPhilosophers {
/** Starts the example. */
def main(args: Array[String]) {
// Number of philosophers.
val n = 21
// Creating the system.
val system = new System
// Ports of forks.
val allocateFork = system.newPort[Any, Unit]
val releaseFork = system.newPort[Any, Unit]
// Creation of the n forks.
val forks: Array[Atom] = for {
i <- (0 until n).toArray
} yield system.newAtom {
// Defines the behaviour of the fork.
def act() {
// The fork is free.
await(allocateFork) { (_: Any) =>
// The fork is taken.
await(releaseFork) { (_: Any) =>
act() // The fork restarts its behaviour.
}
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}
}
// Starting the behaviour.
act()
}
// Ports of philosophers.
val startEating = system.newPort[Any, Unit]
val endEating = system.newPort[Any, Unit]
// Creation of the n philosophers.
val philosophers: Array[Atom] = for {
i <- (0 until n).toArray
} yield system.newAtom {
var j = 1;
// Behaviour of the philosopher.
def act() {
// The philosopher waits to start eating.
await(startEating) { (_: Any) =>
// The philosopher can now eat.
println("Philosopher " + i + " eating. (" + j + ")")
j += 1
// Eating takes some amount of time.
//Thread.sleep(1000)
// The philosopher now requests to start sleeping.
await(endEating) { (_: Any) =>
println("Philosopher " + i + " sleeping.")
// The philosopher restarts its behaviour.
act()
}
}
}
// Starting the behaviour.
act()
}
// Contains a connector that requests both forks and
// makes the philosopher start eating for each philosopher.
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val eatings = for {
i <- 0 until n
} yield allOf(
forks(i) bind allocateFork,
forks((i + 1) % n) bind allocateFork,
philosophers(i) bind startEating)
// Contains a connector that release both forks and
// makes the philosopher start sleeping for each philosopher.
val sleepings = for {
i <- 0 until n
} yield allOf(
forks(i) bind releaseFork,
forks((i + 1) % n) bind releaseFork,
philosophers(i) bind endEating)
// Port on which the shuffled list of connectors is sent.
val shuffled = system.newPort[Any, Seq[Connector[Any, Any]]]
// Atom that continuously shuffle the list of connectors.
val shuffler = system.newAtom {
// Behaviour of the shuffler
def act() {
// Shuffling the connectors.
val connectors = Random.shuffle(eatings)
await(shuffled, connectors) { (_: Any) =>
act() // Looping.
}
}
// Starting the behaviour.
act()
}
// Registering the connector.
// It first requests a shuffled list of connectors from the
// shuffler and then synchronizes many of them.
system.registerConnector(shuffler bind shuffled flatMap {
case cs => manyOf(cs ++ sleepings : _*)
})
// Starts the system.
system.run()
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}
}
6.5.2 Expressivity
The above program, even though a bit more verbose than its equivalent Haskell version,
is still quite concise. However, some of the constructs used are not really natural.
Having to define an act function to perform a loop is a bit awkward. Since the await
function never returns normally, it is pointless to call it within a loop, which explains
why we had to resort to this trick.
The same exact problem arose within the context of actors in Scala[32]. To solve
this syntactic problem, they introduced functions to mimic the native loops. If deemed
to much of a problem, a similar approach could be taken here.
6.5.3 Final words
We conclude this chapter with this last example. We have seen how example appli-
cations could be written using either the Haskell framework or Scala framework. We
discussed some points regarding the expressivity of the solutions and measured the run-
ning time of some examples for various parameters. Performing extensive benchmarks
between the two frameworks and other concurrency paradigms is left as as future work.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusion
7.1 Discussion
To conclude this thesis, we wish to discuss some points and make general remarks
related to some aspects of this work.
7.1.1 Critics of the connectors
We begin our discussion by exploring some of the problems with connectors in their
current version.
The importance of order of interactions
One difference between the formalisation of connectors and their implementation within
the framework is that in the formalisation the interactions returned from the semantics
are unordered. In the frameworks, the semantics function returns an ordered stream.
This distinction is very important since interactions at the head of the streams will
generally be computed for very little cost. On the contrary, interactions at the end of
the stream will sometimes be prohibitively expensive to compute.
This also makes the commutativity of some connectors that hold in theory not true
in practice. In the frameworks, the interactions at the start of the stream are in some
manner preferred to those at the end. This point, which is not directly apparent in the
frameworks and completely absent in the formalisation, could be further investigated.
Fairness
The previous remark on the fact that interactions are ordered also leads to fairness
issues if no special care is taken. Indeed, the interactions at the head of the stream
will generally be picked instead of to those later in the stream, and rightfully so since
they are less expensive to compute. Since the order of interactions is generally fixed,
the exact same interactions will tend to get executed, which may leave some atoms
starving.
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One way to alleviate this problem could be to randomly choose which branch of
the OneOf combinator the semantics function will explore first. Each branch could be
given different weights depending on the number of possible underlying interactions.
Joined and the distinction between computation and coordination
A different point, in some sense more conceptual, is the blurring of the distinction
between coordination and computation brought by the Joined combinator. Indeed,
this combinator is in some sense too powerful. This combinators enables atoms to
specify to some extent the coordination of the system. Conceptually however, atoms
should not have influence over the coordination, since they are part of the Behaviour
layer, not the Glue layer.
7.1.2 Critics of atoms
Testing
The first remark we make about atoms is related to testing. This point, which has not
been emphasised before, feels very important to make now. The approach of defining
actors in isolation naturally leads to atoms that can be more easily tested. Indeed,
for testing purposes, atoms could easily be run independently of the system in which
they are used. Instead of receiving values from the other atoms, the testing framework
could be used to send values on the port of the atoms in some specified order.
State machine representation
The second, and last, remark we make on atoms concerns the difference between the
conceptual modelling of atoms in BIP and their implementation in the frameworks.
Indeed, in BIP, the atoms are finite state machines, which have a definite behaviour.
In the frameworks, atoms are free to perform anything and wait on any port at any
time. Even though having more precise information on the potential future actions of
an atom may prove useful for analysis purposes, we have decided to stick with the less
restrictive approach in the framework for usability reasons.
One way we briefly investigated to alleviate this problem was the possibility to
give users a way to optionally specify the underlying state machine of atoms. This
information could be then verified at runtime and relied on for optimisation and analysis
purposes.
7.1.3 General observations
Mixing with other paradigms
One point that we did not consider during this thesis is the mixing of the BIP model
with other concurrency paradigms. We have reasons to believe that users of the frame-
work will use it in combination with other models, as is common place with actors in
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Scala[33] for instance. Indeed, it is sometimes easier to use other paradigms for some
specific tasks, and users see little point in sticking to a single concurrency paradigm.
It is our personal opinion that this should not be rejected, but embraced. To
do so, it should be ensured that the frameworks mix well with other libraries and
do not make any assumption regarding the environment they are running on. Some
libraries, bridging the gap between BIP and other concurrency models, such as actors
and futures[34], could be developed.
7.1.4 Specificities of Haskell and Scala
In this last part of the discussion, we wish to make some observations related to the
specificities of the different languages. The following are simply observations we have
made during development and that we feel are relevant at this point.
Subtyping for easier combinations
The first point we look at is related to subtyping. One of the major difference between
Haskell and Scala is that the latter supports subtyping. Due to subtyping, connectors
are generally more easier to combine, especially when they are used in multiple contexts.
This makes some trivial transformations that must be performed using Mapped and
ContraMapped combinators in Haskell unnecessary.
Type inference
The above advantage that subtyping offers in terms of compatibility of connectors is
counterbalanced by the limits of type inference in Scala. Since Scala only has local type
inference, values will generally be inferred to be of very restrictive types when they are
created, only to be unusable in later contexts. This problem is very apparent in the
framework when ports are created. This forces the users of the framework to explicitly
type the ports. This can be argued to be desirable, since it explicitly documents how
ports can be used.
Purity
One of the very distinctive feature of Haskell is the enforced purity of functions. Has
we have seen in the chapter on optimisations, having pure functions makes it possible
to cache interactions. It also makes clear to the users of the framework which part of
the framework can perform side effects.
On the other hand, Scala functions can perform any side effects when they are
evaluated. The usual solution taken in Scala is to specify to users when pure functions
are expected, and to leave them the responsibility to respect that contract made with
the framework. Taking this approach, some optimisations, such as caching, could also
be performed.
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Continuations
An other point we wish to make concerning Haskell and Scala is about continuations.
In the frameworks, as we have seen, the continuation of an atom must be obtained
when it executes an await instruction. In Haskell, due to the way the do-notation
is translated, this continuation is immediately obtainable without any burden on the
users.
In Scala however, the continuation must be explicitly passed as an extra argument
to the await function which cause some syntactic overhead. In addition, this means
that await does not mix well with other constructs from the language, such as loops.
A library of helper functions could be developed to lessen the problem.
Obscure operators
So far, we have discussed some issues related to the programming languages themselves.
To end this section on Haskell and Scala, we wish to discuss a last point, not directly
related to the languages, but to their standard library.
This specific problem is generally found in both Scala and Haskell and concerns the
naming convention of operators. It is generally common place in those languages to
name binary operators with sequences of symbols, which can sometimes be very ob-
scure. In the framework, we avoided those obscure operators when possible. However,
in Haskell, some of those functions are part of type classes, and their name can be very
intimidating to users unfamiliar with Haskell. To alleviate this problem, operators
such as <*, *>, <> and the like could be aliased and given domain specific names that
novices in the language could use.
7.2 Future work
In this section, we discuss some of the future work that could be done to continue this
work. In addition to some of the points we have already mentioned in the previous
discussion, we would like to propose three different areas of research would could lead
to some increase in the usefulness of the framework.
7.2.1 Caching
One idea that could be implemented as future work is the caching of interactions.
This optimisation technique, which has already been discussed in some details in the
chapter on optimisations, could potentially improve drastically the performance of BIP
systems. This technique could also potentially be widely applied. Indeed, we believe
that this technique could also be suited to other implementations of BIP.
In addition to possibly enhance the performance of systems, this optimisation also
raises interesting research questions.
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7.2.2 Analysis
One other aspect that could be investigated is the type of analysis that can be per-
formed on systems described within the framework. Since the connectors are imple-
mented as a tree-like structure, it could be possible to derive some interesting proper-
ties.
However, some of the connectors, such as Joined, due to their highly dynamic
nature, may render any kind of analysis really difficult to perform. In addition to
that, we have to recall that the behaviour of atoms is completely unknown. Combined
together, those two aspects make systems really opaque to the framework.
We personally believe that, for any kind of analysis to be practically feasible, some
more information should be obtainable from the description of system. We would
recommend a deeper embedding of the different constructs within the host languages.
Implementation techniques, such as lightweight modular staging [20], could be used in
this context.
7.2.3 Distribution
A final area we want to mention before we finally conclude this thesis is the distribution
of BIP systems. Indeed, distributed systems are becoming increasingly important, and
abstractions to design distributed systems are needed. Previously, a lot of work has
been performed on distributing BIP[27][28][29][30].
Furthermore, a lot of work also has been performed in functional programming
languages research to allow the distribution of programs, with an emphasis on being
able to communicate function closures over the network[35][36].
We believe that those new tools of functional programming languages could be used
to implement a distributed version of the frameworks developed in this thesis.
7.3 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented the theory and implementation details behind the
adaptation of BIP into two functional programming languages.
We have developed a theory of connectors based on combinators. This formalisation
is expressive enough to take into account synchronisation, data transfers, priorities and
dynamicity. Moreover, the connector combinators introduced in this thesis are shown to
have many interesting algebraic properties. We also showed that obtaining interactions
from a connector is a theoretically hard problem.
We then moved from theory to practice and discussed the implementation details of
the two frameworks. We showed how the various theoretical concepts can be elegantly
implemented in both Haskell and Scala. Even though the two implementations used
different constructs that are idiomatic for each particular language, the general princi-
ples behind the implementation, as well as the architecture of the engine, are shared.
We strongly believe that this approach could also be taken to implement BIP in other
programming languages.
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Then, to counter the intrinsic complexity behind the evaluation model of BIP, we
discussed possible optimisations of the semantic function and of connectors. We also
discussed the possibility of caching. We finally talked about early evaluation of stable
interactions.
We then implemented example applications in both frameworks. This exposition
showed the expressivity of the two frameworks. We were also able to measure perfor-
mance of some particular examples.
With this thesis, we hope to have shown the following points:
• Connectors can be formalised as a algebra of combinators. This construction of
connectors, which also models data transfers and priorities, follows nice algebraic
properties and is very amenable to manipulation. This algebra also has the
advantage of being directly transposable as a generalised algebraic data type.
• It is possible to embed BIP in functional programming languages. This embed-
ding improves massively the usability of the language by allowing programmers
to use higher level constructs to describe their systems. The generic abstractions
offered by the language can also be applied to describe connectors in a concise
way.
• It is possible to describe complex concurrent systems in Haskell and Scala by
separating the computation code and the coordination code. This separation
leads to systems that are easier to understand and to test, while still being
reasonably performant.
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Appendix A
Introduction to Category Theory
In this appendix, we present the definition of several notions from Category Theory[17]
that have been applied to the context of connector combinators.
A.1 Category
Definition 5 (Category). A category [17] is defined as a collection of objects and arrows.
Each arrow has a source object and a target object. We denote by f : a → b the fact
that the arrow f has for source an object a and for target an object b. The objects
and arrows must obey the following laws:
Composition There exists for any two arrows f : a → b and g : b → c an arrow for
their composition, denoted by g ◦ f : a→ c. The composition is associative, that
is, for any arrows f : a→ b, g : b→ c and h : c→ d, we have that:
h ◦ (g ◦ f) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f
Identity There exists for every object x an identity arrow 1x : x→ x. Every identity
arrow is the identity with regards to arrow composition. That is, for any arrow
f : a→ b:
f ◦ 1a = 1b ◦ f = f
A.2 Functor
Definition 6 (Functor). A covariant functor [17], or simply functor, F is mapping
between two categories C and D such that the following hold:
Mapping of objects For any object x of the category C, F associates an object F (x)
of the category D.
Mapping of arrows For any arrow f : a → b of C, F associates an arrow F (f) :
F (a)→ F (b) in D, such that the following properties hold:
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1. Identities are preserved by F , that is F (1x) = 1F (x).
2. Composition is preserved by F , that is F (g ◦ f) = F (g) ◦ F (f).
Remark. The identity function that maps arrows and objects of a category to them-
selves is a functor. We denote the identity functor on a category C by 1C .
Remark. Given a functor F between category C and D and a functor G between
categories D and E, their composition, denoted by G◦F , is a functor between categories
C and E.
Definition 7 (Contravariant functor). A contravariant functor [17] G is a mapping
between two categories C and D such that the following hold:
Mapping of objects For any object x of the category C, G associates an object G(x)
of the category D. This is exactly the same as for covariant functors.
Mapping of arrows For any arrow f : a → b of C, G associates an arrow G(f) :
G(b)→ G(a) in D, such that the following properties hold:
1. Identities are preserved by G, that is G(1x) = 1G(x).
2. Composition is reversed by G, that is G(g ◦ f) = G(f) ◦G(g).
Note that the composition arrow is reversed compared to the covariant functor
A.3 Natural transformation
Definition 8 (Natural transformation). Given two covariant functors F andG between
categories C and D, a natural transformation[17] η : F → G is a family of arrows that
satisfies the following properties:
1. For each object x of C, an arrow ηx, called the component of η at x, exists between
the objects F (x) and G(x) of the category D.
ηx : F (x)→ G(x)
2. For any arrow f : x→ y in the category C, the following holds:
ηy ◦ F (f) = G(f) ◦ ηx
A.4 Monad
Definition 9 (Monad). A functor F from a category C to itself and a pair of natural
transformations η and µ such that:
η : 1C → F
µ : F ◦ F → F
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form a monad if the following hold for all objects x of the category C:
µx ◦ F (µx) = µx ◦ µx
µx ◦ F (ηx) = µx ◦ ηx = 1x
The natural transformation η is called unit and the natural transformation µ is called
join or sometimes multiply.
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Appendix B
Introduction to Haskell
The first language in which we implement BIP as a DSL is Haskell, a functional pro-
gramming language. In this appendix, we will introduce the key concepts and syntax of
Haskell. This chapter doesn’t have the pretension to present a complete view of Haskell.
However, the key points shown here should be sufficient to get a good understanding
of the specificities of the language and to tackle the details of our implementation.
B.1 Basic syntax
Haskell, as a functional programming language, has a strong focus on expressions and
functions. The following shows the basic syntax for expressions, most of which involving
functions.
Function application
Below is shown the way a function f is called with an argument x.
f x
When multiple arguments are fed to a function, they are separated by a space. For
instance, below is shown the way to call a function f with three arguments x, y and
z.
f x y z
Note that arguments of a function may be functions themselves.
Function composition
Function composition is denoted by a single . in Haskell. For instance, the function
that would first apply f and then g could be written as:
g . f
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Operators
In Haskell, operators, such as +, - and * are normal functions, except that they must
be used in infix position. For instance, the sum of two values x and y can be written
as:
x + y
Operators can also be used in prefix position just as other function if they are sur-
rounded by a pair of parenthesis. The following thus also denotes the sum of x and
y:
(+) x y
Note that function composition itself is an operator. The composition of two functions
f and g can therefore also be written as:
(.) g f
Precedence and parenthesis
Operators are given their natural precedence level and associativity. Naturally, paren-
thesis can be used to change the natural associations. For instance, the following to
expressions are equivalent:
1 + 2 * 3
1 + (2 * 3)
Which are different from the expression:
(1 + 2) * 3
It is current practice in Haskell to avoid using too many parenthesis using the function
application operator $. The operator is defined as:
f $ x = f x
This apparently useless operator, by having a conveniently low precedence level, allows
programmers to avoid writing parenthesis at the end of an expression. For instance,
the following two expressions are equivalent:
h $ g $ f x y
h (g (f x y))
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B.2 Evaluation strategy
Haskell is lazy by default language. Which means that, contrary to most programming
languages which are strict and evaluate the arguments of a function before the function
is actually called, the arguments of a function are only evaluated if and when they are
needed.
This evaluation strategy, called lazy evaluation, or call-by-need, was a design deci-
sion taken from the start[40]. This decision forced the language to control side effects
and enfore purity.
B.3 Purity
Due to lazy evaluation, all Haskell functions are pure, meaning that they can not have
any side effect. The application of the same arguments to a function will thus always
lead to the same result. This property is called referential transparency [42].
This also means that in Haskell all values are immutable. There is no concept of
mutable variable in the language itself. We will see later in this section how side effects
are introduced back in the language, in a controlled manner.
B.4 Declarations
At the top level, Haskell programs consist of possibly many constants and functions
declarations. Those declarations bind a name to an expression. Those declarations can
be (mutually) recursive.
Below are two example declarations:
pi = 3.14
fact x = if x <= 0 then 1 else x * fact (x - 1)
Note that the declarations are immutable, meaning that there are no ways to change
a declaration during lifetime of a program. All declarations are thus constant.
Pattern matching
Generally, functions will need to inspect their arguments and return a value accord-
ingly. A common way to inspect the arguments received by a function is called pattern
matching. A function declared using pattern matching specifies a list of patterns which
specify the shape the arguments must have. For instance, here is how a function that
computes the length of a list could be defined:
length [] = 0
length (x : xs) = 1 + length xs
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In the above declaration, two patterns are defined. The first pattern only matches the
empty list [] and the second any non-empty list. Notice that patterns, such as the
second pattern in the example, may contain variables. Those variables will be bound
to the actual values when the function is called. For instance, in the second pattern
of the length function, x will be bound to the value at the head of the list and xs
will be bound to the rest of the list. When, as in the previous example, some variables
are not needed in the right hand side of the declaration, they can be replaced by an
underscore placeholder in the pattern.
length [] = 0
length (_ : xs) = 1 + length xs
Pattern matching using case
Pattern matching can also be performed within the body of an expression, by using
the case construct, as demonstrated by the following example:
map f xs = case xs of
[] -> []
y : ys -> f y : map f ys
B.5 Typing
Haskell is a strongly typed language. All expressions in Haskell have a type, which can
be inferred by the compiler or explicitly stated in the program using a type signature.
Normally, all top level declarations have an explicit accompanying type signature, even
though they are most of the time not strictly needed. For instance, here are some of
the previous example declarations, this time with explicit type signatures:
pi :: Double
pi = 3.14
fact :: Integer -> Integer
fact x = if x <= 0 then 1 else x * fact (x - 1)
length :: [a] -> Integer
length [] = 0
length (x : xs) = 1 + length xs
Standard types
The following types are part of Haskell and its standard library.
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Name Type Values
Integers Int Machine integers
Integers Integer Unbounded integers
Floating point numbers Float Single precision
Floating point numbers Double Double precision
Booleans Bool True and False
Functions a -> b Functions from a to b
Lists [a] Lists of a
Tuples (a, b) Pairs of a and b
Optional values Maybe a Just a or Nothing
Unit () The single value ()
Contrary to many programming languages, Haskell has no notion of sub-typing.
Polymorphism
Notice that some functions have generic types, such as for instance the length function
we previously defined.
length :: [a] -> Integer
Those functions (or even values) are called polymorphic. They inhabit more than one
type. Polymorphic functions are common place in the Haskell standard library and in
Haskell in general.
B.6 Algebraic data types
So far we have only seen types that were already defined in the standard library. In
addition to those already existing types, Haskell programmers can define their own
types and data structures. In Haskell, Algebraic Data Types are used by program-
mers to define their own datatypes. An algebraic data type consists of possibly many
constructors, each of which can have many fields.
A good example of an algebraic data type is the binary tree. The following data
declaration defines a binary tree containing integers as a algebraic data type:
data Tree = Node Int Tree Tree
| Empty
This declaration states that trees are either nodes containing an integer value and two
subtrees, or empty trees. Note that algebraic data types can be recursively defined, as
the example shows.
The three following expressions are examples of values of the type Tree we have
just defined:
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Empty
Node 1 Empty Empty
Node 1 (Node 2 (Node 3 Empty Empty) Empty) (Node 2 Empty Empty)
Parameterised algebraic data types
Algebraic data types can also be parameterised by one or many other types. In the
above Tree data type, the type of values was restricted to Int. The following definition
of Tree makes it possible to create trees holding values of any given type a.
data Tree a = Node a Tree Tree
| Empty
The following two expressions are then of type Tree Int:
Empty
Node 1 Empty Empty
And the following two of type Tree Bool:
Empty
Node True Empty (Node False Empty Empty)
Generalised algebraic data types
Generalised algebraic data types[41] (GADTs), are an extension of algebraic data types
that allow constructors to specify on which type parameters they are defined. The basic
example of a GADT is the definition of a minimalistic expression language.
data Expr a where
Literal :: a -> Expr a
Addition :: Expr Int -> Expr Int -> Expr Int
Equal :: Expr Int -> Expr Int -> Expr Bool
If :: Expr Bool -> Expr a -> Expr a -> Expr a
The above definition statically ensures that, for instance, addition is only performed
between two expressions that evaluate to integers, and also that addition evaluates to
an integer itself. Using non-generalised algebraic data type, we would have no way to
restrict the type of expressions constructed by the Addition constructor for instance.
GADTs will prove useful for implementing some of the data types used in the
Haskell version of the BIP framework.
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B.7 Type classes
An other very important and singular aspect of Haskell is the concept of type classes [18].
A type class, parameterised by a type a, defines constants and functions that must be
defined by all types a that are instances of the type class. Those constants and functions
thus become polymorphic: they are members of all types that are instances of the type
class.
The following type class for instance defines a unique function, ==, which indicates
that two values are equal.
class Eq a where
(==) :: a -> a -> Bool
Every type on which equality is defined can then instantiate the type class. One can
find for example in the standard library Eq instances for many types. The following
exemplifies how to instantiate a type class.
instance Eq Bool where
True == True = True
False == False = True
_ == _ = False
This instance specifies that True and False are equal to themselves and to nothing
else.
Constraints
Type classes can appear in the type signature of an expression to constraint some of
the type parameters. For instance, if we were to define a polymorphic function that
checks that two values of some type a are different, we might want to ensure that the
type a supports equality. This is performed as follows:
different :: Eq a => a -> a -> Bool
different x y = if x == y then False else True
The above type signature specifies that different is binary function defined on all
type a which support equality.
The contraints can also appear in instances declaration to restrict the types of
which the instance is defined. For instance, here is how equality on Maybe may be
defined:
instance Eq a => Eq (Maybe a) where
Nothing == Nothing = True
Just x == Just y = x == y
_ == _ = False
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Similarly, constraints can also appear in the class declaration. For instance, the class
Ord, which states that elements of a type can be ordered, requires that equality is
defined on the type.
class Eq a => Ord a where
(<=) :: a -> a -> Bool
Standard type classes
The Haskell standard library includes may different type classes and instances. The
following are some basic examples.
Eq the class of types whose values support equality.
Ord the class of types whose values can be linearly ordered.
Show the class of types whose values can be converted to strings.
The standard library contains also many other, higher order type classes, which
will be of special interest to us. The concepts can be difficult to grasp at first, and the
very small introduction we give to them here might not be sufficient. A more complete
and intuitive introduction can be found on the typeclassopedia[39]1.
Functor the class of type constructors which can be mapped over. The type class
defines a unique function: fmap.
class Functor f where
fmap :: (a -> b) -> f a -> f b
This class can be thought of as the class of ”containers” that can be mapped
over. For instance, lists are an instance of this type class. It is indeed possible
to apply a function to all elements of a list and collect all of the results in a new
list.
The name of the type class comes from the concept of functors in category theory,
which is closely related.
Monad is a super class of Functor. In addition to support mapping over the elements
with fmap, instances also support the transformation of a normal value into a
value contained in the type (using return), and sequencing (using >>=), as we
will see.
class Functor m => Monad m where
return :: a -> m a
(>>=) :: m a -> (a -> m b) -> m b
1The typeclassopedia is currently available on the website https://www.haskell.org/
haskellwiki/Typeclassopedia.
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Lists are a good example of a monad. Indeed, return corresponds to wrapping
the value in a singleton list. The function >>= corresponds to concatMap, also
know as flatMap in some other languages. This function applies a function
returning a list over all elements and then concatenates the results.
instance Monad [] where
return x = [x]
[] >>= _ = []
(x : xs) >>= f = f x ++ (xs >>= f)
This type class, as the previous, is named after a concept from category theory,
the monad.
Monads are of particular interest since they are a good abstraction for computa-
tions with effects, as we will see in the next section.
B.8 Computations with effects
Haskell, being a pure and lazy language, enforces a strong separation between evalu-
ation of expressions and execution of computations with side effects. So far, we have
only seen examples of pure functions, we can not have any side effects. However, to
be useful, a program must have side effects. Otherwise, it would be impossible to even
print the result of a computation to the console!
B.8.1 The IO type constructor
The solution adopted by Haskell is to have a type constructor, called IO, which rep-
resents computations that may have side effects. A value of type IO Int therefore
represents a computation which results in an integer value. Here are some examples of
such instructions present in the standard library:
-- Prints a string to the console.
putStrLn :: String -> IO ()
-- Gets a line from standard input.
getLine :: IO String
It is important to note that the creation of a value of type IO a does not mean
that the action described by the value will be performed! For instance, the evalua-
tion of putStrLn "Hello World" will not produce any output. Passing a value to
putStrLn, when evaluated, will simply create an action that, when executed, would
print something.
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B.8.2 The main action
Only a single action of type IO () gets executed, the one at the entry point of the
program, named main.
main :: IO ()
main = putStrLn "Hello World"
The execution of the above program will indeed show a message to the console, as
would be expected. As we have just said, it is only possible to execute a single action
per program, the main action. To have more interesting programs, we must thus have
a way to combine actions into some more complex ones. This is were the Monad type
class comes into play.
B.8.3 The Monad instance of IO
The monad instance of IO gives a way to sequence several IO actions together. For
instance, here is how to combine the getLine instruction with the putStrLn function
to obtain a function that reads a line from standard input and print it to standard
input:
main :: IO ()
main = getLine >>= putStrLn
The do-notation
The do-notation, a syntactic sugar of Haskell, allows programmers to chains actions
more easily without explicitly using the >>= function. The previous example could be
simply rewritten as:
main :: IO ()
main = do
x <- getLine
putStrLn x
B.9 Concurrency support
The Haskell language and runtime has support for concurrency, mainly through two
concepts: forkIO and MVars[26]. Other concurrency libraries, such as STM[38], will not
be exposed here.
B.9.1 forkIO
The instruction forkIO allows programmers to fork a new thread to execute some
action.
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forkIO :: IO () -> IO ThreadId
The threads spawned by this instruction are not OS threads, but so-called lightweight
threads, which are handled by the Haskell runtime. Those threads have very low
overheads associated to context switches and creation.
B.9.2 MVars
MVars are mutable variables that have been designed to work in concurrent settings.
An MVar a can either be either be empty, or contain a value of type a. MVars support,
amongst others, the following operations:
-- Creates a new variable
newMVar :: a -> IO (MVar a)
-- Takes the value from a variable.
takeMVar :: MVar a -> IO a
-- Puts a value in a variable.
putMVar :: MVar a -> a -> IO ()
All the above operations are atomic, meaning that they appear to take place at a single
indivisible point in time. In addition, trying to take the value of an empty variable
and trying to put a value in an already full variable will block until the operation is
possible. The implementation makes sure that threads are not blocked indefinitely on
the variable, given that the variable is not hold by a thread indefinitely.
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